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Chapter 1

General introduction

1.1 Intravascular interventions

PRESENT-DAY intravascular interventions have their roots in several tech-
nological advances in the past century, accomplished after the discovery of
X-rays in 1895. The development of relatively safe contrast media in the late

twenties offered the possibility of clinical examination of blood vessels by X-ray
angiographic imaging. Important progress toward intravascular interventions
was made in the next decades by the development of image amplification tech-
niques enabling fluoroscopic control of clinical procedures. The improvements
of catheterization techniques, in particular by the introduction of the guidewire
in 1953, together with still further technological advancements regarding instru-
mentation and imaging equipment, eventually led to the development of a vari-
ety of radiological interventions including balloon angioplasty, vascular stenting
and embolization techniques. Over the past decades, these interventions have
been increasingly applied for treating vascular diseases.

Fluoroscopy-guided intravascular interventions owe their attraction largely
to their reduced invasiveness as compared to conventional vascular surgery [31].
Despite this advantage, concern has been raised about the radiation exposure
involved with fluoroscopy-controlled treatments, affecting both patients [7, 150]
and radiologists who perform the procedures on a regular basis [28, 38, 76, 147].

1.2 MR-guided interventions

In view of the concerns regarding X-ray exposure and because of the absence of
ionizing radiation in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [62], the ongoing trend
to develop minimally invasive treatment strategies naturally led to the explo-
ration of MRI as an alternative to X-ray fluoroscopy for monitoring and guid-
ing interventional procedures. In addition to the absence of ionizing radiation,
MRI has several other properties that make it attractive for guiding radiological
interventions. Compared to X-ray fluoroscopy, MRI offers superior soft-tissue
contrast, allows a free selection of scan planes without the need to reposition
the patient and can provide both anatomical and functional information. Ad-
ditional valuable features that are particularly interesting in vascular treatments
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are the ability to quantitate the blood flow velocity and volume flow rate, and the
possibility to perform 3-D MR angiography (MRA) either while administering
gadolinium –a contrast agent with an excellent safety profile– or even without
utilizing any contrast medium. The major disadvantages of MRI for guiding in-
terventions are its limited patient access due to the closed configuration of the
magnets, and the severe constraints on instrumentation employed, which are im-
posed by the high main magnetic field present in the MR acquisition room [65].

In spite of these limitations, the unique characteristics of MRI have already
motivated many investigators at university institutes and industrial companies to
develop techniques and equipment for performing MR-guided radiological inter-
ventions, MR-guided radiotherapy and intraoperative MRI [30, 63, 67, 68, 93]. Re-
search in the field of interventional MRI is not only limited to image guidance of
existing therapies, but also includes the development of novel minimally invasive
MR-guided applications that can not be monitored otherwise, such as thermal
ablation techniques [20, 29, 61, 116, 124, 132, 148, 149]. The wide spectrum of re-
search on interventional MRI currently includes the development of MR-guided
biopsies [2, 48, 54, 97, 136], MR-guided brachytherapy [27, 113], MR-guided fo-
cused ultrasound [23–25, 29, 59, 61, 124], MR thermometry [21, 23, 51, 60, 78, 108],
functional imaging integrated into MR-guided neurosurgical interventions [47,
86], monitoring of drug delivery [94], MR endoscopy [58], MR-guided intravas-
cular interventions [6, 10, 12, 14, 15, 42, 80–82, 85, 134, 135, 143, 145, 153], intraoper-
ative MRI [47, 86, 95, 125, 128, 138, 161], MR-dedicated instrumentation [8, 10, 12,
42, 43, 64, 73, 80, 82, 84, 89, 90, 113, 129, 130, 153], and new data processing and vi-
sualization techniques [20, 29, 71, 108, 125, 137, 153].

1.3 The Utrecht interventional MRI project

In 1996, a project was initiated at the University Medical Center Utrecht with
the objective to enable and support clinical intravascular procedures under MRI
guidance [133]. Two industrial companies, Philips Medical Systems (Best, The
Netherlands) and Cordis N.V. (Roden, The Netherlands), participated in this
project and were involved in the development of a new generation of MRI scan-
ners and of MR-dedicated intravascular devices, respectively.

At the start of the project, modern clinical commercially available scanners
were generally particularly dedicated to diagnostic examination. Functionality
supporting interventional use was implemented only to a very limited degree.
For instance, MRI scanner software generally did not offer essential flexibility
to switch easily and rapidly between different scan sequences. Also, manipula-
tion of the slice geometry and modification of scan parameters during a series of
dynamic scans was not supported. Basic image postprocessing such as the sub-
traction of a reference image was supported by some scanners, but could only be
performed after the completion of an entire dynamic scan series. Patient accessi-
bility was limited by the closed configuration of the magnets.

As compared with competitive MRI systems, the Philips Gyroscan ACS-NT15
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MRI scanner that we utilized in our project offered already some extra function-
ality to support interventional procedures. For instance, the floating scan table
allowed the patient to be quickly moved in and out of the scanner bore. Besides,
source images were available on a black-and-white liquid crystal display (LCD)
inside the MR suite. Facilities for in-room control of the scanner consisted of
a start scan and stop scan button. Although open-configured 0.5 Tesla systems
dedicated to interventional purposes were already available in 1996 [127], an im-
portant reason for choosing a conventional MRI system to develop intravascular
interventional MRI was the requirement of a high main magnetic field in angio-
graphic imaging.

When the project was started, the development of MR-dedicated guidewires
and catheters was also still in its infancy. MR-dedicated devices were only appro-
priate for experimental –not clinical– studies and were hardly available [64].

An important question that needed to be answered in the course of the project
was what the necessities are with regard to scanner functionality, instrumentation
and postprocessing techniques to enable clinical intravascular procedures under
MRI guidance. The intention of the Ph.D. study presented in this thesis was to
explore and to develop prerequisites concerning image guidance and monitoring.

1.4 Contents of the thesis

The concrete aim of the present study was twofold. The first aim was to establish
MRI guidance of intravascular interventions. To this end, an image guidance
environment was created and image processing techniques were developed that
are able to automatically localize devices in 2-D MR images. The second aim
was to explore the potential additional value of MRI regarding monitoring of the
blood flow rate during the intervention.

The following sections provide a brief introduction to the main issues covered
by this thesis. The physical principles underlying MR flow measurements and
potential sources of error will also be addressed.

1.4.1 MR image guidance environment

An essential requirement to support intravascular interventions by MRI guidance
is that MR images can be displayed inside the acquisition room immediately after
acquisition. To accomplish this, we connected external workstations to the MRI
scanner and positioned a Faraday-caged LCD close to the MRI scanner. We also
developed a dedicated software package in order to rapidly visualize the received
images inside the MRI suite and to support remote control of the visualization.
The setup of the image guidance environment is described in chapter 2. Improve-
ments concerning the visualization of intravascular devices were achieved by ap-
plying a combination of subtraction and overlay techniques. During the project,
the environment offered flexibility with regard to implementation and testing of
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Figure 1.1: MR-dedicated instrumentation: (upper frame) fiberglass guidewire
with several dysprosium oxide markers; (lower frame) balloon catheter equipped
with two markers just outside the balloon area.

postprocessing algorithms and display functionality thanks to the separation be-
tween the environment created and the MRI system. Using the environment, we
were able to perform the first MR-guided balloon angioplasty procedures ever in
humans [135].

1.4.2 Automatic device localization

Image guidance can contribute more to intravascular interventions when devices
are not only better visualized but are also automatically localized. This requires
that MRI enables the recognition of the devices. Several methods have been pro-
posed to track intravascular devices. These are characterized as either active or
passive.

Active tracking techniques localize the devices by evaluating signals received
by small coils incorporated into the instruments [81, 85]. The application of a spa-
tial gradient during spin echo encodes the position in the direction of the gradi-
ent, resulting in a spectral peak at the coil’s position. Some postprocessing of
acquired signal profiles is always involved to localize the devices. The reported
techniques usually indicate the measured position of the device in a 2-D anatomic
or angiographic roadmap image acquired earlier, but are not able to fully depict
the device and to show its orientation in relation to the vasculature.

Passive tracking techniques require that the material properties of the devices
are manipulated so that the instrument reveals itself in the image [12, 42]. The
methods reported generally do not automatically track instruments in the image,
but leave recognition of the devices to the interventionalist. Usually, acquired
images are presented without any postprocessing to the interventionalist.

In view of the safety issues concerning active tracking, in our project the focus
was on passive tracking. Figure 1.1 shows an MR-dedicated guidewire and bal-
loon catheter equipped with several paramagnetic markers, which we utilized in
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Figure 1.2: (a) Pulse sequence diagram of a velocity-encoded PC gradient echo
imaging sequence, showing when the gradients are turned on and off. The hori-
zontal axis represents time and the vertical axis the strength of the gradients, RF
pulse and received signal. Velocity encoding is performed in the “slice select” di-
rection in this diagram by the application of a bipolar gradient (bold). In practice,
sequences with more complicated gradient forms are used than shown here. (b)
Example of signal vectors in the complex plane, obtained during the two oppo-
sitely velocity-encoded acquisitions of a PC imaging sequence.

our project. In chapter 3, we introduce a method to automatically localize these
intravascular devices in MR images. The method recognizes the susceptibility
artifacts induced by the paramagnetic markers and matches the detected marker
pattern to the known marker configuration of the device.

1.4.3 On-line flow measurement

One of the major advantages of MRI over X-ray imaging modalities is the capabil-
ity to measure the flow velocity and volume flow rates in blood vessels [74, 111].
Intravascular interventions can benefit from the ability to perform flow analysis
during these procedures and to display the results of the measurements imme-
diately to the interventionalist, because of the importance to know the patient’s
response to the procedure.

The established acquisition technique for measuring flow is phase-contrast
(PC) MRI. This technique is based on the fact that the transverse magnetization
of spins that move in the presence of a magnetic field gradient obtain a phase
difference with respect to static spins. To allow velocity to be derived from the
phase of the MR signal, a bipolar gradient is applied in the direction of the veloc-
ity measurement (Fig. 1.2(a)). For stationary spins, the effects of the positive and
negative lobes of this gradient cancel, but spins moving at a constant velocity v
undergo a phase shift φ that is proportional to their velocity and to the gradient
first moment. In practice, however, phase is not only determined by the phase
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.3: Example of a 2-D phase-contrast MRI scan, intersecting the internal
carotid arteries, jugular veins and vertebral arteries of a normal volunteer. The
PC scan data provide both anatomic and angiographic and velocimetric images:
(a) anatomic image; (b) angiographic image; (c) velocity map.

shift, but also by a spatially dependent phase offset φ0 as a result of many other
phenomena, including magnetic field inhomogeneities, eddy currents, radiofre-
quency (RF) effects, pulse sequence timing and motion in other directions [109].
Hence, measuring the velocity component of spins in one direction requires the
PC imaging sequence to be performed twice to be able to correct for the local
phase offset; the sequence must be implemented first with a bipolar gradient,
and next must be repeated with the bipolar gradient modified, preferably in-
verted. The difference ∆φ of the measured phase of the complex MR signals z+

and z− measured in the two acquisitions (Fig. 1.2(b)) is then proportional to the
difference in gradient first moment in these sequences (not taken into account the
phase and frequency encoding gradients applied in the imaging process). The
velocity sensitivity of PC acquisitions is usually expressed in the velocity encod-
ing venc, i.e. the velocity at which spins are given phase shifts of π radians. The
measured phase shift can be converted to velocity using v = (∆φ/π)venc.

Upon completion of a PC acquisition, the acquired image data are recon-
structed and a velocity map is generated in which the grey values of the pixels
reflect the velocity measured (Fig. 1.3). The conventional phase difference method
to quantify the volume flow rate in a vessel subsequently multiplies the measured
velocity in pixels covering the lumen cross-section by the pixel area and sums the
products.

PC acquisitions can be performed either cardiac-triggered [40, 100, 110] or
nontriggered [13, 56]. Cardiac-triggered acquisitions enable flow measure-
ment throughout the cardiac cycle, but are generally considerably more time-
consuming (3–4 minutes) than are nontriggered acquisitions (10–30 seconds).
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Triggering, however, is required for measuring blood flow rates in vessels with
strongly pulsatile flow [9]. Because of their shorter scan duration, nontriggered or
time-averaged acquisitions seem to be more appropriate to be integrated into scan
protocols for MR-guided interventions. The focus in this thesis will therefore be
on nontriggered acquisitions.

Most modern clinical MRI scanners are equipped with software supporting
phase difference flow analysis in vessels. The measurements are generally per-
formed after the completion of a complete scan series and subsequent image re-
construction and usually require the operator to draw a region of interest (ROI)
around the vessel of interest in the velocity map. Flow analysis software next
calculates the flow rate and displays the result on the operator console. Although
this clinically available functionality suffices for merely diagnostic purposes, in-
corporating the flow measurements into a protocol for MR-guided interventions
requires that PC images can be analyzed immediately after image reconstruction
and that the measured flow rates are displayed inside the MR acquisition room,
visible to the radiologist performing the intervention. This allows the radiologist
to include the flow information in his treatment strategy.

The relevance of flow rate measurements in intravascular interventions mo-
tivated us to implement on-line flow monitoring by integrating the phase differ-
ence flow analysis into our software environment. The facility is described in
chapter 4.

1.4.4 Rapid flow measurement

Phase difference flow analysis in PC images can be performed almost instanta-
neously. It has been shown that such flow measurements can be performed ac-
curately provided that the spatial resolution is sufficient, but substantial errors
occur when the number of pixels covering the vessel lumen is small [140]. Im-
portant sources of systematic error are the partial volume effect, the inflow-effect
and Gibbs-ringing [106, 140, 156]. We describe these error sources briefly here,
because of their relevance to chapters 5 and 6.

The partial volume effect occurs at the border of the vessel, where both flow-
ing and stationary spins are present in one pixel. The measured phase difference
of the sum of complex signals arising from the spins reflects a kind of average of
the flow velocities in the pixel. However, this net phase difference generally does
not represent the true average spin velocity, since it is also weighted by the signal
magnitude of the spins.

The inflow enhancement effect generally causes the flowing spins to be less
saturated than are the stationary spins. Because of their larger signal magnitude,
flowing spins will therefore contribute more to the measured signal than the sta-
tionary spins do. Consequently, the partial volume effect in combination with the
inflow effect usually gives rise to an overestimation of the actual flow in a vessel.
For pulsatile flow and time-averaged acquisitions, the inflow effect favors spins
passing in the systolic heart phase [50].
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Gibbs-ringing can occur due to the band-limited acquisition in MRI. The ef-
fect causes ring-shaped artifacts to appear around the vessel lumen in the velocity
maps, which make the flow measurement sensitive to the selection of the ROI.

To improve the accuracy and reproducibility of volume flow rate measure-
ments, Hoogeveen et al. have reported a model-based method for automatically
estimating the maximum velocity, vessel diameter and vessel center position in
the acquired velocity maps, given a reasonable initial ROI-selection [57]. The
model assumes a parabolic flow profile (Poiseuille flow) and a cylindrical vessel
geometry, and makes assumptions on the MR properties of blood and surround-
ing tissue. In an iterative process, the velocity map is modeled and the parameters
to be estimated are optimized, thereby eliminating the errors mentioned above.

The method is interesting in the perspective of MR-guided interventions, not
only because of the increased accuracy but also because it has potential to auto-
matically correct the active ROI for patient movement in a time series. In chap-
ter 5, we integrate the model into the software environment described in chap-
ter 4. The model allows a decrease of the spatial resolution without a substantial
loss of accuracy. This enables the temporal resolution to be doubled with respect
to the conventional phase difference method. The improvements regarding the
increase in temporal resolution and the ability to automatically correct for patient
movement are particularly relevant to interventional procedures.

1.4.5 Contrast-enhanced flow measurement

In general, a very effective way to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in MRA is the
application of MR contrast agents. These agents reduce the longitudinal relax-
ation time T1, which enables shorter scan times and better contrast. In addition
to existing MRA contrast agents such as gadolinium, currently new intravascu-
lar contrast agents –often referred to as blood pool agents– are being evaluated for
clinical application and are expected to become available shortly [8, 22, 96]. Blood
pool agents appear to be particularly suitable for application in intravascular MR-
guided interventions because of their prolonged exclusively intravascular pres-
ence lasting up to several hours [80]. However, along with the increase in blood
signal effectuated by the contrast agent, the severity of the partial volume effect
increases as well, which decreases the accuracy of the measurement.

In perspective of the potential advantages of blood pool agents applied in
MR-guided interventions, a method for flow quantification that can take advan-
tage of contrast enhancement is highly desirable. For this reason, we have de-
veloped a new model-based method to quantitate flow in PC images, which is
particularly suitable in case of a large signal magnitude in blood as compared
to the tissue signal. The method is described in chapter 6. It assumes several
conditions including a circular vessel geometry, Poiseuille flow and a negligible
background signal with respect to the lumen signal. We validate the method in
phantom experiments and show its potential by means of calculations based on
physiologically realistic MR properties.
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Abstract — MRI offers potential advantages over conventional X-ray techniques
for guiding and evaluating vascular interventions. Image guidance of such inter-
ventions by passive catheter tracking requires rapid on-line image processing and
in-room display. Commercially available MRI scanners currently do not provide
this functionality.
This chapter describes an image guidance environment that allows MR-guided in-
travascular interventions with on-line image processing. It demonstrates (i) that
flexibility can be achieved by separating the scanner and the image guidance plat-
form, thereby preserving the stability of the scanner, and (ii) that sufficiently rapid
visualization can be achieved by utilizing low-cost workstations equipped with
graphics hardware. The setup of the hardware and the software is described in
detail. Furthermore, image processing techniques are presented for guiding the
interventionalist through simple vascular anatomy. Finally, results of a phantom
balloon angioplasty experiment are presented.

2.1 Introduction

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) offers several advantages
over conventional X-ray imaging, such as excellent soft tissue contrast,
a free selection of scan planes, and the absence of ionizing radiation.

Therefore, MRI has received interest recently for guiding and monitoring inter-
ventional procedures such as biopsies [39, 131] and thermal tumor ablation [23–
25]. Since harmful contrast agents are not required with MR imaging of vascu-
lature and physiological information can be provided, for instance with regard
to flow and capillary perfusion, it is potentially also an attractive modality to
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guide intravascular interventions, whereby the patient’s functional response to
the treatment can be monitored peri-operatively [62, 92].

Methods for MR image guidance of intravascular interventions can be catego-
rized as either active or passive. The first method identifies the three-dimensional
positions of guidewires, catheters and other intravascular tools by means of small
receiver coils built into the tips of these invasive devices [1, 32]. Although active
catheter tracking has already been demonstrated in experimental animal stud-
ies [85, 155], the built-in coils and electrical wires present a safety risk, since
radiofrequency-induced heating can potentially develop. In the passive ap-
proach, devices are generally not localized but merely visualized by MRI Passive
techniques require dedicated intravascular devices that are MR compatible, i.e. do
not contain any ferromagnetic and otherwise electrically conducting material and
are yet visible in the MR slice.

In view of the safety issues concerning active tracking, we have chosen for
the passive approach. To show the feasibility of MR-guided balloon angioplasty
using passive catheter tracking, we developed MR-compatible guidewires and
catheters that are locally impregnated with dysprosium oxide [10, 12]. These ar-
eas of increased susceptibility cause artifacts depicted by small signal voids in the
MR image [91, 123].

During an MR intervention slices are acquired dynamically, i.e. every image
is reconstructed, processed and displayed immediately after acquisition. Hence,
for passive catheter tracking, advanced image processing techniques are required
that are capable of rapidly (within 1 second) localizing device markers in MR
slices. However, commercially available clinical scanners only allow postpro-
cessing after completion of the acquisition of a scan series and do not support
complex, image guidance-dedicated image processing of dynamic scans.

In order to achieve rapid and on-line image processing, an image guidance
environment was built separated from our whole body MRI scanner (Gyroscan
ACS-NT15 equipped with the PowerTrak 6000 gradient system; Philips Medi-
cal Systems, Best, The Netherlands), except for a connection via Ethernet. Sev-
eral other groups followed a similar approach using add-on systems for obtain-
ing real-time MR imaging (initially called MR fluoroscopy) [26, 44, 45, 70, 75, 77,
119, 120, 159]. Most of the reported systems were developed in order to achieve
high frame rates with low-level processing of data from for instance fast low-
angle shot sequences (FLASH), gradient-recalled acquisitions in the steady-state
(GRASS), echo planar imaging (EPI) and spiral sequences [44, 120, 159], interac-
tive MRI [70, 75, 119] and functional MRI [26]. Near-instantaneous image recon-
struction is generally a bottleneck for fast sequences and hence often requires spe-
cially designed hardware that is dedicated to the task of reconstructing [26, 44, 45,
119, 120, 159]. As yet, however, we do not intend to achieve multiple frames per
second, so that the scanner’s reconstruction hardware suffices for our application.
Our research mainly concentrates on the image processing required for passive
catheter tracking with the focus on a direct in vivo application in order to explore
the clinical potential of intravascular interventions under MRI guidance and the
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problems arising with a clinical introduction. To our knowledge, no display en-
vironments for intravascular interventional MRI purposes focusing particularly
on the integration of complex image processing algorithms and direct clinical ap-
plication have been reported so far.

Our system has been developed with the intent to eventually maximally ex-
ploit all available features of MRI during the intervention, including functional
data acquisition. The environment offers both flexibility regarding image pro-
cessing functionality to be developed in the future, and stability for performing
MR interventions in vivo. It employs the graphics hardware of relatively low-cost
workstations for rapid visualization.

The objective of this chapter is twofold. Firstly, we demonstrate an image
guidance platform separated from a commercially available MRI scanner to of-
fer flexibility, stability and performance in intravascular MRI intervention, and to
be ideally suited for the development and integration of image processing tech-
niques for passive tracking. Secondly, we show that rapid postprocessing can be
achieved by exploiting the graphics hardware of modern workstations.

2.2 Environment

An image guidance environment for MR-guided intravascular interventions,
meant to support the development and testing of new postprocessing and vi-
sualization algorithms as well as to allow safe in vivo procedures, should meet
the following three requirements:

1. The environment must have a high degree of flexibility, allowing new visu-
alization and device tracking algorithms to be easily implemented without
affecting the stability of the environment.

2. Assumed that the scanner is also involved in regular clinical diagnostic ex-
aminations, preserving the scanner stability is mandatory. Moreover, sta-
bility is a prerequisite in interventional procedures in patients. Major mod-
ifications to the scanner software are therefore not acceptable.

3. A display inside the MR suite close to the scanner bore is required, which
can be controlled by an operator from outside the acquisition room. Any
interference of radiofrequency (RF) radiation should be avoided.

To preserve the stability of the MRI scanner, a direct reconstructor interface (DRIN)
has been implemented and installed on our MRI scanner in co-operation with
the scanner manufacturer. This minor and safe extension to the reconstructor
software uses a TCP/IP protocol and allows connected clients to receive modu-
lus, phase, real and imaginary images in both the spatial and frequency domain,
including the associated acquisition parameters. We use the local network to con-
nect our platform to the scanner reconstructor. A disadvantage of this approach is
that the overall data traffic on the scanner network should be minimized during
MR interventions.
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2.2.1 Hardware

Our image guidance environment consists of two O2 (Silicon Graphics Inc.,
Mountain View, CA) UNIX workstations. One is located in the operator room
adjacent to the MR acquisition room and is equipped with an R10000 (150-MHz)
CPU acting as a client of the DRIN server. The console is a standard SGI color
monitor. The workstation located in the MR acquisition room is a diskless R5000
(180-MHz) O2, which performs booting from the R10000 workstation via Ether-
net. It displays on a 13-inch 18-bit 1280×1024 digitally driven color liquid crystal
display (LCD; Presenter 1280, Silicon Graphics). In order to avoid RF radiation
emitted by the LCD to interfere with the MR signal, an appropriate solution in-
volved Faraday caging of the display facility located in the MR suite, inclusive of
the workstation (Fig. 2.1).

Data communication between the workstations is established via fiberopti-
cal connections. An Ethernet connection (10 Mb/s) between both workstations
is accomplished by using two optical hubs (ACSVS MicroStack). This connec-
tion is used for booting and remote control by the master (R10000). Image data
are transferred from the master to the slave (R5000) via a fast fiberoptical point-
to-point connection (Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FDDI), 100 Mb/s). This
guarantees minimal data transport delay between the O2 system, and allows the
workstations to process and display images without redundantly loading the re-
constructor computer with I/O data traffic.
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Figure 2.1: Hardware environment; O2 workstations communicate via fiberop-
tical connections (dashed). Raw image data are first transmitted to the master
(R10000) via Ethernet and next to the slave (R5000) via FDDI. Both workstations
independently perform identical image processing of the raw image data.
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2.2.2 Software

In order to achieve the required stability, flexibility and performance, the im-
plementation was performed by event-driven, object-oriented programming in
C++ [139] and by implementing Tcl/Tk scripts [105, 152]. The graphics hardware
of the O2 systems is exploited by using the OpenGL library [102]. A user-interface
is displayed at the master operator console allowing interaction from the opera-
tor.

Several C++-objects were implemented that encapsulate data receiving from
DRIN (DrinClient, see Fig. 2.2), communication between the O2 workstations in-
cluding image data transfer (Server and Client), image storage (Storage), and
visualization (Display). The DrinClient object receives the acquired images in data
packages of 8 KB from DRIN, thus 16 packages per 16-bit 256× 256 image. Pack-
ages are immediately transmitted to the TCP/IP-based Server object, which dis-
tributes them to connected Client objects. Since tracking and visualization algo-
rithms are entirely managed by and encapsulated in the object Display, extensions
and modifications to these algorithms do not involve other objects. This promotes
flexibility and stability of the software.

The event-driven approach of Tcl/Tk ensures fast and appropriate handling
of interrupts from communication ports. Inter-object communication is also en-
tirely performed by event generation and handling. Events are handled in se-
quence of priority. In order to achieve a minimum delay between data acquisi-
tion and visualization in the MR acquisition room, events related to image data
transfer from DRIN to the slave receive a high priority level. Display and storage
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Figure 2.2: Software environment; data packages from DRIN are received by the
DrinClient object and immediately sent to the slave via the Server–Client FDDI
connection. Display parameters are also transmitted via this connection.
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Scan parameter 2-D phase-contrast 2-D gradient echo
Repetition time (ms) 12.0 15.0
Echo time (ms) 6.0 9.0
Flip angle (◦) 10 10
Signal averages 8 1
Encoded velocity (cm/s) 80 –
Encoding directions LR,AP,FH –
Partial echo sampling Yes No
Scan matrix 256× 256 256× 256
Field of view (mm) 180×300 180×300
Slice thickness (mm) 50 50
Bandwidth (Hz/pixel) 220 220

Table 2.1: Acquisition parameters of the 2-D phase-contrast and dynamic gradi-
ent echo sequences.

of new images on the master receive lower priority and hence only commence
after the completion of data transfer to all connected clients (currently only the
diskless slave).

The slave is controlled from the master by the operator. Modified display
parameters (e.g., for window-leveling and zooming) are copied immediately to
the slave via the Server–Client connection. This guarantees identical displaying
on both systems. The Tcl/Tk script interpreter also permits on-the-fly execution
of script code on both systems, which allows changing of the operation of the
systems. This makes the environment highly flexible and facilitates development,
testing and experimenting.

2.2.3 Image processing

Prior to the actual dynamic scanning, the interventional procedure consists of
a series of scans for (i) localization of the stenosis and specification of the scan
planes, (ii) quantification of the preoperative flow through the stenosis, and (iii) a
sagittal 2-D phase-contrast (PC) acquisition with a geometry identical to the dy-
namic scan series. This 2-D PC image brightly depicts the vasculature of interest
(Fig. 2.3(a)) and thus is appropriate to indicate the positions of the located de-
vices. We call this a roadmap, similar to the contrast-enhanced roadmap image in
X-ray fluoroscopy-guided intervention.

The actual intervention is carried out using a dynamic gradient echo tech-
nique. Acquisition parameters of the 2-D phase-contrast and dynamic gradient
echo sequences are listed in Table 2.1. The gradient echo images show small re-
gions of marker-induced decreased signal intensity (Fig. 2.3(b)). Subtraction of
a previously acquired reference image can enhance visualization of the device
markers (Fig. 2.3(c)). This operation is supported by the graphics hardware of
the O2 systems. Although motion artifacts can reduce the quality of the subtrac-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.3: (a) 2-D phase-contrast image of a flow phantom, serving as a roadmap
during the intervention; (b) dynamically acquired modulus image containing five
dysprosium oxide markers in the lower part of the middle tube (arrows); (c) result
after subtraction of a reference image; (d) overlay image.

tion, this can be overcome partly by the selection of a new reference image out
of the dynamically acquired images by the operator after a substantial patient
movement.

In order to combine the markers as depicted by the subtraction image and
morphologic information of the vasculature, the subtraction image is merged
with the roadmap image by applying alpha-blending [114]. Prior to this blend-
ing operation, the roadmap is colored red, and the subtraction image is inverted
and window-leveled yielding white markers. The result is referred to as the over-
lay image (Fig. 2.3(d)). The required image processing functionality has entirely
been implemented using computational operations supported by the graphics
hardware and hence are very fast.

2.3 Results

The setup presented allows image guidance of MR interventions with a refresh
rate of one image per two seconds. The acquisition of an MR image takes ap-
proximately one second, which might be reduced by for instance the application
of key-hole techniques [146]. The image data transfer between DRIN and the
master takes 0.7 second. The latency introduced by the data transfer from the
master to the slave is negligible as a result of the division of the image into small
data packages and the fast FDDI connection. Image processing and display turns
out to take approximately 0.3 second for a 1024 × 1024 overlay image. Modulus
images of a dynamic scan series can currently also be displayed by the LCD at
the scanner front within 0.5 seconds after acquisition, but any image processing
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Figure 2.4: Tube with a dilatable stenosis (arrow) taped onto the forearm of a
volunteer.

of these images is not possible.

Image guidance using the overlay technique was demonstrated during an in
vitro interventional MRI procedure. A 6-mm flexible plastic tube with a dilat-
able stenosis was connected to a flow system and taped onto the forearm of a
volunteer (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5(a)). This experiment allowed us to practice a clinical
application of MR-guided intervention, viz. balloon angioplasty in patients with
an obstructed hemodialysis access graft, under realistic conditions with regard to
patient positioning and sterility issues. During the interventional procedure, first
a guidewire containing five dysprosium oxide rings was inserted into the tube
and manipulated through the stenosis. The tube, the stenosis and the markers
were readily perceived in the overlay images (Fig. 2.5(b)–(d)). Next, a balloon
catheter containing two dysprosium oxide rings at the outer margins of the bal-
loon was introduced over the guidewire (Fig. 2.5(e)–(g)). After a correct position-
ing of the balloon, inflation caused the stenosis to dissolve, which is depicted by
the original modulus images (Fig. 2.5(h)–(i)). Finally, the catheter and guidewire
were withdrawn (Fig. 2.5(j)–(k)). Figure 2.5(l) shows the result of the balloon
angioplasty. A screen-shot of the master user-interface window is presented in
Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.5: (a) One modulus image out of the series of dynamic scans depicting
the phantom taped onto a volunteer’s forearm; the stenosis (arrow) causes a sig-
nal void distally; (b)–(d) introduction of the guidewire (five markers); markers
are not visible in the region of the signal void; (e)–(g) introduction and position-
ing of the balloon catheter (arrows) across the stenosis; (h),(i) balloon inflation
with gadolinium-doped water causes the stenosis to dissolve; (j),(k) catheter and
guidewire are withdrawn; (l) modulus image with recovered tube lumen.
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Figure 2.6: Screen-shot of the graphical user-interface; the left half of the graph-
ics window shows the original modulus image, the right part depicts the overlay
image. Linked crosshairs are fixed at the stenosis location in order to guide the ra-
diologist during the intervention. The user-interface is controlled by the operator,
who is able to adjust zooming, window-leveling and other display parameters.

2.4 Discussion and conclusions

We have demonstrated that image guidance of intravascular interventions can
be achieved by utilizing stand-alone, non-MR-dedicated workstations containing
graphics hardware. Using the presented scan protocol, delays introduced by the
described image processing and visualization functionality do not significantly
decrease the refresh rate as compared with the refresh rate currently obtained
while using the standard in-room display facilities of our MRI scanner.

Scanner stability, which is mandatory in clinical application, is preserved by
the high degree of independence of the developed environment. The separate ap-
proach also offers flexibility, because development and implementation of visual-
ization and tracking algorithms do not involve the scanner software and, thus, do
not require modifications by the manufacturer provided that image data can be
accessed immediately after reconstruction by external systems. The environment
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appears to be suitable for the development and testing of new image processing
algorithms required for new imaging techniques like perfusion-weighted MRI,
diffusion-weighted MRI and functional MRI. In general, stand-alone on-line sys-
tems that are able to rapidly postprocess and visualize images demonstrate con-
siderable promise as add-on devices to existing MRI scanner systems provided
that MRI scanners offer a fast image data interface.

Visualization inside the MR acquisition room was accomplished by placing
a diskless slave workstation and a color LCD inside the MR acquisition room.
The workstation and LCD have been encapsulated in a Faraday cage to avoid
RF interference. Driving the LCD from the outside would have required the de-
velopment of an optical converter for the high frequency digital signal between
computer and screen, whereas optical Ethernet converters and FDDI are commer-
cially available products. In-room visualization by means of a projector outside
the acquisition room is emerging as a good alternative, but was not considered an
appropriate solution for our purposes because of the required image resolution
and the specific construction of our MR suite. The master computer outside the
MR suite is required for providing the diskless slave with the operating system
during start-up and for remote control by an operator. Current image processing
is entirely performed utilizing the graphics hardware of both systems.

The overlay technique provides 2-D morphological information of the pa-
tient’s vasculature as well as the location of the stenosis and the marker positions
of the invasive devices. As yet, it can therefore only support interventional pro-
cedures concerning simple vascular structures that can be covered by one thick
slice. Application of the overlay technique may seem redundant, since both the
device markers and the vessels are readily appreciated in the original, dynami-
cally acquired modulus images in the phantom experiments presented. However,
image processing is certainly required for successfully performing MR-guided
balloon angioplasty, because in vivo experiments recently reported have already
shown that vessels do not depict very well and device markers are difficult to
distinguish in human limbs with vascular, muscle and other tissue structures (see
ref. 10, Fig. 2(a)).

Because of the involved subtraction, the presented overlay technique is sub-
ject to motion-induced errors, which considerably diminishes the robustness of
the technique. Motion artifacts can partly be overcome by regularly specifying
a new reference image, but a reference image should preferably not depict any
device markers. Besides, the overlay images are clearly of inferior quality as com-
pared with conventional X-ray imaging. The current state-of-the-art in MRI does
not allow interventional MRI to outperform X-ray in balloon angioplasty pro-
cedures; to achieve this, further technical advancements regarding rapid imag-
ing techniques, MR-dedicated instrumentation and contrast agents are required.
Nowadays, a severe limitation regarding patient access is the closed configura-
tion of most MRI magnets. The objective of our research is merely to explore
whether interventional MRI is technically realizable in clinical patients and to
develop intravascular devices and image processing techniques that enable us to
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passively track these devices.
Passive tracking eventually requires the automatic localization of the in-

travascular devices in the images. Currently, our techniques only enhance the
device marker visualization, but the three-dimensional coordinates of the tips of
these devices are not yet explicitly calculated from the images. The automatic lo-
calization of the devices in the images is an essential step to enable image-guided
intravascular interventions in regions of complex 3-D vasculature like the brain,
since it enables the automatic adaptation of the scan plane geometry during the
intervention. Steering of the scanner, however, also requires that scan geometry
specifications can be fed to the MRI scanner by the external workstation; this re-
quires that the MRI scanner offers a special interface, which is generally not the
case for clinical MRI systems. Some groups already demonstrated user-interfaces
on external systems [70] that are capable of modifying scan parameters inter-
actively, but the requirement of the interface is certainly a disadvantage of the
separate approach of the described image guidance environment.

Algorithms for passive device tracking are currently being developed in our
group. As a consequence of the object-oriented way of programming of the de-
scribed image guidance software, incorporating these algorithms without affect-
ing the stability of our software promises to be straightforward. The extra compu-
tational capacities of the master might be exploited by these tracking algorithms,
while the slave merely focuses on rapid visualization.

In conclusion, the image guidance environment presented has convincingly
demonstrated its potential for guiding balloon angioplasty procedures in phan-
tom experiments. The flexibility and stability offered by the stand-alone environ-
ment allowed us recently to start the in vivo application of MR-guided balloon
angioplasty and to successfully treat a first clinical patient with a hemodialysis
access graft obstructed by a stenosis.
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Localization of Intravascular Devices
with Paramagnetic Markers in MR
Images
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Abstract — MRI offers potential advantages over conventional X-ray techniques
for guiding and evaluating intravascular interventions. The development of
methods to safely and robustly localize and track devices under MRI guid-
ance is mandatory to enable automatic scan plane adaptation so as to exploit
the 3-D imaging capabilities of the MRI scanner. With regard to the issue of
radiofrequency-induced heating, passive approaches to catheter tracking are in-
herently safe. These techniques visualize intravascular devices by exploiting the
susceptibility artifacts associated with the devices. To promote conspicuity, the
devices are equipped with paramagnetic markers.
This chapter introduces a method to enable automatic localization of devices by
its ability to recognize markers in 2-D MR images. The method requires a coarse
segmentation of the vasculature of interest, and consists of two steps. First, it
performs a series of postprocessing operations including calculation of the wind-
ing number image and of the Laplacian image to detect marker candidates in
the image. Secondly, the device is localized by matching the detected pattern of
candidates to the known distance template of the device markers. Validation in
phantom experiments shows that the method is able to localize the device in 95%
of the cases. Results of an animal experiment and of a clinical application are
demonstrated.

3.1 Introduction

THE PAST FEW YEARS have witnessed a rapidly growing interest in the de-
velopment of techniques enabling MR-guided diagnostic and therapeutic
interventions [30, 63, 67, 68]. MRI offers potential advantages over conven-

tional X-ray techniques that make MR-guidance particularly suitable for mini-
mally invasive vascular applications [1, 32]. These advantages include the ability
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to quantitate blood flow and the excellent soft tissue contrast for delineation of
structures surrounding the vasculature. Two approaches have been proposed
for tracking intravascular devices with MRI, viz., active [85] and passive track-
ing [12, 42]. Active tracking enables the localization of catheters and guidewires
by using small radiofrequency (RF) receiver coils built into the tips of the devices.
Recently, however, concern has been raised about RF-induced heating in devices
containing electrical wires [73, 79, 89].

In this study, we focus on the passive approach, which implies that devices
are visualized in the MR image and tracking must be achieved by means of post-
processing. MR-dedicated devices that we utilize for passive tracking do not con-
tain conductive material and, thus, do not entail the safety risks of RF-induced
heating. To improve recognizability, the devices are equipped with several para-
magnetic ring-markers. These markers cause small signal voids in the MR image
when using a gradient echo technique for imaging. However, the associated sig-
nal voids in the MR images appear to be often poorly or inconsistently visualized
in regions of decreased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and in regions with disturbed
flow, which include the critical vessel portions affected by stenoses. Besides, in-
sertion and manipulation of intravascular devices modifies the flow rate, thereby
influencing the depiction of the vasculature and device markers. In our experi-
ence, the radiologist attempting to recognize a device in the image is often con-
fused by these effects. Another problem is that paramagnetic markers are usually
depicted by the signal voids several times larger than their original dimensions
so that the actual marker position is not clear.

To date, most groups using passive catheter tracking still present the per-
operatively acquired images as-is to the radiologist or apply overlay techniques
for improved visualization [6, 42, 143], but do not address the problems described
above. The aim of this chapter is to develop a method that solves the visualiza-
tion problems mentioned at least to a large extent, so as to improve the support of
MR-guided vascular interventions. The method provides automatic device local-
ization and highlights the actual positions of the markers, thereby also indicating
the radial position of the device in the vessel.

Localization and tracking of objects in image sequences is a frequently ad-
dressed subject of computer vision research with a focus on vehicle tracking in
traffic scenes, tracking of human motion for surveillance purposes and robot vi-
sion. Structures are recognized using a wide range of image features such as cor-
ners, edges, contours, external fiducial markers and anatomic landmarks [122].
In general, to track objects motion prediction is performed in consecutive im-
ages. Within the field of medical imaging, many reports have been published on
the registration of data using markers attached to the human body. Some of these
also deal with automatic marker localization, e.g., [151]. Cardiac deformation
has been measured using myocardial markers [98, 104]. Tracking of implanted
radiopaque markers has also been applied for tumor position verification dur-
ing radiation therapy, whereby often template-matching is performed for marker
detection [16, 101]. Detection of radiopaque markers was demonstrated recently
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by applying nonlinear filtering using a neural network [34] and using the vector
gradient Hough transform [144].

Globally, approaches to object recognition can be subdivided as (i) contour-
based, (ii) based on the spatial intensity distribution of the object of interest or (iii)
model-based when a parametric model is fitted to the image object. The contour-
based and model-based approaches are generally best suited for recognition of
relatively large objects with a characteristic shape. Since our object of interest is
small and symmetric, methods based on the intensity distribution in the image
appear most promising.

The method introduced in this chapter enables a rapid (within 0.3 seconds)
automatic localization of devices in 2-D MR images after subtraction of a refer-
ence image. It requires a coarse centerline segmentation of the vasculature of in-
terest. To detect marker candidates in the image, a series of postprocessing steps
with the calculation of the winding number and Laplacian image as the most es-
sential parts of the algorithm is performed. The device is localized by matching
its known template of intermarker distances to the pattern of marker candidates.
Validation in phantom experiments shows that the method performs well in 95%
of the cases provided the image quality is sufficient. To illustrate the method, the
tracking of a guidewire in an animal experiment and, retrospectively, in a clinical
procedure are demonstrated.

3.2 Experimental setup and acquisition

MR imaging was done on a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Gyroscan ACS-NT, Philips Med-
ical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). We performed tracking and visualization
on two external O2workstations (Silicon Graphics Inc., Mountain View, CA). A re-
constructor interface transmitted the image data immediately after reconstruction
to these workstations. The environment described extensively in chapter 2 pro-
vides control by an operator outside the acquisition room and visualization of the
processed images and tracking results inside the MR suite using a full-color liquid
crystal display (LCD). In the past, we have reported various in vitro and in vivo
studies that have all been supported by this environment [8, 14, 15, 17, 134, 135].

Prior to the actual intervention, volume data are acquired using a 3-D phase-
contrast or time-of-flight sequence with 5-mm slice thickness. These dasta are
needed for segmentation purposes (see section 3.3.5). The interventional pro-
cedure is also preceded by the acquisition of a 2-D phase-contrast image. This
typically 50-mm thick projection angiogram is selected such that it contains the
entire vasculature of interest. The in-plane resolution is 1.17× 1.17 mm2. The an-
giogram is utilized as a roadmap onto which the devices are superimposed when
manipulated through the vasculature.

The actual MR-guided intervention utilizes a dynamic gradient echo acquisi-
tion with a slice geometry identical to the roadmap. Each slice acquisition takes
approximately two seconds. After image data transmission from the reconstruc-
tor computer to the external workstations, the next slice acquisition is started,
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Figure 3.1: Marker depiction in subtraction images with slice orientations (a) par-
allel to and (b) perpendicular to the main magnetic field B0.

while device tracking is performed and results are displayed in-room. For se-
quence parameters of the roadmap and the dynamic gradient echo acquisitions,
we refer to Table 2.1.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Depiction of markers in the image

The dynamic gradient echo images are searched for markers after the subtraction
of a reference image acquired in the absence of markers. Figure 3.1 shows the
typical depiction of dysprosium oxide (Dy2O3) guidewire markers in these sub-
traction images. The paramagnetic markers cause susceptibility artifacts, which
have two different effects on voxels located in the close vicinity of the marker.

The first and most important effect is dephasing. This effect is generally larger
for longer echo times, where the signal loss is more severe and affects a larger re-
gion. It is also larger in the B0 direction than in transverse directions. In practice,
slices will usually be selected parallel to the main field direction. A mathemati-
cal description of the relation between the marker specifications, the acquisition
parameters and the associated signal void is beyond the scope of this thesis. An
extensive description of the severity of magnetic susceptibility for different ma-
terials is provided by Schenck et al. in ref. 126. We simply state that the desired
severity of the dephasing-associated void in the MR image can be achieved by
adapting the amount of paramagnetic material in the marker and the echo time.
Using the dynamic gradient echo sequence as proposed in section 3.2, subtraction
images show a signal void of 9 mm in the direction parallel to the main magnetic
field, and 6 mm in the transverse direction for markers containing 0.06 mg of
Dy2O3.

Apart from the dephasing effect and related signal voids, the local field in-
homogeneity caused by the paramagnetic marker can lead to signal miscoding,
so that in the frequency encoding direction signals from a larger region accumu-
late in a single voxel [126]. These voxels of high intensity can be observed in
Fig. 3.1(a). The combination of a large signal void due to dephasing and pixels of
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increased signal due to the signal displacement yields a rather complex marker
depiction which is strongly position-dependent.

Another property of susceptibility-based markers is that the marker-induced
amount of signal loss depends not only on the amount of paramagnetic mate-
rial and on the acquisition protocol, but also on the signal intensity of the envi-
ronment in which the marker is embedded. Consequently, susceptibility-based
markers are generally visualized inconsistently with regard to their absolute in-
tensity decrease as well as the spatial intensity distribution at pixel level, which
imposes severe constraints on the use of template-based methods. Therefore, we
choose a different approach.

3.3.2 Marker detection

In spite of the signal increase in some voxels, the marker depiction in the image is
dominated by a signal void extending over a region of typically 8×5 pixels in our
images. Analyzing the spatial intensity distribution at higher scales seems ad-
vantageous, because it will suppress the influence of single-pixel high intensities.
Multi-scale approaches, which have been extensively developed and reported in
the literature, provide many local operators for finding image features of a spec-
ified scale, e.g., for edges, ridges, corners and elongated structures [88]. In our
application, we look for a local operator capable of detecting local image minima
(“blobs”). These singular points in the greyvalued image have a vanishing gra-
dient vector field. In 2-D images, singularities can either be local maxima, local
minima or so-called saddle-points, and are characterized by their order, i.e. the
lowest non-vanishing power in the Taylor expansion of the image field around
the point [87].

Topological numbers classify topologically different singular points. In
ref. 69, Kalitzin et.al. propose a topological number νP describing the types of
singularities:

νP =

∮

A∈SP

dΦ(A), (3.1)

with

dΦ(A) =
Lx(A)dLy(A)− Ly(A)dLx(A)

L2
x(A) + L2

y(A)
, (3.2)

where SP is an arbitrarily chosen closed contour taken around P , the point of
interest, provided that SP does not surround any singularities (except possibly
P ). It can be shown that νP is zero if P is a non-singular point. In eqn. (3.2), Lx

and Ly are vector components of the gradient vector field ~Li = (Lx, Ly) of image
L. dΦ(A) can be rewritten as the outer product of the normalized gradient vector
at A and its derivative, d~Li, when moving along the closed contour SP :

dΦ(A) =
1

|~Li(A)|2
∣

∣

∣

~Li(A)× d~Li(A)
∣

∣

∣
. (3.3)
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Figure 3.2: Three different closed contours of (a) m = 8, (b) m = 12, and (c)
m = 16 voxels.

This, in turn, results in the angle dα between the normalized gradients in two
neighboring points since the following applies as well:

dΦ(A) =
1

|~Li(A)|2
∣

∣

∣

~Li(A)× ~Li(A + dA)
∣

∣

∣

= sin(dα) ≈ dα, (dα << 1). (3.4)

As a consequence, the integration along the closed contour always results in
an integer multiple of 2π. The topological number in 2-D is therefore also known
as the winding number; it represents the number of times that the normalized gra-
dient turns around its origin, as one circles around a given contour. For local
minima as well as local maxima, ν equals 2π, and for non-degenerate nth-order
saddle points (n ≥ 2), the winding number assumes negative multiples of 2π:
ν = −2π(n− 1).

Calculating the winding numbers of image points requires that eqn. (3.1) is
written as a summation:

νP =

m−1
∑

j=0

sin−1

∣

∣

∣

~Li(Aj)× ~Li(Aj+1)
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

~Li(Aj)
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

~Li(Aj+1)
∣

∣

∣

with Am = A0. (3.5)

In this equation, m represents the number of points around P for which the gra-
dient vector ~Li is evaluated. The condition Am = A0 ensures a summation over
a closed contour. This contour might consist of the eight neighbors of P , or an
arbitrarily larger neighborhood (Fig. 3.2) provided it does not contain additional
singular points. The summation includes an extra inverse sine since the outer
products summed are no longer infinitesimals.

In general, the singularities in the Taylor expansion of the image field will not
coincide with the image grid. As a consequence, when calculating the topological
numbers of a point in the vicinity of a singular point, a nonzero winding number
is found for more than one pixel around the actual singular point. When applying
the 8-neighbor pixel contour of Fig. 3.2(a), a region of always 2 × 2 pixels in the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.3: Intermediate results of the marker detection; (a) subtraction image,
showing the 7 markers of a guidewire; (b) winding number image; (c) Laplacian
image; (d) multiplication of the winding numbers and the Laplacian image.

image is obtained yielding a 2π winding number. For more extensive contours,
this region will be larger.

Winding numbers can accurately discriminate between local extrema, saddle
points and regular points, but do not discriminate between local minima (possi-
bly markers) and local maxima (other structures). Moreover, winding numbers
are highly sensitive to noise because of the normalization of the gradient vectors
in eqn. (3.5). The required discrimination between local maxima, local minima
and noise is obtained by weighting with the Laplacian of the image. This local
operator Lxx + Lyy returns positive values for local minima and negative ridges
(grooves), negative values for local maxima and positive ridges, and small abso-
lute values in homogeneous regions with only noise. By multiplying the Lapla-
cian image and the topological numbers of the image,

M(x, y) = ν(σ)(x, y) ·
[

L(σ)
xx (x, y) + L(σ)

yy (x, y)
]

, (3.6)

local minima at the desired scale σ are nicely discriminated from other structures
in the image.

A computationally efficient approach to calculate the derivative Lx is to con-
volve the image with a 1-D Gaussian first derivative kernel, and to blur the thus
obtained image in the y direction by convolving it with a 1-D Gaussian kernel;
this must be repeated in the perpendicular direction in order to obtain the Ly

derivative as well. The derivatives Lxx and Lyy can then easily be calculated at
pixel-level from Lx and Ly , respectively.

In Fig. 3.3, intermediate results of the described marker detection algorithm
are presented. Figure 3.3(b) clearly demonstrates the sensitivity of the winding
numbers to noise, but after multiplication with the Laplacian image the markers
are readily appreciated (Fig 3.3(d)).

Once M(x, y) has been calculated for all pixels, the marker detection algo-
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input data required:
? reference image → IR

? dynamic image → ID

marker detection:
subtract reference from dynamic image; ID − IR → ID−R

calculate Gaussian blurred image; ID−R → ID−R,σ

calculate first-order derivatives Lx and Ly ; ID−R,σ → ILx
, ILy

calculate winding numbers; ILx
, ILy

→ Iν

calculate Laplacian image; ILx
, ILy

→ ILapl
multiply winding numbers and Laplacian images; Iν · ILapl → IM

convolve with uniform kernel; IM → IC

select set of best marker candidates; IC → C

Figure 3.4: The marker detection algorithm profile.

rithm can be completed. Recall that each singularity in the original subtraction
image results in a small region (depending on the applied summation contour)
with winding numbers equal to 2π. In our application, we chose the 8-neighbor
closed contour of Fig. 3.2(a). To concentrate the positive pixel values related to
one local minimum into one pixel with maximum value, we convolve M(x, y)
with a uniform 2× 2 kernel G(a, b) = 1/2π with a, b ∈ {0, 1}.

C(x, y) = G⊗M(x, y) (3.7)

Finally, a limited set of the brightest isolated pixels is selected in the convolved
image C(x, y). The thus obtained set contains the marker candidates that will be
matched to a model of the intravascular device. The marker detection algorithm
is summarized in Fig. 3.4.

3.3.3 Model information

In this section, we address the model information regarding the device and vas-
culature that is required in the matching process.

3.3.3.1 Device model

Our intravascular devices are usually equipped with 6 or 7 markers. These are
distributed at known distances from one another, the intermarker distances. The
prepared part of the devices that is occupied by markers is 10 to 14 cm in length,
starting at the distal tip. The template of intermarker distances arranged from
proximal to distal along the device, referred to as the intermarker configuration in
this chapter, represents the device model to which the pattern of marker candi-
dates will be matched.
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(a) (b)
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R

(c) (d)

Figure 3.5: (a) MR angiogram of the neck of a patient suffering from an occluded
right internal carotid artery; (b) the vascular trajectory tree (white) superimposed
on the angiogram; line elements to be ignored have been plotted in black; (c) one
branch has been activated; the root node (R) and the terminating node (T) are
indicated; (d) the generated mask image.

3.3.3.2 Vascular trajectory tree

Knowledge of the vasculature is required for putting the marker candidates in the
right order so as to enable the calculation of the intermarker distances. Hence, we
ask the user to specify in the roadmap the trajectory that the device is to traverse
between the location where the device will enter the image and the location to
which it should be maneuvered. Side branches of the main trajectory that the de-
vices accidentally may enter should be specified as well. Vessel elements with ex-
pected poor visualization should be specified to be ignored. The main trajectory
and side branches together form the vascular trajectory tree. It is represented by a
structured collection of 2-D image positions, called nodes, which are connected by
straight line elements (Figs. 3.5(a) and (b)).

In order to traverse the tree, branches can be activated. A branch consists of a
one-dimensional series of tree nodes connected by line elements. The first node,
called the root node, is identical for all branches and is located most proximally,
i.e. where the device enters the image. The last node is one of the terminating nodes
of the tree; these nodes do not possess so-called child nodes and are located at the
end points of the vascular tree (Fig. 3.5(c)).

We are able to considerably reduce the search space of the marker detection
algorithm by utilizing a mask image. This image is generated automatically from
the vascular trajectory tree by broadening the line elements such that the entire
vessel width is occupied (Fig. 3.5(d)).
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input data required:
? device model markers → D
? vascular trajectory tree→ V
? set of best marker candidates → C
? convolved image → IC

device localization:
repeat for all branches B ∈ V

project marker candidates C onto B → CP

reject markers to be ignored
reject markers at large distance |C − CP|
reject markers with CP falling outside B
repeat for all projected candidates CP

repeat for all device model markers D
assign marker candidate to device model marker, and
initialize matching result with value IC of this candidate
repeat for all proximal device model markers

calculate expected location along B
if location to be ignored or outside B then

assign expected location to device model marker
else

search for marker candidates in search region
if marker candidate found then

assign candidate to device model marker, and
add value IC of this candidate to matching result

else
assign expected location to device model marker
add penalty value to matching result

until done
repeat for all distal device model markers
· · ·

until done
if best matching result so far then

store configuration
until done

until done
until done

Figure 3.6: The device localization algorithm profile.
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3.3.4 Device localization

The device localization algorithm calculates the best match of device markers and
detected candidates. The matching process is performed for every individual
branch of the vascular trajectory tree. We describe this process here in detail. The
device localization algorithm is summarized in Fig. 3.6.

After activating a branch, the candidates are arranged along the branch by
projecting each of the candidates orthogonally onto the line elements connecting
the nodes (Fig. 3.7(a)). Some markers have to be rejected:

• markers projecting onto a line element that has been selected to be ignored;

• markers with a large distance between detected location and projection, be-
cause they are positioned in different vessel branches;

• markers for which the projection was not possible.

The remaining projected candidate markers are sorted ranging proximally to dis-
tally.

5
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Figure 3.7: (a) Projection of detected marker candidates (black blocks) onto a
branch (grey); candidate 1 can not be projected (will be rejected); candidate 2
projects onto a line element to be ignored (will be rejected as well); candidate 3
lies in the outside bend of the branch and projects onto a node; candidates 4, 5
(inside bend) and 6 project onto a regular line element of the branch; (b) Match-
ing of the device intermarker configuration (left) to the projected candidates. In
the match presented, one of the device markers (A) is first assigned to one of the
projected candidates (4P). The tip device marker’s expected position is along the
line element to be ignored (question mark), and hence will not contribute to the
matching result. In contrast, one of the proximal device markers (B) does not
match to a candidate, which is punished by adding a negative penalty value to
the matching result.
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The matching of the projected marker candidates and the device model com-
prises the final step. In each match, one of the device markers is assigned to
one of the projected candidates and the remaining device model markers are
next matched with the remaining candidates both in proximal and distal direc-
tion (Fig. 3.7(b)). The algorithm obtains the distance to the neighboring device
model marker from the intermarker configuration and employs it to determine
the neighbor’s expected location along the branch. It checks whether this loca-
tion is along a line element that was selected to be ignored. If so, the expected
location is assigned to the related device model marker after which the next de-
vice model marker is attempted to be located. If not, a region of 4 mm in both
directions around the expected location is taken into account in which marker
candidates are searched. This region allows for detection errors up to ±2 mm
in both neighboring marker positions. If a candidate is found, the result of the
marker detection, C(x, y), is added to the cumulative matching result and the
location of the unprojected candidate’s position is assigned to the related device
model marker. Otherwise, a negative penalty value is added to the cumulative
matching result and the calculated expected location is assigned to the related
device model marker. The next device model marker is then attempted to be lo-
cated. Device model markers that fall outside the active branch do not add to the
cumulative matching result, and neither do device model markers at expected
locations along line elements to be ignored.

The matching process described is exhaustively performed per branch for all
device model markers and all candidates. The configuration of highest matching
result is determined for all branches. The resultant match is eventually presented
to the interventionalist. To visualize the result, the located device is drawn into
the roadmap image. Hermite interpolation [55] is applied for connecting the de-
vice markers. The detected markers of the localized device are depicted by small
blocks in order to highlight their positions.

3.3.5 Foreshortening

The matching process described in the previous section implicitly assumed the
vasculature to be in-plane with the imaging slice. Obviously, this is generally
not the case. Consequently, to catch the entire vascular structure into one slice
it is often necessary to specify the slice thickness to be a multiple of the vessel
diameter. A second consequence is that marker candidates in the acquired images
will appear closer to one another than suggested by their intermarker distance
when the orientation of the device is not parallel to the imaging slice. This effect
is called foreshortening.

The foreshortening effect can easily be compensated. Given an active branch
with the three-dimensional node locations ~ni ∈ � 3, and the imaging plane
spanned by two orthogonal and normalized vectors ~px and ~py, the correction
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Figure 3.8: Graphical user-interface for the selection of the 3-D coordinates of the
nodes. The first three upper windows show three orthogonal planes through the
currently selected node. The right upper window shows the spatial orientation
of the roadmap image including a multi-planar reformatted volume cross-section
and the vascular trajectory tree. The lower left window displays the calculated or
acquired roadmap image and permits specification of the tree nodes.

factor fi reads:

fi =
|~ni+1 − ~ni|

√

[(~ni+1 − ~ni) · ~px]2 + [(~ni+1 − ~ni) · ~py]2
(3.8)

with ~ni and ~ni+1 being two neighboring nodes along the active branch. The pro-
jected intermarker distance of markers detected along the line element connecting
these nodes must be multiplied by fi in order to obtain the real distance.

Although correction for the foreshortening effect appears relatively easy, ob-
taining the three-dimensional node coordinates is less trivial. An automatic node
selection requires a sophisticated volume segmentation of the vasculature of in-
terest. For our application we have chosen a manual approach; a dedicated
graphical user-interface enables a quick node selection in 3-D (Fig. 3.8).

3.4 Experimental validation

3.4.1 Setup of experiments

We have performed several phantom experiments in order to validate the pre-
sented techniques. The flow phantom used consisted of a synthetic tube of 6-mm
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.9: Examples of subtraction images of different CNR, obtained in the val-
idation experiments; (a) CNR=1.2; (b) CNR=2.2; (c) CNR=3.0; (d) CNR=4.0.

inner diameter. The tube was shaped to model a helix in order to achieve 3-D
orientation, and was submerged in stationary manganese-doped water. It was
attached to a flow system to simulate blood flow. A copper wire was tied some-
where to the tube in order to mark an offset needed for retrospectively calculating
the correct positions of the guidewire markers in the images. The guidewire was
equipped with the following configuration:

• 16.5 • 39.5 • 46 • 23 • 10 • (3.9)

Prior to the tracking experiments, 3-D phase-contrast volume data were ac-
quired. Using these data, we were able to perform a manual segmentation of
the tube’s centerline, which served as the vascular trajectory tree. A roadmap of
60-mm slice thickness was acquired as well, showing a small signal void at the
location of the offset.

During the experiments, a guidewire was inserted proximally into the tube,
and was first positioned such that the tip marker was located at the marked offset.
Next, the guidewire was advanced and withdrawn in steps of 10 mm. The quality
of the images was varied by changing the receiver coil, by creating an artificial
stenosis in the tube and by introducing motion artifacts in some experiments.

3.4.2 Correct marker positions

Knowledge of the correct positions of the markers in the images was required
for evaluating the experiments. To obtain these positions, we first calculated the
spatial positions of the markers along the centerline by combining the 3-D center-
line segmentation, the offset’s projection in the roadmap image and the known
guidewire shifts with respect to the offset. Next, the projections in the 2-D images
of the spatial marker positions were calculated. To compensate for the nonzero
thickness of the tube, some of the resulting marker locations had to be slightly
adapted manually.
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3.4.3 Method and results of in vitro validation

The marker detection and device localization methods were validated separately
as well as together. The independent variable in the validation of both the marker
detection method and the overall method was the image quality, represented by
the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). The independent variable in the device local-
ization validation was the result obtained in the marker detection validation.

The CNR of an image was determined using only the pixels that were marked
positive in the mask image. The contrast was calculated as the root mean square
of the values of pixels in the Laplacian image within a rather arbitrarily chosen
3-mm radius from the correct marker locations. The noise was calculated sim-
ilarly, but using the remaining pixels. Figure 3.9 presents several examples of
subtraction images and the calculated CNR.

Recall that the final step of the marker detection algorithm comprises the se-
lection of a set of marker candidates. We have validated the detection algorithm
by varying the size of the set and determining the numbers of true positive and
false positive marker candidates, thereby generating receiver operating charac-
teristic (ROC) curves. The performance of the detection was measured by calcu-
lating the areas under the ROC curves by means of Riemann-integration; the max-
imum ROC-area of 1 is achieved when the algorithm detects all correct markers
with higher values C(x, y) than present in the remainder of the image. The areas
are presented in Fig. 3.10(a) versus the CNR for 807 evaluated images. Clearly,
the detection algorithm performs better for higher CNRs. A function of the form
1− a exp(−bx2) has been fitted to the data so as to demonstrate how rapidly the
ROC-area approaches 1 for increasing CNR.

The device localization method was validated separately and together with
the marker detection by subsequently applying both algorithms and calculating
the average distance between the correct marker locations and the automatically
localized device markers in every image. In Figs. 3.10(b) and (c), the logarithms of
these values are plotted versus the ROC-area and the CNR, respectively, thereby
presenting results of the device localization algorithm in Fig. 3.10(b) and the over-
all performance of our method in Fig. 3.10(c). The correct localizations were
automatically separated from the failures by applying the criterion that correct
matches present an average marker location error less than 3 mm. The fractions
of correct matches have also been plotted in Figs. 3.10(b) and (c). They represent
the robustness of the method, which turns out to be 95% for images of reasonable
quality (CNR=4). For such images, matching was observed to fail mainly when
part of the device was outside the field of view.

3.5 In vivo results

In this section, results are presented of the application of our methods to in vivo
interventional MRI procedures.
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Figure 3.10: Results of the in vitro validation of the proposed method in 807 im-
ages; (a) performance of the marker detection algorithm; circles present the area
under the ROC curve plotted versus the CNR; the dashed curve shows the least-
squares fit of the form 1−a exp(−bx2); (b) performance of the device localization
algorithm versus the result of the detection algorithm; the average error in mm
(left axis) of the localized device markers is visualized by circles, and the fraction
of correct localizations (right axis) is presented by the dashed curve; (c) overall
performance of the marker detection and device localization algorithms together;
the average error in mm (left axis) of the markers of the located device has been
plotted versus the CNR as circles; the fraction of correct localizations (right axis)
is presented by the dashed curve.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

(k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 3.11: Results of a tracking experiment with a guidewire introduced into
the left common carotid of a pig; (a) sagittal roadmap with superimposed the vas-
cular trajectory tree; (b) mask image; (c)-(k) several frames of the correctly tracked
guidewire moving in cranial direction; (l)-(m) bad tracking results due to the fore-
shortening effect; the most proximal marker (circle) is correctly identified in these
frames, but the localized guidewire reaches beyond the two distal markers visible
in the subtraction image (arrow heads).
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3.5.1 Tracking of a guidewire in a pig

During an animal experiment, we introduced a 7-marker guidewire into the left
common carotid artery of a pig. The intermarker configuration of the guidewire
was:

• 16 • 17 • 15 • 16 • 17 • 10 • (3.10)

Our method provided real-time (within 0.3 seconds per image) tracking of the
guidewire (Fig. 3.11). Through-plane coordinates were not supplied, since the
functionality compensating for the foreshortening effect was not available yet at
the time of the experiment and volume data had not been acquired. Figure 3.11(a)
shows the vascular trajectory tree with several side branches superimposed on
the roadmap. Figures 3.11(c)-(l) show the correctly localized guidewire entering
the common carotid proximally at the bottom of the images and moving in cranial
direction.

Correct tracking results –judged by visual inspection– were obtained for 24 of
the 29 dynamic images acquired during the experiment. Two 2 dynamic images
were excluded in which the guidewire could not reasonably be observed because
of poor image quality. Most errors were obtained when the guidewire had en-
tered the distal region (4 failures in 5 images), whereas in the proximal region
only 1 failure in 24 images was obtained. It appears that, while the proximal part
of the carotid is approximately planar and parallel to the roadmap, the distal part
contains a through-plane vessel curve that travels out of the imaging slice. Con-
sider Figs. 3.11(m) and (n), both showing the most proximal and distal guidewire
markers in the subtraction image. Note that the localized guidewire appears to
be too long and therefore does not fit, which is indicative of a significant fore-
shortening effect.

3.5.2 Retrospective tracking of a guidewire in a patient

The described marker detection and device localization methods have been ap-
plied retrospectively to images obtained in an MR-guided balloon angioplasty
procedure (Fig. 3.12). The 34-year old female patient suffered from a stenosed
venous part of a haemodialysis access graft. The guidewire was equipped with 7
markers. The intermarker configuration was:

• 17 • 14 • 16 • 16 • 16 • 10 • (3.11)

In the upper part of the roadmap (Fig. 3.12(a)), the brachial artery is superim-
posed on the stenosed venous part. The latter does not branch so that the vas-
culature trajectory tree reduces to a single vessel. Figures 3.12(c)-(i) show several
frames of the guidewire positioning. The guidewire was localized correctly in
15 out of 17 images acquired during the guidewire positioning and during with-
drawal of the guidewire upon completion of the balloon angioplasty.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i)

Figure 3.12: Results of an MR-guided in vivo balloon angioplasty procedure with
guidewire tracking (retrospectively); (a) vascular trajectory tree superimposed on
the roadmap of a haemodialysis access graft in a patient’s left forearm; the arrow
indicates a stenosed vein (obscured by a signal void); (b) mask image with the
vessel element affected by the stenosis having been ignored; (c)-(i) integrated vi-
sualization of subtraction images (left) and the tracking result of the guidewire
plotted onto the roadmap (right) with crosshairs indicating the stenosis; (c)-(d)
some of the guidewire markers are in the proximal region of poor SNR; (f)-(i) the
guidewire is negotiated beyond the stenosis.
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3.6 Discussion and conclusions

We have developed a method for the detection and localization of devices
equipped with multiple paramagnetic markers in MR-guided interventions. The
robustness of our method was shown to be dependent on the image CNR, and
was demonstrated to be 95% for a reasonable CNR of 4 in an experimental val-
idation. Results of device tracking in in vivo interventional procedures showed
the applicability in clinical procedures, but also revealed the necessity of com-
pensating for the foreshortening effect. In this section, we discuss our method
and suggest some approaches to further improve its robustness.

The detection of marker candidates in a subtraction image exploits knowl-
edge of the shape and size of the markers. The combination of the winding num-
ber image and the Laplacian image enables the discrimination between markers,
artifacts and noise to a large extent. In fact, the winding number image may be
considered as a binary image identifying local extrema at a certain scale, whereas
the Laplacian image determines the strength of detected markers. As a conse-
quence, the detection algorithm is hampered by larger second-order structures in
the subtraction image rather than by pixel-to-pixel noise due to the acquisition
process. This was also our reason for basing the CNR on the Laplacian image.

The detection performance demonstrated a strong dependency on the CNR.
Since the CNR is affected considerably by motion artifacts present in the subtrac-
tion image, part of the research done in our institute focuses on background sup-
pression during imaging with the aim to obviate the subtraction and to enable the
use of the originally acquired MR image as the input image for our algorithms.
Besides, in the near future blood pool agents will allow a significant increase of
the contrast in the image. These new contrast agents are currently being evalu-
ated for clinical application. Compared to conventional gadolinium, they have a
prolonged intravascular presence and hence show great promise to MR-guided
intravascular interventions [5]. Eliminating the subtraction and relying merely
on the original MR image, however, demands a modification of the detection al-
gorithm, since the vasculature will be visible in the original image and has to be
distinguished from the markers.

Criticism concerning the manual segmentation involved may include the fact
(i) that the segmentation requires additional volume data to be acquired, (ii) that
the segmentation has not been automated and (iii) that patient movements make
the segmentation useless. We disagree on the first point, since volume data are
often acquired anyway for specifying the geometry of scans. Moreover, in X-
ray-guided interventions, a shift towards utilizing 3-D volumetric data can be
observed as well after the introduction of 3-D rotational angiography. We agree
that the manual segmentation may be replaced by a (semi)automatic algorithm,
but we consider automation of the segmentation not to be essential since in gen-
eral the segmentation has to be performed only once during a single intervention
and is not time-consuming. The third point of criticism is justified, but it also
holds for other imaging modalities utilizing roadmap techniques.
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The localization of the device is performed by matching the known inter-
marker configuration to the marker candidates along the vascular trajectory tree.
The built-in facility to exclude vessel elements with expected inconsistent visual-
ization is crucial for application in intravascular interventional MR procedures.
The results presented show that our method can identify the device correctly even
when it is advanced through a stenosis or is only partially visible. In the case that
not all of the device markers have been detected or when artifacts in the sub-
traction image are mistaken for device markers, the device localization can take
advantage of the uniqueness of the individual intermarker distances for finding
the correct match. Hence, the quality of the intermarker configuration will con-
tribute considerably to the robustness of the method and reliability of the result.
In addition to uniqueness of the individual intermarker distances, an optimal
intermarker configuration also requires that not any sum of neighboring inter-
marker distances equals any sum of different neighboring intermarker distances.
The marker configuration that we employed in the experimental validation does
possess this property (see eqn. (3.9)). However, the search region involved in the
matching procedure makes that intermarker distances might still be confused.
Future research may therefore concern the calculation of the optimal intermarker
configurations for our devices.

One might suggest that the recognizability of the devices can also be im-
proved by varying the amount of paramagnetic material per marker. We did
not do this, because –as was noticed in section 3.3.1– in general the severity of
the marker-induced signal void strongly depends on the environment that the
markers are embedded in, which may vary over time and space.

The method presented displays the automatically localized device merged
with the roadmap, but does not present an indication of the reliability of the re-
sult. This –probably useful– extension might be realized by presenting not only
the localized device, but also the matching value resulting from the device lo-
calization algorithm. A more sophisticated reliability analysis, however, may be
achieved by comparing the best result with less successful matches; a small dif-
ference between the best and best-but-one matching results indicates that the best
match is not reliable. Another improvement may be the incorporation of tempo-
ral information, although this requires a substantially higher frame rate of the
imaging sequence. Imaging techniques providing such high frame rates are for
instance radial scanning [117, 118] and parallel signal acquisition techniques with
sensitivity encoding [115]. Up-to-date hardware could easily handle these high
frame rates, since the evaluation of a single image by our method only takes 0.3
seconds on a 150-MHz workstation. Besides, the algorithms presented are partic-
ularly suitable for parallel implementation on multiprocessor systems.
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Facilities for Monitoring Blood Flow
during MR-Guided Diagnostic and
Therapeutic Interventions

C. J. G. Bakker, R. van der Weide, H. F. M. Smits
Journal of Magnetic Resonance Imaging, 1999, vol. 10, p. 845–850 adapted

Abstract — In this chapter we describe a hardware and software environment for
making available quantitative blood flow data inside and outside the magnetic
resonance (MR) acquisition room during MR-guided diagnostic and therapeutic
interventions. The configuration allows for triggered and nontriggered exami-
nations and provides the interventionalist with updated results within 1 second
from data acquisition. The practicability of the setup and its potential for clinical
and investigative purposes are demonstrated in vitro and in vivo.

4.1 Introduction

THE PAST FEW YEARS have seen a growing interest in the development
of MRI as a tool for guiding and evaluating diagnostic and therapeutic in-
terventions [30, 65, 93]. Research in this field is stimulated by the fact that

MRI not only provides morphological but also physiological information, e.g.,
with regard to blood flow. This sensitivity to flow has been shown to be particu-
larly relevant for the development of intravascular interventional MRI [14, 134].
Unfortunately, current MRI systems do not allow on-line evaluation of flow mea-
surements. Typically, data are acquired as part of an involved scan protocol and
evaluated after completion of the examination. From the perspective of an inter-
ventionalist, the resultant delay in the output of flow information is undesirable,
as it is important to know the subject’s response to the procedure. We therefore
thought it a rewarding exercise to attempt to create facilities for real-time quanti-
tative flow monitoring [41].

To date, there is not much in the literature about on-line flow quantification,
other than an early report describing the use of rapidly acquired velocity maps
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for qualitative flow monitoring purposes [121]. An obvious reason for this de-
ficiency is that current MRI systems do not offer adequate processing and dis-
play facilities and lack sufficient operational flexibility. Another reason is that
MR flow measurements in their usual implementation are rather time consum-
ing and hence less appropriate for monitoring purposes. A third reason is that
initial work in intravascular interventional MRI has largely concentrated on re-
alization of the crucial first step, viz. MR-guided placement of intravascular de-
vices [10, 42, 85, 155].

In this chapter we describe a hardware and software environment for making
available quantitative flow data (mean and maximum velocities, volumetric flow
rates) inside and outside the MR acquisition room during MR-guided diagnostic
and therapeutic interventions. The proposed configuration accommodates rapid
triggered and nontriggered examinations and provides the interventionalist with
up-to-date results within 1 second from data acquisition. The practicability of the
setup and its potential for clinical and investigative purposes are demonstrated
by an in vitro and an in vivo experiment. In the former, flow is monitored during
an MR-guided balloon dilatation of a flow phantom with a dilatable stricture. In
the latter, flow is measured in the internal carotid arteries of a normal volunteer
while stimulating cerebral blood flow by means of a breath-hold test.

4.2 Material and methods

4.2.1 MR flow measurement

MR flow measurements are usually performed by triggered or nontriggered two-
dimensional phase-contrast (2-D PC) angiography [110]. In the triggered mode,
the flow rate is evaluated at various phases during the cardiac cycle, and the time-
averaged flow rate is obtained by averaging across the resolved cardiac phases.
Triggered measurement is indicated when interest is focused on cardiac wave-
forms or when flow is strongly pulsatile. In the nontriggered mode, averaging
across cardiac phases is inherent to the measurement. For arteries with mod-
erately pulsatile flow, such as those encountered in the cranial circulation, non-
triggered 2-D PC has been shown to produce valid results [9, 35]. Nontriggered
measurement is the obvious choice if interest lies with time-averaged volumetric
flow rates and speed is mandatory.

To create a versatile monitoring tool, both types of acquisition were incorpo-
rated. A sample protocol for nontriggered examinations is shown in Table 4.1.
This protocol was drawn up with the applications reported below in mind, as-
suming vessels with a diameter of about 6 mm and a maximum systolic flow
velocity below 100 cm/s. Parameters were chosen to obtain an in-plane spatial
resolution of 1×1 mm while achieving a temporal resolution of about 8 seconds.
The spacing between ghost images for this acquisition is about 8 mm and hence
large enough to avoid the overlapping of ghost images with the primary vessel
image [158]. Evidently, the given protocol needs to be adapted when applied to
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other vessels or different flow conditions. If required by the application one has
in mind, acquisition speed can be increased by using, for instance, echoplanar
techniques or by scanning at a lower spatial resolution. Tuning of a protocol to
specific applications involves a trade-off between factors affecting accuracy, pre-
cision, and temporal resolution. Steps involved in such a trade-off have been
extensively discussed in the literature [11, 18, 156].

Scan parameter Flowmetry Angiography Fluoroscopy
Type of sequence 2-D PC 2-D PC 2-D GE
Repetition time (ms) 15.0 15.0 15.0
Echo time (ms) 8.7 8.7 9.2
Flip angle (◦) 10 10 10
Cardiac triggering No No No
Signal averages 1 2 1
Type of averaging – Serial –
RF spoiling Yes Yes Yes
Phase encoding order Linear Linear Linear
Partial echo sampling No Yes No
Half-matrix acquisition No No No
Scan plane orientation Trans Coronal Coronal
Encoded velocity (cm/s) 100 100 –
Encoding directions FH LR,AP,FH –
Receiver bandwidth (kHz) 56 56 56
Slice thickness (mm) 8 32 32
Field-of-view (mm) 256×256 256×256 128×256
Scan matrix 256×256 256×256 128×256
Reconstruction matrix 512×512 512×512 256×256
Image type PCA-P PCA-M Magnitude
Scan duration (s) 7.7 31.0 1.9

Table 4.1: Measurements were done on a 1.5-Tesla system with shielded gradients
(Gyroscan ACS/NT15, software release 6.1, Philips Medical Systems, Best, The
Netherlands) using a body coil as transmitter and a quadrature head-neck coil as
receiver.

4.2.2 Processing and display

In 2-D PC flow measurements, the phase difference between two differently sen-
sitized gradient echo acquisitions is used to generate a velocity map (cm/s). The
flow rate (ml/s) in a vessel of interest is subsequently calculated by drawing a
region of interest (ROI) around that vessel and by multiplying the area of the ROI
by the average velocity within the ROI. To calculate the flow accurately, the ROI
should enclose the entire vessel lumen and should not intersect adjacent vessels.
For triggered examinations, the calculation is done for each cardiac phase indi-
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Figure 4.1: Schematic drawing of the hardware configuration used in this study.
After reconstruction (recon), image data are immediately transmitted via Ether-
net to a workstation (master) by the DRIN interface. Flow data are displayed
remotely on an LCD located in the acquisition room. This display is shielded by
a Faraday cage to avoid interference with the scanner.

vidually, resulting in the cardiac waveform and, after summation, the volume
flow per cardiac cycle.

For monitoring purposes, an on-line version of the indicated flow quantifica-
tion procedure was implemented. To achieve this, images reconstructed by the
scanner were fed to one of two independent workstations (O2, Silicon Graphics
Inc., Mountain View, CA). The hardware configuration is shown in Fig. 4.1. One
of the workstations (slave in Fig. 4.1) served a 13-inch full-color 1280×1024 liq-
uid crystal display (LCD; Presenter 1280, Silicon Graphics) inside the acquisition
room via a shielded, 5-m long display cable. The LCD was used to provide the
interventionalist with processed images and results, and was shielded by a Fara-
day cage to avoid interference with the MRI scanner. The second workstation
(master in Fig. 4.1) was controlled by an operator outside the acquisition room.
Image data were transmitted from the reconstructor to this workstation (master)
via the direct reconstructor interface (DRIN). A fast data connection (FDDI, 100
Mb/s) allows the master to remotely display images and flow data on the slave’s
LCD.

A software package was developed that allowed fast reception of image
data from the reconstructor (DrinClient), storage of images in a database object
(Database), and rapid visualization (Display). In contrast to the setup described
in chapter 2, we have now concentrated all software performing the postpro-
cessing and visualization into the master. Figure 4.2 shows a simplified over-
all schematic of the software. When an image has been received completely by
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the software environment for on-line flow
monitoring in the MRI acquisition room. Raw image data are transmitted from
the reconstructor’s DRIN interface and received by the DrinClient object. Next,
data are sent to the Database object, which forwards the image data both to the
Display object and to the DrawFlow object. The Display and DisplayMirror objects
visualize the acquired image including the selected ROIs on the operator console
and –via a fast FDDI connection– on the in-room LCD, respectively. The DrawFlow
object calculates the volume flow rate in the selected ROIs, after which a graph of
the measured flow values is visualized by the object and its mirror.

the DrinClient and has been stored in the Database, it is fed to the Display and
DrawFlow objects. The object Display performs postprocessing of the image and
visualizes the result onto the master’s operator console. The object DrawFlow
calculates the flow rate in the images for possibly multiple circular ROIs repre-
senting vessel cross sections in 2-D PC images. The specifications of these ROIs
are stored and managed by the object ROIList. The object also displays a graph
of the calculated flow rates onto the operator console. The objects DisplayMirror
and DrawFlowMirror remotely display the postprocessed images and flow data on
the LCD connected to the slave without redundantly repeating the postprocess-
ing and flow analysis operations already performed by Display and DrawFlow,
respectively. The implementation was performed in an object-oriented, event-
driven manner using the programming language C++ [139] and the Standard
Template Library [99]. Graphical user interfaces (GUIs) were supplied using
Tcl/Tk scripts [105, 152]. The modular design of the package allows easy incor-
poration of additional functionality for image processing and image analysis.
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The specified ROIs can be manually adapted during the interventional proce-
dure to correct for patient motion. Calculated parameters included the volumet-
ric flow rate (cm3/s) and the mean and maximum flow velocity across the lumen
(cm/s) and are depicted by a graph that can display time-flow curves (with au-
tomatic scaling of the time- and flow-axis) as well as cardiac waveforms. The
latency between data acquisition and presentation of calculated parameters on
the LCD is less than 1 second.

4.2.3 Scan utilities

Since flow monitoring is meant to function in support of diagnostic and ther-
apeutic MR-guided interventions, the scanner software was modified to allow
rapid switching between different scan modes and to permit intermittent flow
measurements. This was effectuated by storing the scan preparation parameters
when first preparing or executing a scan and re-using the stored parameters when
repeating scans. In software release 6.1 of our 1.5-Tesla MRI system (Gyroscan
ACS/NT15, Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands), this resulted in a
startup delay of less than 5 seconds when switching between scan modes.

In the applications reported below, three types of dynamic acquisitions were
intermittently invoked: MR flowmetry, MR angiography, and MR fluoroscopy.
The pertinent scan parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. Imaging was done
with a body coil as transmitter and a quadrature head-neck coil as receiver. Scan
control (e.g., start scan, pause, resume, stop scan, switch) was exerted by the op-
erator at the scan console or the interventionalist in the acquisition room. Scan
control by the latter was facilitated by push buttons at the front and rear end of
the scanner. Different image types were automatically recognized by the process-
ing software, and the correct display functionality was automatically invoked.

4.2.4 In vitro experiment

A stenotic vessel was modeled by introducing a dilatable stricture into one of
two otherwise identical 6-mm diameter plastic tubes. The tubes were submerged
in manganese-doped water and attached to a programmable, volume-controlled
flow system with a blood-mimicking substance as circulating fluid (R.G. Shelley
Ltd., North York, Ontario). The pump was programmed to simulate the moder-
ately pulsatile flow profiles normally encountered in the cerebral circulation with
a flow rate of 10 ml/s and a cycle time of 960 ms.

Flow was monitored quantitatively with an 8-second nontriggered 2-D PC
acquisition (Table 4.1). Morphological changes were assessed qualitatively by 2-
D PC MR angiography in the coronal plane (Table 4.1). The intervention was
carried out under MR fluoroscopy using a dynamic 2-D gradient echo technique
(Table 4.1) with a refresh rate of one image per 2 seconds. A balloon catheter and a
fiberglass guidewire (Cordis Europa, Roden, The Netherlands) were prepared for
susceptibility-based MR visualization by the use of paramagnetic markers as de-
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Figure 4.3: Fluoroscopic images (top row) and corresponding coronal 2-D PC an-
giograms (bottom row) of a bifurcation phantom, showing successive steps in the
balloon dilatation of a stricture in the left limb: (a) preoperative; (b) guidewire
insertion; (c) catheter placement; (d) balloon inflation; (e) balloon deflation; (f)
postoperative.

scribed previously [12]. During the intervention, the scan mode was repeatedly
switched among fluoroscopy, angiography, and flow measurement on the initia-
tive of the interventionalist. Throughout the intervention, fluoroscopic images,
angiograms, and flow curves were presented on the LCD in the MRI acquisition
room.

4.2.5 In vivo experiment

Flow was measured in the internal carotid arteries of a 49-year-old normal volun-
teer while stimulating cerebral blood flow by repeated breath-holding. Informed
consent was obtained, and the test was approved by the Institutional Review
Board. The test was started with a 64-second baseline period. Then, the volun-
teer was instructed to interrupt breathing for 32 seconds after normal inspiration.
A 64-second recovery period was allowed to restore equilibrium between succes-
sive breath-hold stimuli. Throughout the experiment, flow in the carotid arteries
was monitored with a temporal resolution of 8 seconds using the protocol of Ta-
ble 4.1. The appropriate level and orientation of the scan plane were determined
with help of sagittal and coronal 2-D PC scout angiograms (Table 4.1).
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Figure 4.4: Volumetric flow rates (ml/s) in the stenotic (lower trace) and unob-
structed limb of a flow phantom (upper trace) during a balloon dilatation proce-
dure: (a) preoperative; (b) guidewire insertion; (c) catheter placement; (d) balloon
inflation; (e) balloon deflation; (f) postoperative.

4.3 Results

4.3.1 In vitro experiment

Figure 4.3 illustrates the sequence of events for a typical procedure. The se-
lected fluoroscopic images (top row) successively show the stenosis in the left
branch of the bifurcation at the start of the procedure (Fig. 4.3(a)) and the sit-
uation after insertion of the guidewire (Fig. 4.3(b)), placement of the balloon
catheter (Fig. 4.3(c)), inflation of the balloon (Fig. 4.3(d)), deflation of the bal-
loon (Fig. 4.3(e)), and withdrawal of the devices (Fig. 4.3(f)). The accompany-
ing changes in the distribution of flow among the stenotic and the unobstructed
vessel are demonstrated qualitatively by the corresponding coronal 2-D PC an-
giograms (Fig. 4.3, bottom row). Pixel values in these complex difference magni-
tude images are proportional to the sine of the velocity-induced phase changes.
Successive 2-D PC images thus yield a global view of the dynamic behavior of the
flow as long as the vessel diameter remains unchanged and inflow effects may be
ignored. In the example of Fig. 4.3, the baseline angiogram (Fig. 4.3(a)) reveals an
unequal distribution of flow among both vessels (same caliber) and a flow void
distal to the stenosis at the start of the intervention. The hyperintensity in the left
limb is caused by the relatively high flow velocity in the constricted part of the
tube. Successive angiograms show the effects of the guidewire (Fig. 4.3(b)), the
balloon catheter (Fig. 4.3(c)), balloon inflation (Fig. 4.3(d)), deflation (Fig. 4.3(e)),
and withdrawal of the devices (Fig. 4.3(f)). The dark spots in Fig. 4.3(b) and 4.3(e)
have been caused by the paramagnetic markers. The beneficial effect of the pro-
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Figure 4.5: Flow rate (ml/s) in the left and right internal carotid arteries of a nor-
mal volunteer subjected to repeated breath-hold stimuli (BH1 and BH2). Graphs
are presented on the LCD in the acquisition room and are updated after each in-
dividual flow measurement.

cedure is demonstrated by the disappearance of the flow void at the stenosis and
the equal distribution of flow among both (identical!) vessels. A quantitative
record of the extent to which successive maneuvers affected the distribution of
flow among the stenotic and the unobstructed limb is provided by the results of
flow monitoring in Fig. 4.4. Segment “a” of the curves in Fig. 4.4 represents the
situation prior to the intervention and shows diminished flow at the stenotic side.
Introduction of the guidewire (b) and the balloon catheter (c) reduce flow at the
ipsilateral side in favor of a corresponding increase at the contralateral side. Ob-
viously, the catheter virtually blocks the lumen at the stenosis. Inflation of the
balloon (d) causes a temporal occlusion of the stenotic vessel and directs the total
flow through the contralateral side. Deflation of the balloon (e) and withdrawal
of the interventional devices (f) finally show the beneficial effect of the dilatation
in that flow is now almost equally distributed among both vessels. As expected,
the total flow is about constant throughout the experiment and equals the admin-
istered flow of 10 ml/s. The standard deviation of the observed values indicates
a precision of about 0.2 ml/s for individual flow measurements.

4.3.2 In vivo experiment

Flow was monitored in the internal carotid arteries of a volunteer while perform-
ing a breath-hold test. The observed flow curves (Fig. 4.5) demonstrate a relative
change of about 50% in both the left and right carotid artery and indicate a good
repeatability of the test. The standard deviation of the baseline values indicates
a precision of about 0.4 ml/s for individual measurements, reasonably adequate
for this type of application.
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4.4 Discussion

The hardware and software configuration described and demonstrated in the pre-
vious sections allows for continuous or intermittent monitoring of blood flow
data in the MRI acquisition room during diagnostic and therapeutic interven-
tions. The setup accommodates both triggered and nontriggered examinations
and provides immediate feedback about a subject’s response while the interven-
tion is being carried out. Flow values and graphs are displayed on an LCD mon-
itor in the acquisition room less than 1 second after completion of the scan. The
setup enables smooth switching among flow monitoring, MR fluoroscopy, MR
angiography, and other parts of the scan protocol.

The work presented in this study represents a logical extension to the color
flow MRI technique proposed by Riederer et al. [121]. Whereas the emphasis in
their approach was on the use of rapidly acquired velocity maps for qualitative
purposes, the focus of our efforts lies with quantitative flow monitoring.

In the described setup, processing and display functionality is made almost
independent of the MR manufacturer at the cost of two workstations. This ap-
proach promotes flexibility and allows rapid adaptation of the software, e.g., to
comply with new acquisition techniques. Possible improvements of the setup
include a reduction of the delay between acquisition and display, a reduction of
the delay involved with switching between scan modes, and incorporation of ad-
vanced processing tasks such as automatic adaptation of ROIs in case of patient
motion and model-based analysis of flow measurements in small vessels [57].

As compared to the image guidance environment described in chapter 2, the
setup of software has been changed drastically. Whereas Fig. 2.2 presents the
software having been distributed over both workstations with mutual communi-
cation via TCP/IP server-client software, in Fig. 4.2 all software performing the
postprocessing and visualization has been concentrated into the master worksta-
tion. The former approach was chosen in the supposition that remotely display-
ing a full-screen 1280×1024 widget via FDDI would take a substantial amount of
time (a few tenths of a second). Sending the raw image data instead and having
the slave visualize the images using local software would avoid the additional
latency. However, new insight has learnt that remotely displaying images us-
ing OpenGL only involves the TCP/IP transfer of texture data and visualization
commands. This amount of data is comparable to the raw image data. Concen-
trating all software into one workstation simplifies the software considerably and
reduces the time to be spend to software maintenaince.

The clinical utility of on-line flow monitoring in the MR environment has yet
to be demonstrated. Considering recent achievements in interventional MRI [30,
65, 93] and taking into account progress with regard to the development of open
MRI scanners and systems combining MRI and conventional X-ray angiography
[3, 127], it can be anticipated that several applications will come into reach the
next years, including assessment of flow during balloon angioplasty, balloon test
occlusion, thrombolysis, and drug therapy.
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On-line Flow Quantification by
Low-Resolution Phase-Contrast MRI
and Model-Based Postprocessing
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Abstract — Over the past decade, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been
developed toward a tool for guiding and evaluating diagnostic and therapeutic
interventions. Within the field of intravascular MR-guided interventions, MRI has
potential for providing on-line monitoring of the blood volume flow rate, which
is relevant during procedures such as balloon angioplasty and stent placement. In
chapter 4, we reported a hardware and software environment for enabling flow
quantification every 8 seconds using nontriggered phase-contrast imaging.
In the present study, the objective was to further increase temporal resolution
to one evaluation per 4 seconds. We achieve this by lowering spatial resolution
to 3 pixels per lumen diameter. The accuracy of the measurements is preserved
by applying model-based postprocessing for quantification of the volume flow
rate. Phantom and volunteer studies are presented, demonstrating the accuracy
of the model-driven approach for the applied short acquisitions. The capabilities
of the presented approach are illustrated by the results of several hypercapnia
experiments and carotid compression tests performed on healthy volunteers.

5.1 Introduction

OVER THE PAST TEN YEARS, interest has grown in the potential of
MRI for guiding and monitoring interventional procedures [30, 46, 62, 63].
Within the field of intravascular interventions, MR imaging offers sev-

eral possibilities, e.g., measuring flow and obtaining functional information, that
make MRI guidance particularly suitable for such applications [1, 12, 32, 42, 85].
The availability of near real-time flow monitoring with a temporal resolution of
a few seconds per evaluation is desirable during intravascular procedures like
balloon angioplasty and stent placement in order to stay informed about the
patient’s response to the intervention. MR imaging could prove its additional
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value over conventional X-ray fluoroscopy by offering on-line measurement of
the time-averaged volume flow rate (VFR) in the blood vessels of interest. This
motivated us to investigate the possibility of establishing on-line flow quantifica-
tion for MRI.

Several methods exist for measuring flow using MRI. In current practice, trig-
gered and nontriggered MR phase-contrast (PC) imaging is widely applied to
quantify the VFR in blood vessels [74, 110]. As interest lies with time-averaged
VFRs and speed is mandatory, the nontriggered mode is the obvious choice.
However, such acquisitions are generally still rather time-consuming; nontrig-
gered 2-D PC imaging typically takes 10 to 30 seconds. Although reducing spa-
tial resolution can speed up imaging significantly, large systematic errors have
been shown to occur with low spatial resolution when the vessel lumen com-
prises less than 16 pixels [140, 156]. Another method for rapidly acquiring flow
data is Fourier velocity encoding [33, 37, 52, 142, 154]. This acquisition technique
is distinguished from PC flow quantification by offering a very high temporal
resolution of multiple evaluations per second. Fourier velocity encoding yields
an ultrasound-like velocity spectrum of the volume element of interest and per-
mits assessment of the VFR. However, spatial encoding is performed only in two
directions, resulting in pencil-like volume elements. As a consequence, isolation
of the vessel of interest in a volume element is difficult in case of anatomy with
many vessels.

In chapter 4, we outlined facilities for measuring flow during MR-guided in-
terventions [15]. Using nontriggered PC sequences, accurate measurements were
achieved at a rate of one image per 8 seconds. The aim of this study is to in-
crease temporal resolution further to one image per 4 seconds. To achieve this,
spatial resolution is limited to 3 pixels per lumen diameter. To preserve accuracy
of the measurements, a method reported by Hoogeveen et al. in ref. 57 is applied
that accurately calculates the cross-sectional velocities in the vessel by modeling
the PC acquisition process. The method also corrects for patient movement by
automatically adapting the region of interest (ROI) for calculating flow during
the optimization process, and is therefore very attractive for application during
repeated acquisitions.

Although a validation of the model-based flow analysis has already been re-
ported by Hoogeveen et al., the scan duration is significantly shortened in our
approach (4 instead of 16 seconds). Phantom and in vivo studies are therefore
presented first, showing the accuracy of the model-driven flow analysis for these
short acquisitions, and its performance with respect to the conventional method
of flow quantification. Next, we illustrate the capabilities of the flow monitoring
presented by demonstrating the application in vasomotor reactivity tests using
hypercapnia vasodilatory stimuli and in carotid compression tests.
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5.2 Materials and methods

5.2.1 Model-based flow quantification

PC flow measurements are performed by generating a velocity map using the
phase difference between two differently sensitized gradient echo acquisitions.
Traditionally, the VFR in a vessel is calculated next by subsequently multiplying
the velocities in the voxels covering the vessel lumen cross-sectional area with the
pixel area and summing the results. However, when applied to vessels imaged at
limited resolution (down to less than 16 pixels per lumen) the VFR measurements
are subject to three major sources of error: (i) partial volume artifacts [140], (ii)
Gibbs-ringing [56], and (iii) errors related to the ROI selection, causing a large
inter- and intraobserver variability [156].

Recently, a model-based image analysis was introduced that effectively elim-
inates errors due to the partial volume effect and to Gibbs-ringing, and mini-
mizes errors from variability in the ROI selection [57]. The method was shown
in vitro and in vivo to yield highly accurate VFR measurements for weakly pul-
satile flow at low resolution (3 pixels per lumen diameter). The method assumes
a cylindrical vessel geometry and a laminar flow profile characterized by a max-
imum flow velocity vmax, a vessel center position (x0, y0), and radius R. Also,
uniform tissue properties in the close vicinity of the vessel are assumed. Using
r = [(x− x0)

2 + (y − y0)
2]1/2, the velocity v(r) is described by:

v(r) =

{

vmax

[

1− (r/R)2
]

if r ≤ R

0 otherwise
(5.1)

The VFR for this profile equals vmaxπR2/2. In the model, the unknown param-
eters to be estimated are vmax, x0, y0 and R. Specification is required of several
fixed blood and tissue parameters (T1, T2 and relative proton density) as well
as the acquisition parameters (TR, TE, flip angle, velocity encoding parameter,
field-of-view, slice thickness and scan matrix). The method generates a velocity
map for the estimated velocity profile v(x, y) by modeling the acquisition pro-
cess. The inflow effect is taken into account by calculating the signal magnitude
using the well-known equation for a radiofrequency-spoiled gradient echo se-
quence [107]. The point-spread function is included in the model by convolving
the velocity map with a sinc function. The unknown parameters are optimized
by comparing the generated velocity map with the originally acquired velocity
map and applying a least-squares Levenberg-Marquardt iteration scheme.

In our application, the radius parameter is fixed during all experiments for
three reasons. One is that, although small statistical fluctuations in R of only five
percent are present when optimization is performed with repeated acquisition,
the imposed VFR variation is more than twice as large because of the quadratic
dependence. Such variations obscure the actual VFR effect occurring during the
experiment. A second reason is that in our experiments, the diameter is not ex-
pected to vary. In contemplated procedures like vascular interventions in which
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Figure 5.1: Graphical user-interface depicting the VFR measured in the left in-
ternal carotid artery of a healthy volunteer. Air with 5% CO2 was administered
during two intervals of each 2 minutes (indicated by arrows). Time resolution was
one measurement per 4 seconds. Two displays integrated into the user-interface
depict the phase-difference input image (left) and the converging intermediate
result during optimization (right) including the estimated vessel contour.

diameter variations are very likely to occur, the location of measurement should
be chosen proximally or distally to the vessel element being treated. A third
reason, but of minor importance, is that fixing a parameter speeds up the opti-
mization process. An accurate estimation of R is obtained by evaluating a high-
resolution PC image acquired prior to the experiment (see section 5.2.3).

5.2.2 Hardware and software setup

Flow quantification is performed using two external workstations (O2, Silicon
Graphics Inc., Mountain View, CA), which are connected serially to the scanner.
A reconstructor interface transmits the image data immediately after reconstruc-
tion to one of these workstations. This workstation calculates the flow in the
images and offers user-interfaces for control by an operator, whereas the second
workstation is employed for remotely displaying the flow results on an in-room
liquid crystal display (LCD) to the interventionalist. A detailed description of
our image-processing environment was reported earlier in refs. 15,145 and is pro-
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vided by the chapters 2 and 4 in this thesis.
For measuring flow in low-resolution images, the model-based image anal-

ysis has been integrated into the software. In the main user-interface (formerly
depicted in Fig. 2.6), a manual selection of the initial ROI can be performed for
each vessel lumen for which flow quantification is requested. Figure 5.1 shows
an additional user-interface for control of the on-line flow quantification. The
depicted user-interface contains entries for specifying the encoded velocity, flip
angle, field of view, TR, TE, and a pull-down menu for selecting the kind of
tissue surrounding the vessel of interest in order to supply the requested tissue
parameters. Check buttons allow the selection of the parameters to be optimized
by the model; optimization can be enabled and disabled separately per individ-
ual parameter. The interface also depicts the original image and the converging
intermediate result of the subsequent iterations during optimization.

5.2.3 MR acquisition

Imaging was performed on a 1.5 Tesla scanner (Gyroscan ACS-NT, equipped with
the PowerTrak 6000 gradient system, Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Nether-
lands) using a quadrature head-neck receiver coil (in phantom experiments) or a
head receiver coil (in volunteer studies).

The experiments were all carried out using a 128-matrix 2-D phase-contrast
sequence with 1.5-mm pixel size (Table 5.1, Low-resolution QF) and repeated ac-
quisition. The specified value of the encoded velocity parameter was varied be-
tween 100 and 150 cm/s, depending on the maximum velocity in the vessel of
interest and the flow increase to be expected to avoid phase wrapping. In human
subjects, signal from the jugular veins was suppressed by a superior saturation
slab to avoid ghost overlap. The scan duration was 4.1 seconds. Most volunteer
studies involved dual-stack acquisitions, in which two differently positioned and
oriented slices were selected in order to measure flow accurately in two vessels
not running parallel.

Prior to the actual experiments, a similar sequence with doubled spatial reso-
lution and eight signal averages was performed (Table 5.1, High-resolution QF).
The acquired images were fed to the model-driven flow quantification method in
order to promote an accurate diameter estimation of the vessels of interest.

5.2.4 Pulsatility and accuracy

The accuracy of both the diameter and the flow rate estimation by the applied
flow quantification method was validated earlier in ref. 57. However, the valida-
tion reported was limited to scan durations of 16 seconds and longer, whereas the
applied low-resolution acquisition takes only 4 seconds. Particularly with regard
to the flow rate estimation, two effects possibly impose additional errors:

The first effect is that time-averaging during acquisition of the central lines
of k-space is decreased. Pulsatility must thus be expected to play a more im-
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Scan parameter High-resolution QF Low-resolution QF Cine QF
Type of sequence 2-D PC 2-D PC 2-D PC
Field of view (mm) 192 192 256
Slice thickness (mm) 5 5 6
Scan matrix 256×256 128×128 256×256
Reconstruction matrix 256×256 128×128 256×256
Flip angle (◦) 15 15 15
Repetition time (ms) 16 16 16
Echo time (ms) 9 9 9
Flow compensation Yes Yes Yes
Velocity encoding (cm/s) 100 120–150 120
Triggering No No ECG
Signal averages 8 1 1
Scan duration (s) 65.5 4.1 approx. 256
Optimization R, x0, y0, vmax x0, y0, vmax No

Table 5.1: Scan parameters of the employed sequences; the high-resolution 2-
D PC sequence was mainly used for diameter optimization; the low-resolution
sequence with fixed diameter was applied for flow monitoring during the exper-
iments; the triggered acquisition was employed for measuring flow during one
pump or heart cycle.

portant role in our approach. The second effect is only present if the scan dura-
tion is not an integer number of heart cycles. In that case, the partial heart cycle
that is included during acquisition will generally not represent the average VFR.
Moreover, its contribution to the flow rate during acquisition will depend on the
precise included interval of the heart cycle, and will therefore vary for different
acquisitions, unless synchronization with the heart cycle is accomplished.

To determine the additional inaccuracies in VFR measurements that are due
to effects of a reduced time-averaging, both in vitro and in vivo experiments with
comparable degree of pulsatility were performed. The effect of the partial heart
cycle was calculated based on the measured pulse profiles, and was measured in
a phantom as well. Finally, the flow rate variation was compared in vitro versus
in vivo.

5.2.4.1 In vitro experiments

The flow phantom employed consisted of a synthetic tube (Elspec Kynar 3/16-
X, Aalsmeer, The Netherlands) with 5.3-mm inner diameter and a 0.1-mm thin
wall. The straight tube was submerged in stationary manganese-doped water
and attached to a programmable, volume-controlled flow system (Quest Image
Inc., London, Ontario) with a gadolinium-doped glycerol-water mixture as circu-
lating fluid. The pump was programmed to generate moderately pulsatile flow
at a cycle time of 828 ms. In both cases the VFR was tuned to 3.07 ml/s.
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The pulse waveform in the tube was first measured using a triggered 2-D PC
sequence (Table 5.1, Cine QF). Pulsatility effects and associated flow rate varia-
tions were next investigated by using low-resolution nontriggered PC imaging
and performing three different experiments in which we varied the timing of the
acquisition of 65 consecutive images with respect to the cardiac cycle. The ex-
periments involved slightly different repetition times. Also, in one experiment a
short delay was introduced between the successive acquisitions. We emphasize
that over the experiments only the scan duration was varied; the cycle time was
never modified in order to maintain the pulse waveform inside the tube through-
out the experiments. The following three configurations were investigated:

Firstly, the scan duration was tuned to exactly five pump cycles by specifying
TR=16.17 ms (256×TR=828 ms×5), and no delay was introduced during succes-
sive acquisitions. As a consequence, the acquisitions were synchronized with the
pump, so that the pulsatile character of the flow was not expected to introduce
any flow rate variations, except for possibly a VFR baseline error.

Secondly, for simulating a worst-case scenario we adjusted the scan duration
to 4.5 pump cycles by using a TR of 14.55 ms. An extra delay of 291 ms was
introduced between the acquisitions, so as to vary the initial cycle phases for the
individual acquisitions and to avoid synchronization with the pump. Because
of both this absence of synchronization and the presence of a partial cycle during
acquisition, extra flow variations were to be expected with respect to the previous
experiment.

Thirdly, the precise sequence also employed in the volunteer studies (with a
TR of 16.00 ms and no delay) was applied. This experiment was also expected
to introduce extra flow variations with respect to the first experiment, but less
severe than in the previous experiment, since although no synchronization with
the pump was present, the scan duration was almost an integer number (4.95) of
pump cycles.

Calculation of the flow rate was performed both using the model-driven ap-
proach and by integrating flow over three circular, concentric ROIs of different
diameter in the velocity map. For model-based flow analysis, a ROI was selected
where the diameter was fixed at 2R = 5.42 mm (found by optimization). Opti-
mization of x0, y0 and vmax was performed with five iterations per image, taking
less than 4 seconds.

Flow rate variations associated with the pulsatility effects were calculated by
determining the commonly known standard deviation σVFR:

σ2
VFR =

1

N − 1

N
∑

i

(

VFRi − VFR
)2

(5.2)

with VFR representing the mean flow rate and N the number of VFR evaluations
for the particular experiment. This evaluation was done for the three experiments
individually as well as separately for the four different quantifications so as to en-
able a comparison of the model-based analysis with the three conventional flow
assessments.
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5.2.4.2 In vivo experiments

Imaging of the flow rate in the left internal carotid artery (ICA) of a volunteer
was performed. First, the ICA pulse waveform was measured using an ECG-
triggered 2-D PC sequence of 32 phases (Table 5.1, Cine QF). Next, for evaluating
the flow rate variations in a human subject a 64-times repeated low-resolution
PC acquisition without delays in between was performed. The flow rate was
quantified both model-based and by integration over three user-selected ROIs.

5.2.5 In vivo applications

The presented experimental studies involving human subjects were all approved
by the Ethical Committee of our hospital. All volunteers were between 20 and 30
years old, were in healthy condition, and gave written informed consent prior to
participation in the experiments.

With hypercapnia experiments, the volunteers wore a facemask during the
entire examination in order to receive atmospheric air alternated with a gas mix-
ture of 5% CO2 in air. The administered gas type and pressure were controlled
from outside the acquisition room. The end-tidal CO2 partial pressure, oxygen
saturation, heart rate and respiration frequency were monitored on-line by an in-
frared analyzer (Datex Normocap 200 oxy, Helsinki, Finland) and a finger clip.
Usually, two slices were selected to be perpendicular to the left and right ICA,
respectively.

With carotid compression tests, the common carotid artery was shut manu-
ally by the volunteer by pressing firmly laterally just below the jawbone. This
act is sometimes referred to as digital compression. The duration of the unilateral
carotid compressions was 30 seconds. One slice was planned perpendicular to
both ICAs and one orthogonal to the basilar artery (BA) so that flow diminishing
in the compressed carotid artery could be observed alternately with the resultant

(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Pulse waveforms in (a) the phantom tube and (b) the left ICA of a
human subject.
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compensating flow in the BA and contralateral ICA. Although selecting three
slices would be preferable to obtain a more accurate orthogonal slice selection for
the individual vessels, only two slices were selected considering the small time
frame of the compression. Prior to testing, a 3-D time-of-flight sequence was per-
formed covering the entire circle of Willis to determine whether collateral arteries
(communicating anterior and communicating posterior arteries) were sufficiently
developed for compensating the temporal cerebral flow deficiency provoked.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Pulsatility and accuracy

Figure 5.2 depicts the pulse waveforms in the phantom tube and in the left ICA
of the volunteer. Although the systolic peak is broader for the phantom, the pul-
satility indices (i.e., difference between systolic and diastolic flow rate divided by
the mean flow rate) appear to be almost equal: 1.2 for the phantom and 1.4 for
the volunteer wave profile.

Based on the measured wave profiles, the effect of a partial pump or heart cy-
cle inclusion within acquisition was calculated. For different scan durations, the
cycle phase at the beginning of the acquisition was therefore varied over the total
cycle. Next, the flow rate was calculated by integrating flow over the precise cycle
phases encountered. The variation of the resulting flow rates expressed in per-
centage of the mean VFR is plotted as a function of the scan duration expressed in
cycles in Fig. 5.3. Clearly, the effect is zero for scan durations equaling an integer
number of cycles. The expected effect appears to be larger for the phantom. The

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Expected additional variation in VFR measurements due to scan du-
rations not equaling an integer number of heart or pump cycles. The calculations
were based on (a) the phantom and (b) volunteer pulse waveforms of Fig. 5.2.
The error bars represent the standard deviation in percentage of mean flow rate
for different scan durations.
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Exp. N TR scan dur. delay Type VFR σ†VFR
nr. (ms) (cycles) (ms) (ml/s) (ml/s) (%)

MB 2.99 0.13 4.2
ROI 1 3.25 0.32 10.41 65 16.17 5.00 0
ROI 2 3.08 0.26 8.5
ROI 3 2.99 0.23 7.5

MB 2.98 0.15 4.9
ROI 1 3.38 0.27 8.82 63 14.55 4.50 291
ROI 2 3.21 0.23 7.5
ROI 3 3.10 0.21 6.8

MB 3.00 0.16 5.2
ROI 1 3.16 0.31 10.13 64 16.00 4.95 0
ROI 2 3.02 0.23 7.5
ROI 3 2.94 0.21 6.8

Table 5.2: Flow rate variations for different scan durations, calculated both by
model-based analysis (MB with 5.42 mm diameter) and by using three conven-
tional flow assessments (ROI 1, 2 and 3 with diameters 6.57 mm, 5.79 mm and
5.54 mm, respectively). The actual mean flow rate was 3.07 ml/s. †In the most
right column, the variations σVFR are expressed both in ml/s and as percentage
of the actual mean flow rate.

calculated extra flow variation for a scan duration of 4.5 pump cycles is 5%, and
is less than 1% for 4.95 pump cycles.

5.3.1.1 In vitro experiments

Table 5.2 summarizes results of three experiments where images were acquired at
a TR of 16.17 ms (5.0 pump cycles per image), a TR of 14.55 ms (4.5 pump cycles
per image) with 291-ms extra delay, and a TR of 16.00 ms (used in the volunteer
studies; 4.95 pump cycles). The VFR was quantified both using the model-driven
approach and by integrating flow over three ROIs. After applying these four
quantifications to the three individual experiments, some outliers caused by the
inversion of the pump piston motion direction were discarded. Next, the mean
flow rate VFR and the standard deviation σVFR were determined.

The mean VFR results obtained by applying the model-based flow analysis
are significantly better than those calculated by the conventional method of flow
quantification (maximum errors up to 3% and 10%, respectively). Clearly, also
the variation is less for values obtained by model-based optimization than by in-
tegration (standard deviations σVFR range from 4.2% to 5.2% and from 6.8% to
10.4%, respectively). A small –not significant– difference between the σVFR for
experiments with synchronization (first experiment; 4.2%) and without synchro-
nization (second and third experiment; 4.9% and 5.2%, respectively) appears from
Table 5.2. Extra VFR variations due to the inclusion of a partial heart cycle were
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not observed.

5.3.1.2 In vivo experiments

A series of 64 low-resolution nontriggered acquisitions with a total acquisition
time of 262 seconds yielded a mean flow rate of 4.63 ml/s with σVFR =0.35 ml/s
(7.6%) variation using model-based flow analysis. Three results were calculated
by integrating over fixed ROIs: (i) 4.70 ml/s with σVFR =0.57 ml/s (12.1%); (ii)
5.02 ml/s with σVFR =0.50 ml/s (10.0%); and (iii) 5.26 ml/s with σVFR =0.72 ml/s
(13.7%).

5.3.2 In vivo applications

5.3.2.1 Hypercapnia experiments

Several volunteers underwent MR examination with administration of the hy-
percapnia vasodilatory stimulus. Most of them hardly perceived any effects from
the vasodilatory stimuli. However, the increases in the observed flow rate were
significant. The results of four experiments are presented.

The results obtained in an early hypercapnia experiment have already been
shown in Fig. 5.1. The VFR was measured only in the left ICA of a volunteer
in this experiment. The partial pressure of CO2 in blood was increased twice by
administering the gas mixture during two periods of 2 minutes each with a recov-
ery period of 3 minutes to restore equilibrium between the successive vasodila-
tory stimuli. Two flow increases of 4 ml/s (60%) and a flow baseline decrease
of 1 ml/s over a period of 13 minutes are readily appreciated. The contralateral
ICA was also within the field of view. However, flow was not quantified for this
artery, because the artery was not intersected orthogonally and therefore did not
meet the assumptions of the model.

A similar experiment was performed with a different volunteer, but with only
one CO2 stimulus administration of 2 minutes. The experiment was preceded by
a baseline VFR measurement of 3 minutes, and completed by another 3-minutes
period for measuring the VFR recovery. Figures 5.4(a), (b) and (c) show coronal
and sagittal scout images of the volunteer involved. Two slices were selected to
be orthogonal to the individual ICAs. The VFR was measured and quantified
alternately in the left and right ICA. Figures 5.4(d) and (e) show high-resolution
non-interpolated slices that were acquired prior to the hypercapnia experiment.
The optimized ROIs are depicted as well. The resulting plot of the VFR shows
highly correlated flow in the left and right ICA (Fig. 5.4(f)). For instance, note the
significant flow increase in both ICAs during the recovery period at 450 seconds.

Figure 5.5 shows the VFR during experiments obtained with two volun-
teers. Again, the flow rate in both carotids appears highly correlated, which also
holds for the flow rate in the individual carotids during the successive stimuli of
Fig. 5.5(a).
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f)

Figure 5.4: Hypercapnia experiment; (a) coronal scout image with two slices se-
lected to be perpendicular to the individual ICAs; (b),(c) sagittal scout images
containing the left and right ICA, respectively; (d),(e) high-resolution gradient
echo frames depicting the optimized ROI at the cross-section of the left and right
ICAs, respectively, where the contralateral ICAs clearly have not been intersected
perpendicularly; (f) the VFR in the left (black) and right (gray) ICA during the
experiment. The arrow indicates the interval of hypercapnia stimulus adminis-
tration.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Hypercapnia experiments involving two different volunteers; the ar-
rows indicate the intervals of hypercapnia stimulus administration.

5.3.2.2 Carotid compression tests

VFR results of two carotid compression tests are presented in Fig. 5.6. The time
frame of the actual compression was approximately 30 seconds with both tests.
During the compressions, four VFR measurements were performed in the ICAs
and, alternately, four measurements in the BA.

Two tests involved volunteers with fully developed circles of Willis according
to 3-D MR angiography. Figures 5.6(a) and (b) show total flow stagnation in the
left ICA. The BA and contralateral ICA apparently completely compensate for the
ipsilateral flow deficiency.

A second test involved a volunteer with a poorly developed ipsilateral pos-
terior communicating artery according to 3-D MR angiography. To illustrate the
consequences, the carotid compression was only performed partially, where com-
pensation by the BA appeared to be minimal (Fig. 5.6(c)), which met our expec-
tations.

5.4 Discussion

In this work, we demonstrated a nontriggered PC acquisition technique in com-
bination with model-driven flow analysis enabling time-averaged VFR quantifi-
cation at a rate of one evaluation per 4 seconds with sufficient accuracy. We pre-
sented a brief in vitro validation of the automatic flow analysis with a focus on
pulsatility effects affecting the accuracy of the flow quantification.

In the phantom, measurements of the mean flow rate variations at low spatial
resolution demonstrated a significantly smaller mean VFR error for the model-
driven analysis (underestimation up to 3%) than for the conventional approach
(up to 10%). The conventional mean VFR error may seem to be in conflict with
much larger errors reported in ref. 57. However, in the current study we present
standard deviations instead of observed maximum and minimum errors. The
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Figure 5.6: Carotid compression tests involving three different volunteers; the
arrows indicate the intervals of digital compression. VFR measurements were
performed alternately in the ICAs and the BA.
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variation in flow rate is larger for the conventional method by a factor of 2 with
respect to the model-based analysis (approximately 8% and 4%, respectively),
so that individual flow rate measurements using the model-based approach are
significantly more precise. Surprisingly, the effect of non-integer scan durations,
which was expected to introduce extra flow rate variations of 5% according to
our calculations, was not found in the phantom experiments. Since the expected
effect is even smaller for a typical ICA pulse wave profile (Fig. 5.2(b)), it appears
to be also negligible in vivo for the presented acquisition.

A possible explanation for the fact that the expected effect was not observed
in our second experiment might be that the central lines of k-space have much
more impact on the contrast of the image than lines at the edges of k-space, and
thereby also more impinge on the measured flow rate. Consider, for instance,
two images acquired with linear profile order sampling and with scan durations
of 4.5 cycles and 5.0 cycles, respectively, and assume the cycle phases during ac-
quisition of the central k-line to be identical; also, suppose that the flow rate of the
partial cycle associated with the acquisition of the first image was not equal to the
average VFR. This partial cycle is present at the outermost profiles, whereas the
measured flow rate is much more determined by the precise cycle phases during
acquisition of the central k-profiles. As a consequence, the difference in contrast
and thus the difference in flow rate is minimal for this example. However, shift-
ing the acquisition window with respect to the cardiac cycle has much more effect
on the image contrast.

Flow rate measurements in a volunteer demonstrated a larger variation than
found in phantom experiments, both for the conventional and the model-based
analysis (7.5% and 12%, respectively). An important potential source of error in
PC flow measurements is ghost overlap. However, the sequence parameters as
presented in section 5.2.3 guarantee a spacing between ghosts of at least 6.7 mm
(4.5 pixels) at a heart rate of 72 beats per minute, which is sufficient for avoiding
ghost overlap of an ICA itself. This spacing is determined by the repetition time,
the field of view in phase-encoding direction and the cardiac frequency. As com-
pared to the flow analysis described in chapter 4, the present study accelerates
the PC acquisition by reducing merely the spatial resolution –not the repetition
time– so that the spacing between ghost images is maintained. Ghosting, how-
ever, imposes constraints on a further reduction of the repetition time and the
field of view.

The larger variations obtained in the in vivo experiments may possibly be
caused by inhomogeneous tissue properties in the close vicinity of the vessel lu-
men. Another cause may be that the ICA pulse wave profile with a narrow sys-
tolic peak affects the accuracy and reproducibility of a measurement more severe
than the broad peak of the phantom wave profile. A third cause may be a lower
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with respect to the phantom experiment. In volun-
teers, the SNR appeared to be strongly dependent on the positions of the speci-
fied cross-sectional areas of measurement in the vessels with respect to the head
coil; preferably, the head should be positioned most cranially in the head coil
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and cross-sectional slices should be specified most distally, close to the carotid
siphon or basilar tip to achieve maximum SNR. Also, the encoded velocity is an
important factor determining velocity map SNR.

The hypercapnia and carotid compression experiments presented showed the
capabilities of our acquisition and flow analysis. Both the maximum velocity and
the position of the ROI were optimized during these experiments. The optimiza-
tion thereby automatically corrected for small patient movement. The automatic
ROI adjustment makes application of the approach presented very attractive dur-
ing MR-guided interventions; using the conventional method of flow quantifica-
tion makes the selection of a relatively large ROI unavoidable when movements
of the vessel of interest are to be expected. PC imaging was performed at a rate
of one image per 4 seconds, and flow quantification was performed within 4 sec-
onds after acquisition of the individually acquired PC images and thus before
completion of the next acquisition, provided that only one ROI per slice was se-
lected. The latter condition, however, can easily be overcome by applying more
powerful hardware.

Results of the hypercapnia experiments demonstrated highly correlated flow
in the left and right ICA, and good reproducibility of the VFR increases in the
individual carotids during successive stimuli. Also, the evoked flow increase
agreed with values found in literature for the measured end-tidal CO2 partial
pressure. The flow results of the carotid compression tests presented demon-
strated the expected compensation for the evoked cerebral blood flow deficiency
by the contralateral ICA and BA via the circle of Willis.

In our view, the fast flow quantification presented will be useful for mon-
itoring patient responses during vascular interventional procedure. However,
to make MR flow monitoring clinically available the flow assessment presented
must first be integrated into a protocol for MR-guided intervention, whereby
anatomic sequences for tracking and positioning of the intravascular devices can
be smoothly alternated with the PC acquisition. A next generation of MRI scan-
ners supporting intravascular interventions should therefore offer the flexibility
to rapidly switch between different sequences and should also provide dedicated
postprocessing such as the flow analysis presented.
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Resolution-Insensitive Velocity and
Flow Rate Measurement in
Low-Background Phase-Contrast
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Abstract — In magnetic resonance two-dimensional phase-contrast flow mea-
surements, an important condition to limit errors due to the partial volume effect
is that the signal magnitude levels of blood and surrounding static tissues are
approximately equal. Consequently, the partial volume effect often considerably
decreases the accuracy of flow measurements in phantoms without background
signal. An other important consequence is that in clinical studies contrast en-
hancement is not suitable for phase-contrast flow measurements, because it en-
larges the signal magnitude difference between blood and surrounding tissues.
In this chapter, a phase-contrast flow measurement technique is proposed that is
not subject to partial volume errors. Instead of calculating merely the phase dif-
ference of individual pixels, the method postprocesses the complex data obtained
in two oppositely velocity-encoded acquisitions by summing the data over the
region of interest, thereby assuming conditions of a circular vessel with negli-
gible background signal and Poiseuille flow. The method allows accurate and
resolution-insensitive measurements of the average flow velocity in the vessels of
interest both in cross-sectional and in-plane acquisitions, and is also able to accu-
rately measure the vessel diameter, which is required for calculating the volume
flow rate. The method is shown to be neither very critical with regard to the exact
signal magnitude and velocity flow profiles, nor to the region of interest selection.
The method is therefore ideally suited for flow quantification in phantoms with-
out background signal and has potential for flow quantification in small human
vessels when a blood pool agent is applied. In vitro experiments demonstrate the
validity and capabilities of the introduced technique.
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6.1 Introduction

PHASE-CONTRAST (PC) flow quantification techniques are widely used
both in experimental and clinical studies to measure the volume flow rate
(VFR). These flow measurements are usually performed by first generat-

ing a velocity map using the phase difference between two oppositely velocity-
encoded gradient echo acquisitions. Next, the flow rate can be calculated by
summing the velocities in the pixels covering the lumen after multiplying these
with the pixel area [74, 111]. The measurements can be performed either trig-
gered [40, 100, 110] or nontriggered [13, 56]. Triggering is required when flow is
strongly pulsatile; otherwise, measurements in the nontriggered mode are often
preferred because of their shorter scan duration [9, 13].

One major source of error in VFR measurements is the partial volume ef-
fect, occurring for pixels only partially occupied by flowing spins. For vessels
with a diameter of more than 5 mm, the errors due to the partial volume effect
can usually be limited by increasing spatial resolution. The ensuing reduction
of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be compensated by increasing the num-
ber of signal averages (NSA). However, for smaller vessels the suggested lower
boundary of 16 pixels per lumen diameter allowing reasonably accurate measure-
ments is difficult to achieve [140]. The partial volume effect is particularly severe
when a large signal magnitude difference exists between flowing and static ma-
terial [156], which is the case for background-less flow phantoms and for blood
after the administration of a contrast medium. In these applications, the volume
flow rate calculated by the phase difference method generally overestimates the
true flow rate considerably, because the large signal of moving blood spins dom-
inates the signal of the saturated tissue in partial volume pixels.

Solving the problem of the partial volume effect in contrast-enhanced mea-
surements would considerably improve the signal-to-noise ratio in PC acquisi-
tions, thereby increasing the precision of the measurements and shortening the
required scan duration. Moreover, new contrast agents often referred to as blood
pool agents are currently being prepared for clinical application and will come
available shortly [22, 96]. These agents reside exclusively in the vasculature for a
long time and thus do not enlarge the signal from tissues, thereby increasing the
need for a suitable method to accurately perform contrast-enhanced flow mea-
surements.

In the literature, several methods of processing PC image data that correct
for the partial volume effect have already been proposed. One way of correct-
ing can be achieved by exploiting the signal magnitudes of the pixels in the PC
images. Polzin et al. reported such a method in ref. 112. This method calculates
the flow rate from the complex difference after correcting for the inflow enhance-
ment effect. The method requires the existence of a pixel fully occupied by blood
and either laminar flow or a relatively high value of the velocity encoding pa-
rameter. However, it does not make a distinction between the MR-related prop-
erties (T1, T2 and proton density) of the flowing and static spins, and was not
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tested for flow in the absence of background signal. Another correction method
reported by Tang et al. in ref. 141 was demonstrated to allow correction for ves-
sels without background signal, but requires an estimate of the signal magnitude
of a pure blood pixel as well and, moreover, involves a considerable amount of
dedicated postprocessing prior to the flow analysis to distinguish partial volume
pixels from noise pixels. An important disadvantage of these methods, in con-
trast to the method proposed in this chapter, is that the correction is performed
pixel-wise, whereas the individual pixel values have undoubtedly been affected
by a significant amount of noise. The model-based flow analysis proposed by
Hoogeveen et al. in ref. 57 also corrects for the partial volume effect, but does
not have this disadvantage. Unfortunately, this method is not suitable for ves-
sels with negligible background signal of which the phase is mainly determined
by noise, because the method matches a modeled phase difference image to the
acquired PC image.

The purpose of the present study is to introduce a PC-based method for accu-
rately measuring flow in small vessels with a huge signal magnitude difference
between flowing and static surrounding material, like in most flow phantom
studies. The method postprocesses the complex image data of the oppositely
velocity-encoded acquisitions of an ordinary two-dimensional PC sequence by
performing summations over the user-specified region of interest (ROI). Pixel val-
ues are thus not analyzed individually. With the assumptions of a parabolic flow
profile, a flat cross-sectional signal magnitude profile and a circular vessel, the
average flow velocity can readily be calculated. The vessel diameter can be deter-
mined as well, but this requires additional knowledge of the signal magnitude of
a pixel entirely occupied by flowing spins. In experiments with background-less
phantoms, the method is shown to allow an accurate and resolution-insensitive
measurement of the average flow velocity both in cross-sectional and in-plane
acquisitions, and to be able to accurately measure the lumen diameter as well. A
mathematical description and in vitro experiments show the method to be rather
insensitive to the exact signal magnitude and flow profiles. We have also calcu-
lated the degree of background suppression that is required for accurate mea-
surements when background signal is nonzero; although we did not verify this
ability yet in experiments in vivo, calculations confirm that these requirements
can be met under physiological circumstances by using an intravascular contrast
agent.

6.2 Theoretical

6.2.1 Phase-contrast acquisitions

Flow-compensated or moment-nulled gradient echo imaging sequences have a
zero gradient first moment M1 =

∫

T E

0
t G(t) dt in all directions so as to avoid

spin dephasing caused by moving spins [83]. To encode velocities in a certain
direction, MR phase-contrast sequences incorporate an additional bipolar gradi-
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ent in that direction. As a consequence, the gradient first moment is not zero,
and the phase shift φ of spins linearly depends on their velocity v in the encoded
direction:

φ = γvM1 (6.1)

with γ representing the proton gyromagnetic ratio. The measured phase, how-
ever, is also affected by eddy current effects, radiofrequency (RF) effects, magnetic
field inhomogeneities and sequence timing [109]. To compensate these effects, a
second acquisition with a different gradient first moment is required. The gradi-
ent first moments are preferably chosen oppositely in these acquisitions so that
the severity of the spin dephasing effect is equal in both acquisitions. Instead of
being characterized by the net gradient first moment ∆M1 = 2|M1| of these two
sequences, the velocity sensitivity is often expressed in the velocity venc at which
spins are given phase shifts of φ = ±π/2 in the two sequences, respectively:

venc =
π

γ∆M1
(6.2)

The measured phase difference ∆φ = φ+ − φ− of spins in the acquisitions can
be converted into velocity by dividing by π and multiplying with the encoded
velocity:

v =
∆φ

π
venc (6.3)

6.2.2 Conventional flow analysis

The conventional method to measure the volume flow rate calculates the average
velocity in individual pixels using eqn. (6.3), multiplies the results by the pixel
area and sums these over the ROI. However, many potential sources of errors in
such flow measurements exist, particularly when the pixel-size is large as com-
pared to the vessel diameter and when a large signal magnitude is present be-
tween flowing and static material. An extensive description of the error sources
was published by Wolf et al. in ref. 156. Hence, we only briefly address the po-
tential errors caused by intravoxel phase dispersion, velocity aliasing and –most
importantly in the context of this study– the partial volume effect.

In general, flowing spins in a single voxel move at different speed, particu-
larly in case of a relatively low spatial resolution. Because of the velocity encod-
ing, the variation in speed gives rise to intravoxel phase dispersion. The measured
phase difference substituted into eqn. (6.3) by the conventional method is the net
phase difference of two vector sums of signals arising from all the spins in the
related volume element, which is only equivalent to the true average phase dif-
ference of the spins when the phase difference distribution is symmetrical [49]
and the signal modulus of each spin is identical. Errors from intravoxel phase
dispersion can be limited by lowering the velocity sensitivity, but at the cost of a
decreased SNR in the measurements.

Another potential source of errors is often referred to as velocity aliasing or
phase wrapping. If the net phase difference within a voxel exceeds ±π, velocity
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aliasing occurs and flow in that voxel will appear to move in the opposite di-
rection at a decreased rate. Although several phase unwrapping techniques do
exist, e.g., [4, 53, 160], the velocity encoding parameter in conventional flow mea-
surements is usually specified considerably higher than the expected maximum
flow velocity in order to avoid velocity aliasing.

Conventional flow measurements in the absence of background signal are
generally particularly affected by a large partial volume effect, occurring for pix-
els only partially occupied by flowing spins. For instance, assume a symmetri-
cal phase difference distribution and a uniform signal modulus for spins, which
only occupy the pixel for 25%. The net phase difference measured will represent
correctly the average phase difference of the spins, but the multiplication of the
average velocity obtained by eqn. (6.3) with the pixel area results in a four times
overestimated volume flow rate. Consequently, in the absence of background
signal the partial volume effect makes the measurement very sensitive to the ROI
selection, because the effect can lead to severe overestimation of the flow.

6.2.3 Complex flow data analysis

Instead of measuring flow using merely the phase difference, we utilize the real
and imaginary parts of the complex data acquired in both acquisitions. Under
the assumed conditions enumerated below, our technique is neither subject to
intravoxel phase dispersion nor to the partial volume effect, and allows a sub-
stantially higher velocity sensitivity.

6.2.3.1 Assumptions

Our method assumes the following conditions:

1. the vessel of interest is circular in shape;

2. the flow is laminar and fully developed;

3. the cross-sectional signal magnitude profile is flat inside the lumen;

4. background signal is negligible.

The first and second assumptions suggest a parabolic flow profile with the veloc-
ity at radial position r reading:

v(r) =

{

2 vavg

[

1− (r/R)
2
]

if r ≤ R

0 otherwise
(6.4)

with R being the lumen radius and vavg the average velocity in the lumen, which
is half of the maximum velocity in the center of the lumen for this parabolic pro-
file. The volume flow rate (VFR) for any circular lumen reads:

VFR = vavgπR2 (6.5)
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6.1: Complex signal arising from flowing spins in a tube of 3-mm diam-
eter at 1-mm/pixel resolution and measured in two oppositely velocity-encoded
acquisitions: (a) real and (b) imaginary part of the first acquisition; ditto (c) and
(d) of the second acquisition.

In section 6.2.4, the assumptions of a parabolic flow profile and flat cross-sectional
signal magnitude profile are shown theoretically to be not very critical; for in-
stance, the method is even perfectly suitable for velocimetry in case of plug flow.
With regard to the fourth assumption, the required degree of background sup-
pression is calculated.

6.2.3.2 Average flow velocity

Consider two oppositely velocity-encoded PC acquisitions characterized by venc
under the above assumptions of a parabolic flow velocity profile and a homoge-
neous signal distribution A inside the lumen. The complex signal arising from
the proton spins during the acquisitions, say z+(r) ∈ �

and z−(r) ∈ �
, can then

be described by:

z±(r) =

{

A exp(iφ±(r)) if r ≤ R
0 otherwise (6.6)

The phase component φ±(r) of the signal expressed in the velocity profile v(r)
follows from eqn. (6.3):

φ±(r) = φ0 ± π/2
v(r)

venc
(r ≤ R) (6.7)

with φ0 representing the local phase offset, which we assume to be constant in
the ROI. Instead of performing velocimetry pixel-wise using the measured phase
shift differences, we define two particular sums of the real and imaginary com-
ponents of the measured signals, N(r) ∈ �

and D(r) ∈ �
:

N(r) = −<{z+(r)}+ <{z−(r)}+ ={z+(r)} − ={z−(r)} (6.8)

D(r) = <{z+(r)}+ <{z−(r)}+ ={z+(r)}+ ={z−(r)} (6.9)

In PC image data (Fig. 6.1), the pixel values represent the signals of spins mea-
sured as a complex sum over the spatial volume related to the pixels. Hence, one
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can calculate the integrals of N(r) and D(r) over a certain ROI directly from the
image by summing the complex values of the related pixels and next substituting
the real and imaginary parts according to eqns. (6.8) and (6.9). It turns out that
the integrations of N(r) and D(r) over the vessel lumen can also be performed
analytically, yielding:

2π

∫ R

0

rN(r)dr = 2AR2 venc

vavg
[cos(φ0) + sin(φ0)]

[

1− cos

(

vavg

venc
π

)]

(6.10)

2π

∫ R

0

rD(r)dr = 2AR2 venc

vavg
[cos(φ0) + sin(φ0)] sin

(

vavg

venc
π

)

(6.11)

Dividing the integrals turns out to provide an elegant method to calculate vavg
independently of R, A and φ0:

2π
∫ R

0
rN(r)dr

2π
∫ R

0
rD(r)dr

= tan

(

vavg

venc
π/2

)

(6.12)

We define Q to be the lhs. of eqn. (6.12):

Q ≡ 2π
∫ R

0
rN(r)dr

2π
∫ R

0
rD(r)dr

, (6.13)

which one can calculate directly from the acquired image data. Interestingly, ac-
cording to eqn. (6.12) this quotient acts as a monotonously increasing function of
vavg between −venc and venc. Therefore, phase wrapping will not affect the cal-
culated average flow velocity despite the potentially high speed of spins in the
center of the lumen, varying between−2 venc and 2 venc. The inverse of eqn. (6.12)
provides an expression in Q for vavg (see also Fig. 6.2(a)):

vavg =
venc

π/2
tan−1Q (6.14)

The result is insensitive to the image resolution owing to the fact that Q is cal-
culated merely by summing over the ROI. To assess the potential errors in vavg
caused by inaccurate measurements of Q, consider the derivate to Q of the ratio
vavg/venc:

d

dQ

(

vavg

venc

)

=
2

π (1 +Q2)
(6.15)

A small value for the derivative suggests that the calculated ratio vavg/venc is
rather insensitive to the measured quotient Q. For instance, when the actual
vavg is close to ±venc, the measured denominator of Q will approach zero (see
Fig. 6.2(b)), thereby making the quotient highly sensitive to errors in its numer-
ator and denominator. Fortunately, however, for these large absolute values of
Q the derivative approaches zero as well and errors in the measured numerator
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Figure 6.2: (a) The ratio vavg/venc plotted versus the quotient Q. (b) The nu-
merator and denominator of Q in eqn. (6.13) have been plotted versus the ratio
vavg/venc according to eqns. (6.10) and (6.11), respectively, with the substitution
of AR2 [cos(φ0) + sin(φ0)] = 1.

and denominator ofQwill thus not cause substantial errors in the ratio vavg/venc.
On the contrary, the derivative of eqn. (6.15) is much larger when the actual vavg
is close to zero, which implies a relatively high sensitivity of the ratio vavg/venc
to errors in the quotient Q. In this case, however, the denominator of Q will be
relatively large and hence will suppress errors in its actual measured value and
in the measured numerator of Q. Consequently, errors in the calculated vavg/venc
are limited as well. In theory, eqn. (6.15) thus allows an accurate calculation of the
ratio vavg/venc irrespective of the true value of vavg provided −venc < vavg < venc.

Although the calculation of vavg is mathematically independent of φ0, in
practice, the calculation of Q from the images becomes numerically instable for
φ0 = −π/4 + nπ (n ∈ � ), because both the numerator and denominator then
become zero. The value of φ0 can be determined by performing a summation of
the complex signals obtained in both acquisitions over the ROI and next taking
the argument;

φ0 = arg

{

2π

∫ R

0

r [z+(r) + z−(r)] dr

}

(6.16)

To avoid inaccuracies due to a suboptimal value of the local phase offset, we
preprocess the image data by adjusting the phase offset in individual pixels to
+π/4 prior to calculating Q.

6.2.3.3 Radius

According to eqn. (6.5), in addition to the average velocity also the radius is re-
quired for calculating the VFR in a circular vessel. Unfortunately, measuring the
radius directly similarly to the average velocity measurement by applying equa-
tions such as (6.10)–(6.14) is not feasible, because analysis of the summed image
data does not allow R to be separated from the unknown A. Nevertheless, an
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appropriate estimate of the signal magnitude density can be obtained by aver-
aging the signal magnitudes in both acquisitions over pixels fully occupied by
moving spins, preferably in the center of the lumen where the effect of dephasing
is minimal:

A =
1

2Na

∑

(x,y)∈F

|Z+(x, y)|+ |Z−(x, y)| (6.17)

with Z±(x, y) representing the measured complex signal of pixel (x, y), F being a
collection of pixels fully occupied by moving spins, N being the number of pixels
in F and a representing the pixel area.

Given the estimate of A, the radius may be calculated using various equations
such as eqn. (6.10) or eqn. (6.11). We prefer deriving an expression independently
of φ0. Intuitively, a complex sum of the signal in both images may be consid-
ered suitable if the phase differences in both acquisitions are small, say, for ratios
|vavg/venc| < 0.5. Indeed, calculating the modulus M of the summation of the
complex signal over the lumen ROI yields the desired relation:

M≡
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2π

∫ R

0

r [z+(r) + z−(r)] dr

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 2AR2 venc

vavg
sin

(

vavg

venc
π

)

(6.18)

The radius can thus be determined by calculating:

R =

√

Mvavg

venc
·
[

2A sin

(

vavg

venc
π

)]−1/2

(6.19)

When the ratio |vavg/venc| approaches 1, however, the expressions above become
numerically instable and noise will considerably affect the result. Alternatively,
the complex difference of signal in the ROI can then be utilized, which is particu-
larly suitable for high ratios, say |vavg/venc| > 0.5:

MCD ≡
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

2π

∫ R

0

r [z+(r)− z−(r)] dr

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 2AR2 venc

vavg

[

1− cos

(

vavg

venc
π

)]

(6.20)

for which the radius reads:

R =

√

MCD
vavg

venc
·
(

2A

[

1− cos

(

vavg

venc
π

)])−1/2

(6.21)

In section 6.2.4.2, it will be shown that measuring the radius using the complex
difference has the advantage that background signal, if present in the image, can-
cels out and consequently does not affect the measurement.

6.2.3.4 In-plane imaging

Instead of imaging cross-sectional slices selected to be perpendicular to the vessel
of interest, alternatively, PC imaging can be performed parallel to the vessel. The
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method presented in section 6.2.3.2 can calculate vavg from these in-plane images
as well. To this end, the direction of velocity sensitivity must be chosen to be
in-plane, preferably exactly parallel to the axis of the vessel of interest. Another
requirement is that the slice thickness is specified sufficiently large to catch the
entire vessel width.

The calculation of the quotientQ from the image should involve a rectangular
ROI with its shorter central axis coinciding with the axis of the vessel of interest.
Pixels at the border of the ROI will often only partially overlap with the ROI,
particularly when the ROI is not parallel to the main axes of the image; these
pixels should contribute proportionally to their overlap with the ROI (Fig. 6.3).
In order to improve accuracy, it is recommended to zero-interpolate the images
at a factor of 2 or 4 before reconstruction [66, 106].

In-plane PC images have the advantage over cross-sectional images that the
average flow velocity can be calculated at different positions along the vessel
provided that the spatial direction of the vessel remains approximately constant.
We notice that the method presented in the previous section is not suitable for in-
plane measurement of the radius, because pixels fully occupied by moving spins
do not exist in these images.

Figure 6.3: In-plane flow measurement; pixels in the rectangular ROI should con-
tribute to proportionally to their overlap with the ROI.

6.2.4 Deviation from the assumptions

In section 6.2.3.1, certain assumptions have been made that will usually only par-
tially be met in practice. An analysis of the strictness of the conditions assumed
is the subject of the present section.

6.2.4.1 Non-parabolic velocity profiles

The sections 6.2.3.2 and 6.2.3.3 relied on the condition that a fully developed
parabolic velocity flow profile is present in the vessel of interest. In general,
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however, the velocity profile will not be known. This section mathematically
estimates the errors in the average flow velocity and radius to be expected for
several velocity profiles that alternatively may be present in vessels.

Plug flow A velocity profile that may exist in vessels with pulsatile or com-
pletely non-developed flow is plug flow. The phase shifts for this profile read:

φ±,plug(r) = φ0 ± π/2
vplug

venc
(r ≤ R) (6.22)

with vplug representing the uniform velocity of all spins in the vessel. Calculating
the quotient of the integrals of N(r) and D(r) for this profile yields an expression
similar to eqn. (6.12):

Qplug ≡
2π

∫ R

0
r N(r) dr

2π
∫ R

0
r D(r) dr

= tan

(

vplug

venc
π/2

)

(6.23)

The thus obtained Qplug is measured in the PC images in case of plug flow. Ob-
viously, the consequence of substituting this measurement into eqn. (6.14) is that
the calculated vavg equals vplug. Substituting this vavg into eqn. (6.5) then yields
the correct flow rate VFR=vplugπR2. This holds likewise for all velocity profiles
being linear combinations of plug flow and parabolic flow.

The radius measurement described in section 6.2.3.3 was performed by uti-
lizing the modulus M or MCD of the complex signal measured in the image (see
eqns. (6.18) and (6.20)). However, the relations between R, the ratio vavg/venc and
the measured moduli M and MCD are quite different for plug flow because of a
different dephasing in this scheme:

Mplug = 2AR2π cos

(

vplug

venc
π/2

)

(6.24)

MCD
plug = 2AR2π sin

(

vplug

venc
π/2

)

(6.25)

Calculating R by substitutingMplug into the rhs. of eqn. (6.19) leads to a fractional
error, say δplug, reading:

δplug(
vplug

venc
) = −1 +

√

vplug

venc
π/2 sin

(

vplug

venc
π/2

)−1

(6.26)

Consequently, the errors due to the deviation in velocity profile will be +5.4% for
vplug/venc = ±0.5 and +25.3% for vplug/venc = ±1.0. The errors are the same when
MCD

plug is measured and substituted into eqn. (6.21).
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Establishing parabolic flow Another velocity profile that may arise is de-
scribed by:

vp(r) =







vp,avg

venc

6
p2+2p+3 if r/R ≤ p

vp,avg

venc

6
p2+2p+3

[

1−
(

r/R−p
1−p

)2
]

otherwise
(6.27)

It closely resembles laminar so-called entrance flow, which develops from plug
flow into a parabolic profile [19, 103]. The profile is parabolic at the border and
flat in the center of the lumen (see Fig. 6.4(a)). The factor p represents the fraction
of the lumen diameter showing plug flow. After substituting vp(r) into eqn. (6.7),
the integrals of the numerator Np(r) and denominator Dp(r) over the lumen can
be elaborated with some intricate expressions as a result:

2π

∫ R

0

rNp(r)dr =
2AR2

3 ν
[cos(φ0) + sin(φ0)]

[

(

p4 − 4 p + 3
)

(

1− cos(
3 π ν

P
)

)

+

3 p2 π ν sin(
3 π ν

P
) + π (p− 1) p

√
6 ν P ×

(

S(
√

6 ν/P ) cos(
3 π ν

P
)− C(

√

6 ν/P ) sin(
3 π ν

P
)

)]

(6.28)

2π

∫ R

0

rDp(r)dr =
2AR2

3 ν
[cos(φ0) + sin(φ0)]

[

(

p4 − 4 p + 3
)

sin(
3 π ν

P
) +

3 p2 π ν cos(
3 π ν

P
)− π (p− 1) p

√
6 ν P ×

(

C(
√

6 ν/P ) cos(
3 π ν

P
) + S(

√

6 ν/P ) sin(
3 π ν

P
)

)]

(6.29)

with the substitution of P = p2 + 2p + 3, ν = vp,avg/venc and the Fresnel integrals
C(z) =

∫ z

0
cos(πt2/2) dt and S(z) =

∫ z

0
sin(πt2/2) dt. The first terms in the rhs. of

eqns. (6.28) and (6.29) originate from parabolic flow and the second terms from
plug flow. When dividing the integrals over Np(r) and Dp(r), the resulting Qp is
what would be measured in the PC image data. By substitutingQp into eqn. (6.14)
and dividing the thus obtained vavg by the a priori vp,avg, again the fractional error
is calculated, which is presented in Fig. 6.4(b). The errors are zero in the case of
a merely parabolic (p = 0) or merely flat (p = 1) velocity profile. Errors are the
most severe when p is about 0.5, and their severity increases with increasing ν.
For ν = 0.97, however, the maximum error is still only +2.9% (p = 0.52). Phase
wrapping is present for higher values of ν.

In order to determine errors in the measurement of the diameter due to the
deviation from the assumed parabolic profile, we derive the complex sum and
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Figure 6.4: (a) Velocity profiles characterized by a plug fraction p and normalized
to the average flow velocity; (b) the fractional error in the measured average ve-
locity plotted versus the plug fraction p and the ratio vp,avg/venc; (c) the fractional
error in the measured radius, plotted versus the ratio vp,avg/venc for different val-
ues of p.
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difference moduli for the present velocity profile analogously to eqns. (6.18) and
(6.20), respectively:

Mp =
4AR2

(p− 1)ν
sin ((p− 1)νπ/2) cos (νπ/2) (6.30)

MCD
p =

4AR2

(p− 1)ν
sin ((p− 1)νπ/2) sin (νπ/2) (6.31)

The fractional error in the radius measurement found after substituting the above
expressions into the rhs. of eqns. (6.19) and (6.21) reads:

δp(ν) = −1 +

√

sin [(p− 1)νπ/2]

(p− 1) sin (νπ/2)
(6.32)

In Fig. 6.4(c), the error has been plotted versus ν for different values of p. The
errors appear to become more severe when p and ν increase with a maximum of
+25.3% for ν = 1 in case of merely plug flow, which we already mentioned on
page 79.

6.2.4.2 Background signal and ROI selection

In the previous analysis, the background signal was assumed to be negligible as
compared to to the lumen signal and the ROI was implicitly assumed to cover the
entire lumen. In this section, we calculate the errors to be expected in the aver-
age velocity and radius measurements due to a nonzero background. Obviously,
when the background is not negligible, the ROI should be selected such that it
includes only a minimum area of background. Since the ROI may occasionally be
chosen too small, this section also calculates errors due to ROIs not covering the
entire lumen. We focus on measurements in cross-sectional images.

We introduce a factor σ � 1 relating the background signal magnitude to the
lumen signal magnitude and redefine the signal z±(r) as follows:

z±(r) =

{

A exp(iφ±(r)) if r ≤ R
σA exp(iφ0) otherwise (6.33)

For convenience, we assume a circular ROI of radius RROI = ρR selected to be
concentric with respect to the lumen of interest.

Average flow velocity measurements in ROIs having been selected too large
will underestimate the actual average velocity; by subsequently replacing the in-
tegrals’ upper limits R by RROI in eqns. (6.10) and (6.11) and substituting the re-
sultant quotient into eqn. (6.14), the fractional error involved can be calculated to
read:

εσ(ν, ρ) =

{

−1 + 2
πν tan−1 1−cos(πν)

(ρ2−1)σπν+sin(πν) ρ > 1

−1 + 2
πν tan−1 tan

(

πν(1− ρ2/2)
)

0 < ρ ≤ 1
(6.34)
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Figure 6.5: Errors due to a suboptimal ROI-selection in the presence of back-
ground signal, calculated for ν = 0.75: (a) the fractional error εσ(ν, ρ) in the cal-
culated average velocity with respect to the true average velocity (in %); (b) the
fractional error δσ(ν, ρ) in the measured diameter with respect to the true diame-
ter (in %) calculated using the complex sum; (c) ditto the fractional error δCD

σ
(ν, ρ)

calculated using the complex difference.

with ν = vavg/venc. Figure 6.5(a) shows the errors as a function of ρ for ν = 0.75
and for different values of σ. Apparently, considerable errors exceeding 10% are
to be expected for ratios σ > 0.1 and ρ > 1.5. The figure also demonstrates an
overestimation of the average flow for ROIs having been selected too small; phase
wrapping occurs when the overestimated average velocity tends to exceed venc.
The dependency of εσ(ν, ρ) on ν appears to be small aside from the fact that phase
wrapping occurs more easily when the ratio ν is larger.

The measurement of the radius was derived in eqn. (6.19) using a complex
sum of signals. We calculated the fractional error in case of nonzero background
signal to read:

δσ(ν, ρ) =











−1 +
√

1 + (ρ2−1)σπν
sin(πν) ρ > 1

−1 +
√

1− sin[(1−ρ2)πν]
sin(πν) 0 < ρ ≤ 1

(6.35)

Figure 6.5(b), calculated for ν = 0.75, shows a considerable overestimation of the
radius in the presence of background signal when the ROI is selected too large.
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In order to limit the error to 10%, it appears that ρ should be less than 1.3 when
σ = 0.1.

Measuring the radius using the complex difference of signals has the advan-
tage that the background signal cancels out. Consequently, no additional errors
are to be expected for a nonzero background and a sufficiently large ROI:

δCD
σ (ν, ρ) =







0 ρ ≥ 1

−1 +
√

1− 1−cos[(1−ρ2)πν]
1−cos(πν) 0 < ρ < 1

(6.36)

In the case that the ROI does not cover the entire lumen, an underestimation of the
radius is expected to be measured, but the underestimation is small as compared
to the result measured using the complex sum approach (compare Figs. 6.5(b)
and (c)). The reason for this is that signal from spins in the border of the lumen
hardly contribute to the complex difference because their signal almost cancels
out, whereas their contribution is almost maximum in the complex sum. The
dependency of the error expected on the ratio ν is small for the complex difference
method.

6.2.4.3 Non-flat magnitude profiles

The assumption of a flat cross-sectional signal magnitude profile allowed the an-
alytical integration of the complex signal in eqns. (6.10) and (6.11). In this section,
we will describe some approaches to achieve a flat magnitude profile and also
calculate the errors to be expected due to physiologically realistic non-flat mag-
nitude profiles.

The signal magnitude can be calculated by applying the well-known equa-
tions for an RF-spoiled gradient echo sequence [107]. This calculation requires
knowledge of the sequence parameters TE, TR, the flip angle α and the slice
thickness s as well as the relaxation parameters T1 and T2 of the fluid. Since we
are only interested in the relative variation of the signal magnitude over the ves-
sel lumen or, more generally, the tube, we can describe the relative magnitude as
a function A(v) of the velocity as follows:

A(v) = e−TE/T2 sin α

[

A+ B
(

e−TR/T1 cos α
)s/(v TR)

]

(6.37)

with

A =
1− e−TR/T1

1− e−TR/T1 cos α
and B =

(1− cos α) e−TR/T1

1− e−TR/T1 cos α

A flat magnitude profile in the lumen can be obtained in different ways. A possi-
ble approach may be the minimization of the inflow enhancement effect by bring-
ing the flowing spins already into steady-state before these enter the acquisition
slice. As a consequence, the v-dependent term in eqn. (6.37) becomes zero. To
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Figure 6.6: Cross-sectional magnitude profiles of a flowing copper sulfate-doped
water solution in a static environment with blood-like MR properties (T1=930 ms;
T2=150 ms): (a) flowing and static spins have been saturated; (b) only static spins
have been saturated.

realize this, the velocity-encoded acquisitions may be incorporated into a 3-D
sequence, or a presaturation slab may be selected proximally to the acquisition
slice. The situation of saturated flowing spins is automatically achieved using in-
plane imaging. The Ernst angle αErnst = cos−1(exp(−TR/T1)) is preferred as the
flip angle in order to maximize the signal received [36]. In this scheme, however,
the fluid as well as the surrounding material are saturated and the thus achieved
difference between signal from inside and outside the lumen will generally be
insufficient to permit the neglect of the background signal in human vessels.
Nonetheless, the approach may be appropriate in experiments with phantoms
without proton spins in the static material and potentially also in clinical stud-
ies when an intravascular contrast agent is applied. Figure 6.6(a) demonstrates
for various flip angles α the cross-sectional magnitude profiles of copper sulfate-
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doped water (T1=32 ms, T2=28 ms) flowing in a static environment with blood
properties (T1=930 ms, T2=150 ms). A parabolic flow profile with vavg=50 cm/s is
assumed as well as the sequence parameters TR=15 ms, TE=7 ms and s=5 mm.
When applying α = 40◦, the ratio σ equals 0.11. Although the SNR might be im-
proved by specifying a larger slice thickness, small vessels are often too curved
to allow this.

An alternative approach is to create a situation in which the background is
still saturated, but flowing proton spins are all hardly saturated irrespective of
their velocity. To do so, a small flip angle (≈ 10◦) must be specified, the slice
thickness must be small as compared to the average velocity multiplied by TR,
and the TR in turn must be large as compared to T1. Although the combination
of a relatively long TR and a small flip angle contradict the saturation of the
background, the use of an intravascular contrast agent allows the reduction of
the TR. Figure 6.6(b) presents the magnitude profiles calculated for s=5 mm and
without presaturation of the fluid. Clearly, the magnitude is generally larger than
in the previous approach, but is increasingly velocity-dependent at higher flip
angles. At α = 40◦, the ratio σ between the background signal and signal from
spins at the border of the lumen is still 0.11, but spins in the center of the lumen
allow σ = 0.085. The σ averaged over the lumen is 0.092.

The question arises to what extent increasing the flip angle is allowed in order
to improve background suppression and to increase the SNR. We calculated the
errors due to a non-flat magnitude profile by substituting the parabolic velocity
profile of eqn. (6.4) into eqn. (6.37) and numerically calculating the quotient Q
in eqn. (6.13) after substituting A(r) into eqns. (6.10) and (6.11). For the magni-
tude profiles shown in Fig. 6.7(a), the fractional errors in the calculated average
velocity and radius have been plotted in Fig. 6.7(b) and Fig. 6.7(c), respectively.
Apparently, at the cost of errors less than 10% both a substantial gain in SNR and
an improvement of the ratio σ can be achieved as compared to low-flip angle
acquisitions.

6.3 Experimental

6.3.1 Setup

This section describes the setup of experiments we performed in order to test
the validity of the proposed methods. The general setup of the experiments is
described first, after which the individual experiments are addressed.

Our flow phantom consisted of a rigid, 25-cm long glass tube of very precise
inner diameter (2R=3.00±0.005 mm). The immediate environment of the tube
was air. We used copper sulfate-doped water (11.0 mg CuSO4·5H2O per liter;
T1=32 ms, T2=28 ms at 1.5 Tesla) as circulating fluid [126]. Steady flow was gener-
ated by a volume-controlled flow pump (R.G. Shelley Ltd., North York, Ontario).
In order to accurately measure the true volume flow rate, timed collection of wa-
ter flowing through the tube was performed simultaneously with the acquisition.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Non-flat cross-sectional magnitude profiles; (b) errors in the calcu-
lated average velocity with respect to the true average velocity (in %); (c) errors
in the measured diameter with respect to the true diameter (in %).
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All imaging was performed using a Philips Intera 1.5-Tesla MRI scanner
(Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). Cross-sectional imaging was
performed by using a knee quadrature receiver coil and in-plane imaging by uti-
lizing a flat rectangular coil. The sequence parameters of the PC acquisitions
were: TR=15 ms, TE=7 ms, α=10◦, scan matrix=256×256. The NSA was gener-
ally 4. The slice thickness selected was always 5 mm in cross-sectional acquisi-
tions and 15 mm for in-plane imaging. For in-plane image reconstruction only,
oversampling with a factor of two was performed using zero-filled interpolation.

A. Spatial resolution and accuracy In the first experiment, the accuracy
of the average velocity and radius measurements in cross-sectional images was
evaluated. To do so, laminar flow with a parabolic velocity profile was estab-
lished in the 3-mm tube proximally to the cross-sectional slice. The flow rate was
adjusted in such a way that the average flow velocity consecutively assumed the
values 5, 10, 15, 20,· · · , 50 cm/s, where the encoded velocity sensitivity was se-
lected to be 3 vavg. The spatial resolution was varied to be 0.50, 0.75, 1.00 and 1.25
mm/pixel in order to investigate the dependency of the measurements on the
in-plane resolution. A bandwidth of 380 Hz per mm was maintained throughout
the experiment.

The measurements of the average flow velocity and radius were performed
by summing the complex signals according to eqns. (6.13) and (6.18), respectively.
In this, circular ROIs covering the entire lumen and some of their neighborhood
were selected. The ROIs at the four spatial resolutions contained 90, 55, 31 and 29
pixels, respectively. The signal magnitude A of a pure blood pixel was estimated
following eqn. (6.17) and using smaller concentric ROIs F including 16, 7, 3 and
3 pixels, respectively.

B. Encoded velocity and accuracy In the second experiment, we verified the
suggested capability of our method to calculate the average flow velocity with
increasing accuracy when the encoded velocity is lowered and approaches the
real average flow velocity, in spite of the fact that flowing spins in the center of
the lumen significantly exceed the encoded velocity.

The experiment was performed only at 1.0 mm/pixel resolution. The ad-
justed average flow velocity was varied between 0 and 80 cm/s. The velocity
encoding parameter was fixed at 75 cm/s. The average flow velocity as well as
the radius were determined.

C. Non-flat magnitude profile and accuracy In a third experiment, the flip
angle was varied between 10◦ and 45◦ in order to test the sensitivity of the method
to non-flat magnitude profiles. The NSA was 1 in this experiment, but every ac-
quisition was repeated four times. The spatial resolution was 0.75 mm/pixel,
vavg=50 cm/s and venc=150 cm/s. Again, both the average flow velocity and ra-
dius were determined.
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Figure 6.8: Results of experiment A with varying VFR and spatial resolution but
constant ratio vavg/venc = 1/3: (a) error in the measured average flow velocity
plotted as percentage of the true average velocity; (b) error in the measured radius
plotted as percentage of the true radius.

D. In-plane imaging of steady flow In this experiment, utilizing the 3-mm
glass tube connected to silicon tubes of 5-mm diameter, steady flow was gener-
ated in the tube. In-plane images were acquired at the four different spatial reso-
lutions mentioned above. We adjusted the flow to vavg=50 cm/s (VFR=3.53 ml/s,
venc=150 cm/s) for which the Reynolds number NR is approximately 1500.

The average velocity in the tube was calculated by moving a rectangular ROI
of 294, 216, 150 and 96 pixels, respectively, parallel to and along the lumen (with
the axial dimension of the ROI always 1.5 times the radial dimension).

E. In-plane imaging of entrance flow and turbulent flow The effects
of a non-parabolic velocity profile were measured in experiments with non-
developed flow. Plug flow was generated at the inlet of a 25-cm long tube of
4.00-mm diameter by connecting the inlet to a reservoir of considerably larger
dimension.

Firstly, with the VFR tuned to be 3.14 ml/s (vavg=25 cm/s, venc=75 cm/s),
the entrance length of the developing flow was calculated to be approximately
12 cm with NR=1000. Imaging was performed at the four different resolutions.
Postprocessing of the image data was performed using larger ROIs of 600, 337.5,
216 and 150 pixels, respectively, because of the larger tube diameter.

Secondly, the VFR was increased to 12.56 ml/s (vavg=100 cm/s) in order to
generate turbulent flow with NR=4000. The experiment was only performed at
0.50 and 0.75 mm/pixel resolution with venc=200 cm/s and NSA=2.

6.3.2 Results

A. Spatial resolution and accuracy The results of the first experiment de-
scribed in section 6.3.1 are presented in Fig. 6.8. The errors in the measured aver-
age velocities at varying flow rate show no correlation with the image resolution
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Figure 6.9: Results of experiment B with a varying ratio vavg/venc: (a) measured
average velocity; (b) measured radius.

(Fig. 6.8(a)). Except for two outliers, all errors are less than 5%. The overall aver-
age error is -0.7% with standard deviation 2.4%. The errors calculated separately
for the applied image resolutions are: -1.7%±3.5% (0.50 mm/pixel), -0.6%±1.8%
(0.75 mm/pixel), -0.5%±1.7% (1.00 mm/pixel) and -0.1%±1.8% (1.25 mm/pixel).
Apparently, the measurements improve with decreasing spatial resolution and no
significant systematic errors are observed in the measured average flow velocity.

The radius measurements demonstrate an evident correlation between the
resolution and the measurements. The overall error is -2.0%±1.8%. When calcu-
lating the radius separately for the applied spatial resolutions, small systematic
errors are found: -2.0%±0.5% (0.50 mm/pixel), -3.7%±0.4% (0.75 mm/pixel), -
3.2%±0.8% (1.00 mm/pixel), 0.9%±0.5% (1.25 mm/pixel). The systematic char-
acter of the errors is probably due to the fact that at a fixed spatial resolution both
the tube’s positioning, the slice geometry, the pixels included in the calculation
of A and the ROI for measuring the radius were maintained throughout the ac-
quisitions. Errors of measurements performed at high resolution are sometimes
worse than those at a lower resolution, probably due to a higher SNR at lower
spatial resolution. Nevertheless, all measured errors are less than 5%. Equations
(6.19) and (6.21) did not yield significantly different results.

B. Encoded velocity and accuracy Figure 6.9(a) shows the error in the mea-
sured average velocity plotted versus the true average velocity, thereby demon-
strating the capability of the method to measure the average velocity with in-
creasing accuracy when the ratio

∣

∣vavg/venc
∣

∣ increases provided that
∣

∣vavg
∣

∣ does
not exceed |venc|. In the plot, phase wrapping occurs only for values vavg equal to
and beyond venc. We have not included these results in the plot.

Figure 6.9(b) shows the measured radius to increase with the ratio vavg/venc.
For measuring the radius, we applied eqn. (6.19) for vavg ≤ 0.5 venc and applied
eqn. (6.21) otherwise.
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Figure 6.10: Results of experiment C with a varying flip angle α: (a) measured
average velocity; (b) measured radius.

C. Non-flat magnitude profile and accuracy The measured vavg and R have
been plotted versus the varying flip angle in Figs. 6.10(a) and (b). The expected
overestimation of the average flow velocity of approximately 3% for α = 40◦ and
vavg/venc=0.33 (found in Fig. 6.7(b)) is confirmed by Fig. 6.10(a). The small under-
estimation of the radius, expected from Fig. 6.7(c) to be -1.1% for α = 40◦, was
measured to be -0.6% as compared to the measured underestimation at α = 10◦.
The overall underestimation of approximately -4% is probably due to an inaccu-
rately measured signal magnitude A of a pure blood pixel. A similar underesti-
mation was found in the first experiment for the resolution applied in the present
experiment. Figs. 6.10(a) and (b) both demonstrate a better precision when α in-
creases, probably owing to the improving SNR.

D. In-plane imaging of steady flow The in-plane modulus and phase dif-
ference images at 1.25-mm/pixel resolution are presented in Figs. 6.11(a) and (c),
respectively. Large errors are found close to the inlet and close to the end of the
tube (Fig. 6.11(e)). These are probably owing to susceptibility transitions because
of the connecting silicon tubes ending at the outside of the glass tube. The tran-
sitions in susceptibility cause rapid phase offset fluctuations along the axis of the
tube, which can be observed in Figs. 6.11(b) and (d). Apart from this, the average
flow velocity measured is largely independent of the position along the tube.

E. In-plane imaging of entrance flow and turbulent flow The average flow
measurements in the 4-mm tube with entrance flow (Fig 6.12) show large errors
at the tube’s connection to the reservoir and to the silicon tube. The error in the
measured average flow was observed to monotonously decrease in downstream
direction from approximately +3% to -2% at the three lowest resolutions, whereas
this decrease was not observed in the high-resolution measurement. In theory,
however, the errors due to the non-parabolic flow profile should be limited to
only 0.3% (Fig. 6.4(b)) and the maximum error should be reached somewhere
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Figure 6.11: Results of experiment D with in-plane imaging of steady flow in a
25-cm tube; (a) modulus image; (c) phase difference image; (b), (d) phase images
of oppositely velocity-encoded acquisitions; (e) average flow velocity measured
along the tube.
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Figure 6.12: Results of experiment E with in-plane imaging of entrance flow in
a 25-cm long tube characterized by an estimated entrance length of 12 cm; (a)
modulus image; (c) phase difference image; (b), (d) phase images of oppositely
velocity-encoded acquisitions; (e) average flow velocity measured along the tube.
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Figure 6.13: Results of experiment E with in-plane measurement of the average
flow velocity of turbulent flow generated in a 25-cm long tube.

half-way the entrance length.
Apart from the large errors at the tube connections, the measurements in the

presence of turbulent flow (Fig 6.13) do not demonstrate significant global changes
axially in the error in the measured average flow velocity. A larger variation of
the measured errors could be expected due to the lower NSA and the thereby
reduced SNR, although this may be compensated by the increased ratio vavg/venc.
Again, the results are more fluctuating at the highest resolution.

6.4 Conclusions and discussion

In this chapter we have introduced a method to accurately measure the average
flow velocity as well as the volume flow rate (VFR) in small vessels by exploiting
the complex data of ordinary two-dimensional phase-contrast (PC) acquisitions.
The conditions assumed make the method particularly suitable for application in
phantom experiments and potentially also in clinical studies that utilize a con-
trast agent. The measurements, particularly those of the average velocity, do not
depend on the applied spatial resolution, since they are neither sensitive to in-
travoxel phase dispersion nor to the partial volume effect. The method was val-
idated in merely backgroundless phantom experiments, yielding accuracies of
down to 5% both in the average velocity measurements and the determination of
the radius. The method is able to accurately measure the average flow velocity in
in-plane PC acquisitions. Besides, it was shown to be highly insensitive to devia-
tions from the assumptions regarding the cross-sectional velocity and magnitude
profiles. The required background suppression was determined and calculated
to be physiologically achievable.

We have demonstrated that the average velocity measurement perfectly al-
lows a relatively high velocity sensitivity with the ratio vavg/venc down to almost
1. Moreover, experiments confirmed that the accuracy of the measurement signif-
icantly benefits from a high velocity sensitivity. Remarkably, the average veloc-
ity measurement performs well as long as the average velocity does not exceed
the encoded velocity even when velocity aliasing occurs in individual pixels. In
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contrast, phase wrapping is devastating for conventional phase difference mea-
surements. Moreover, these measurements are only accurate when vavg � venc,
thereby avoiding errors due to intravoxel phase dispersion. For these reasons,
in conventional flow measurements the velocity encoding parameter is usually
specified several times larger than the expected average flow velocity when accu-
racy is mandatory. However, such a low velocity sensitivity reduces the signal-
to-noise ratio in the velocity map and thereby decreases the precision of the mea-
surements.

A disadvantage of the radius measurement is the required estimate of the sig-
nal magnitude of a pixel fully occupied by flowing spins and without intravoxel
dephasing, whereas such pixels generally do not exist in small vessels. However,
none of the experiments presented showed large errors regardless of the spa-
tial resolution applied, thereby suggesting that the effect of intravoxel dephas-
ing does not significantly affect the radius measurements. Experiment B did to
some extent reveal the expected effect of intravoxel dephasing on the radius mea-
surement by showing an increase of the measured radius with 7% at maximum
velocity as compared to the measurement at zero velocity.

Our method utilizes the complex signal summed over the entire lumen for
calculating the average flow velocity. The summation may be performed in cross-
sectional images as well as in in-plane images. We already mentioned that the
method is not subject to errors due to intravoxel dephasing and the partial vol-
ume effect, since these effects have been incorporated into the method. How-
ever, in the summation of the complex signal z±(r), an equivalent contribution
of all flowing spins in the ROI is assumed, independently of their spatial posi-
tion. During MR-acquisition only a finite number of samples are recorded per
echo and stored in k-space. The resulting truncation or windowing of the Fourier
spectrum gives rise to a point-spread-function and, consequently, a non-uniform
signal sensitivity, manifesting itself in the well-known Gibbs-ringing effects. This
effect may be compensated by zero-interpolating the original images [106], al-
though we did not observe a dependency of the measured average velocity on
the applied spatial resolution and the ensuing different gridding.

Experiments confirmed that our method also allows accurate average velocity
measurements in in-plane PC images. Severe errors were only found in regions of
magnetic field inhomogeneities due to susceptibility transitions. In these regions,
the phase offset φ0 fluctuates rapidly and therefore can not be assumed to be con-
stant over the ROI. The experiment with entrance flow revealed a small decrease
of the average flow, which was observed only in three out of four measurements.
The small drift of the systematic error suggests that the slice was not sufficiently
in-plane with the tube, although it may also have been caused by eddy current
effects.

In-plane experiments demonstrated also that our method is appropriate for
accurately measuring turbulent flow. Consequently, once our methods would
have been demonstrated to be valid in clinical studies using an intravascular
contrast agent, a very interesting potential application may lie in the in-plane
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imaging of human arteries affected by stenoses. The measured ratio between the
average flow proximally to and inside the stenosis would be inversely equivalent
to the ratio between the lumen areas. The square root of this ratio is an important
and widely applied measure in vascular diagnostics for expressing the severity
of a stenosis [72].

Although the effects from pulsatility have not been investigated yet, the low
sensitivity to the exact velocity profile suggests no significant errors due to pul-
satile flow. We therefore expect the method proposed to be suitable both in time-
averaged and cine PC acquisitions provided that flow is only moderately pul-
satile.

In conclusion, we have calculated and demonstrated the validity of the pro-
posed methods in phase-contrast MRA acquisitions which are complicated by a
severe partial volume effect due to the absence of background signal. Our ap-
proach therefore is particularly suitable in phantom experiments. The method
turns out to be highly insensitive to deviations from the assumed cross-sectional
flow velocity and signal magnitude profile in the average flow calculation. Large
errors in the radius determination, which were suggested by our calculations,
were not confirmed by the experiments presented. Furthermore, calculations
based on human tissue and blood properties in the presence of an intravascular
contrast agent showed the possibility to establish in a human subject the required
signal magnitude difference between flowing and static spins. For this reason, we
suggest that our method has potential for flow measurements in patients after the
administration of a blood pool agent, although we have not yet tested our method
in the presence of background signal. Further research should assess the validity
of the method under nonzero background circumstances and when flow is pul-
satile, and should focus on background suppression in PC acquisitions awaiting
the release of blood pool agents approved for clinical application.
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Chapter 7

Summary and General Discussion

RADIOLOGICAL INTERVENTIONS such as balloon angioplasty, coiling
procedures and stent placement are generally less invasive as compared to
surgical alternatives and have become more or less routine procedures in

the treatment of vascular disease. Each day, thousands of these interventions are
performed worldwide, most of which are guided by X-ray fluoroscopy. The use of
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to monitor and guide intravascular interven-
tions is a relatively new idea and still in the experimental phase. Research in this
field is motivated by the many potential advantages of MRI over conventional X-
ray techniques for guiding and evaluating vascular interventions, including high
soft-tissue contrast, the capability to image in arbitrary oblique planes, the lack
of ionizing radiation, the availability of a harmless contrast agent and the ability
to provide functional information such as flow velocity or flow rate (i.e. volume
per time unit) in conjunction with anatomic information.

When performing an intravascular intervention, the interventionalist must
be able to visualize catheters and guidewires relative to the vascular system and
surrounding tissue. Several approaches for rendering instruments visible in an
MR environment have been developed, which are often subdivided into passive
and active techniques. Passive techniques depend on materials with specific MR
properties that have been incorporated into the devices and enhance the appear-
ance of the device in the image itself. Active techniques rely on supplemental
electronics built into the device –such as a radiofrequency (RF) receiver coil– and
additional software for postprocessing to achieve instrument localization.

The research described in this thesis was performed within the context of
the “Utrecht interventional MRI project”, which was initiated by the University
Medical Center Utrecht. At the start of the project in October 1996, the use of
MRI guidance particularly in intravascular interventions was limited to merely
experimental studies without clinical patients involved. The reason for this was
the lack of safe MR-dedicated catheters and guidewires and, more importantly
within the context of this thesis, the fact that commercially available MRI scan-
ners did not provide the functionality required for guiding the interventionalist,
such as postprocessing immediately upon image reconstruction and full-color vi-
sualization inside the MR acquisition room. The aim of the project was to develop
methods to enable and to support intravascular interventions in patients under
MRI guidance by utilizing passive tracking of devices. This thesis is concerned
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with the creation of an image guidance environment, with the development of
new image processing techniques for MR image guidance and with the explo-
ration of the potential of MRI to rapidly analyze blood flow during intravascular
interventions, thereby providing the interventionalist with immediate feedback.

In section 7.1 we summarize the work presented and in section 7.2 we provide
a general discussion.

7.1 Summary

Chapter 2 describes the environment that we created in 1997 with the aim to
support intravascular interventions by offering MR image guidance. The envi-
ronment consists of two external workstations and a full-color high-resolution
liquid crystal display (LCD). One computer as well as the LCD are positioned in-
side the MR acquisition room, close to the MRI scanner. They serve to present the
postprocessed images to the interventionalist. The second computer is located
outside the MR acquisition room, acting as an operator console and providing
remote control of the in-room visualization. The stand-alone environment offers
the possibility to freely implement and test image processing methods and visual-
ization techniques without the danger of affecting the stability of the MRI system.
The graphics hardware of the workstations is capable of performing various vi-
sualization tasks very rapidly. An event-driven software package dedicated to
the task of image guidance runs on both workstations and is capable of receiving
image data from the scanner, storing the images in a database, postprocessing the
images and visualizing them on both the in-room LCD and the operator console.
Additional image processing techniques exploiting the graphics hardware of our
computers improve the visualization of device markers as compared to their ap-
pearance in the original grey value images by using window-leveling, subtraction
and overlay techniques. The capabilities of the image guidance environment are
demonstrated in a balloon angioplasty phantom experiment.

Chapter 3 describes a method that is capable of automatically localizing de-
vices in MR images. The method consists of two parts. Firstly, it recognizes the
paramagnetic markers of the devices in a series of postprocessing steps including
calculation of the winding number image and of the Laplacian image. Secondly,
it localizes the device by matching the detected marker pattern to the known dis-
tance template of the device markers. The method requires a coarse segmentation
of the vasculature of interest in 3-D. Facilities to manually perform this segmen-
tation are provided by our software package. The proposed method offers the
possibility to exclude vessel elements with expected poor or inconsistent visual-
ization due to for instance the presence of stenoses. When the device is advanced
through a stenosis or is only partially present in the MR image, the method is
often able to localize the device correctly. Validation in phantom experiments
shows that the method is able to localize the device in 95% of the cases. We
present results of the method applied to data obtained in an animal experiment
and in a clinical intervention.
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Chapter 4 describes a facility providing the interventionalist with flow rate
data immediately upon image acquisition. To implement this functionality, the
image guidance environment was extended with software allowing the user to
select multiple regions of interest (ROIs) for which phase difference flow mea-
surement is desired. The results are presented in a graph both on the operator
console and the in-room LCD. The practicability of the setup and its potential
for clinical and investigative purposes are demonstrated in vitro and in vivo. The
required scan duration per evaluation is eight seconds.

In chapter 5, a model-based flow analysis reported earlier by Hoogeveen et
al. is adopted so as to increase the temporal resolution by a factor of two with
respect to the temporal resolution achieved in chapter 4 with the conventional
phase difference method. The model assumes a circular vessel, Poiseuille flow,
and homogeneous tissue around the vessel. It also requires knowledge of the MR
properties of blood and tissue. Under these conditions, the method is capable of
eliminating errors due to the partial volume effect, the inflow effect, and Gibbs-
ringing. A very attractive property of the method is its ability to automatically
adapt the ROI during the optimization process, thereby offering the possibility of
automatically correcting for patient movement during a series of phase-contrast
acquisitions. The method has originally been designed primarily to increase ac-
curacy. In its present application, however, by lowering the spatial resolution
the temporal resolution is doubled to one evaluation every four seconds with-
out a substantial loss of accuracy. The capabilities of this approach are illustrated
by results of several hypercapnia experiments and carotid compression tests per-
formed on healthy volunteers. The chapter also describes and estimates potential
sources of error that may affect substantially the accuracy of flow measurements
owing to the short scan duration of only a few heart beats. These pulsatility ef-
fects were demonstrated in phantom experiments to play only a minor role.

The work described in chapter 6 was performed in view of a new type of MR
contrast agents, referred to as intravascular contrast agents or blood pool agents, but
is also relevant to other applications with a large signal magnitude difference be-
tween blood and surrounding tissue, such as in experiments utilizing flow phan-
toms without background signal. The proposed model-based method assumes
conditions of a circular vessel, Poiseuille flow, a flat cross-sectional signal mag-
nitude and negligible background signal. It employs the original complex data
obtained in an ordinary 2-D phase-contrast acquisition, which is summed over
the region of interest. The method allows accurate and resolution-insensitive
measurement of the average flow velocity in the vessels of interest both in cross-
sectional and in-plane acquisitions, and is also able to accurately measure the
vessel diameter, so that the flow rate can be calculated. Theory and phantom ex-
periments show the method to be neither very critical with regard to the exact
signal magnitude and velocity flow profiles, nor with regard to the selection of
the region of interest. Experiments also demonstrate the validity and capabilities
of the introduced quantification technique.
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7.2 General discussion

In this section, we address several issues with regard to the current state and fu-
ture perspectives of intravascular MR-guided intervention. In this context, we
also discuss the contribution of the work presented. Subsequently, we (i) com-
pare MRI and X-ray fluoroscopy with regard to their abilities and limitations in
guiding intravascular interventions, (ii) debate the trade-off between temporal
resolution and image quality, (iii) compare the potential of passive versus active
tracking, (iv) consider the future of flow monitoring in MRI guidance, and (v)
summarize our conclusions and recommendations.

MRI guidance versus X-ray fluoroscopy It is evident that X-ray fluoroscopy
can adequately guide many complex radiological interventions due to its ability
of real-time imaging at high spatial resolution and the availability of a wide vari-
ety of very sophisticated devices. Then, what is the motivation of many univer-
sity institutes and industrial companies to embark on developing intravascular
interventions under MRI guidance?

Previous chapters already stated that MRI has important potential advan-
tages over X-ray fluoroscopy in guiding and monitoring these interventions, in-
cluding:

• the lack of ionizing radiation;
• excellent soft-tissue contrast for delineation of structures surrounding the

vasculature;
• an expanding variety of contrast agents with excellent safety profiles;
• inherent three-dimensionality of acquired image data;
• the ability to image in arbitrary oblique planes without the need to reposi-

tion the patient or scanner;
• the ability to provide both anatomical and physiological information.

Despite these advantages, the development of MR-guided intravascular interven-
tions is considerably complicated by the fact that:

• the closed configuration of high-field MRI magnets limits the access to the
patient;

• the strong main magnetic field imposes constraints on the devices; existing
guidewires and catheters dedicated to X-ray fluoroscopy generally contain
ferromagnetic materials, which are forbidden in MR-dedicated instrumen-
tation;

• RF pulses required in MRI for excitation can induce heating when conduc-
tive material is applied in devices;

• MRI is generally characterized by low spatial and temporal resolution as
compared to X-ray fluoroscopy;
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• MRI is sensitive to many effects that can easily compromise the image qual-
ity, such as magnetic field inhomogeneity, pulsatility or –more generally–
motion of spins, and chemical shift.

As a consequence of many unsolved problems related to these aspects, MR-
guided intravascular interventions are still in the experimental phase. The ad-
ditional constraints to equipment as well as the different material properties re-
quired to visualize devices by MRI instead of X-ray fluoroscopy make that one
has to start again from the very beginning regarding equipment, imaging and
guidance.

Fortunately, significant progress has been made over the past four years re-
garding equipment. Prerequisites in safe clinical intervention are easy patient
access and safe intravascular devices. Various open MRI scanners of increasing
magnetic field strength have been developed, demonstrating that the industry en-
thusiastically supports the advancements in interventional MRI. Experience with
clinical interventions obtained in our project motivated Philips Medical Systems
to implement new scanner functionality (e.g., interactive scanning and on-the-fly
image subtraction), to improve flexibility (e.g., more rapidly switching between
different scan sequences and in-room scan control using multiple high-resolution
color LCDs), and to develop hybrid systems consisting of a 1.5-Tesla MRI scanner
dedicated to interventional purposes and a C-arm fluoroscopy system in a single
acquisition room.

Regarding the instrumentation, several prototypes of MR-compatible devices
have been introduced over the past year and have been tested in phantom and an-
imal experiments. Within our project, we have developed an MR-dedicated fiber-
glass guidewire and nonbraided balloon catheter in co-operation with Cordis Eu-
rope, which we have also employed in patients. It appears to be feasible to replace
radio-opaque instrumentation by MR-dedicated devices while maintaining me-
chanical properties like torque, steerability and flexibility, but the development
of a completely new generation of devices requires an extensive effort.

The temporal resolution and image quality in X-ray fluoroscopy can be im-
proved simultaneously by increasing the intensity of the radiation. As compared
to X-ray, an important limitation of MRI is that it always demands a trade-off be-
tween the temporal resolution and the image quality. We discuss this limitation
and its potential solutions more thoroughly in the next section.

Temporal resolution and image quality In MRI, temporal resolution and
image quality are often complementary factors, because faster acquisitions are
generally more sensitive to effects compromising on the image quality. For in-
stance, spin echo sequences usually are rather time consuming, but are to a large
extent insensitive to magnetic field inhomogeneities. However, field inhomo-
geneities do affect the image quality in gradient echo sequences, which lack the
180◦ refocusing pulse and hence are generally faster.

In our project, we utilized gradient echo imaging in order to achieve suffi-
cient image quality with update times below two seconds. The intention was
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to improve image guidance by developing image processing techniques that en-
hance and recognize devices in the images thereby helping the interventionalist
in manipulating the devices adequately through the vasculature, instead of min-
imizing the update time and only displaying the original MR image. Using the
image guidance environment presented in this thesis in combination with a scan
protocol tuned to the specific application and dedicated devices, we have demon-
strated that the placement of intravascular devices as well as monitoring of the
treatment is already clinically feasible under MRI guidance. Experience in clini-
cal intervention, however, has learnt that a considerably higher refresh rate is an
absolute prerequisite in order to make MRI guidance competitive to X-ray fluo-
roscopy.

In the course of our project, various improvements regarding temporal res-
olution and image quality have been reported in the literature. Several imaging
techniques that became available allow sub-second update times, such as radial
scanning techniques [117, 118] and parallel signal acquisition techniques employ-
ing multiple receiver coil elements (SENSE) [115]. These techniques have poten-
tial for employment in MR-guided intervention, although the signal-to-noise ra-
tio stays somewhat behind in these techniques. The development of intravascular
contrast agents will enable considerable improvements in intravascular interven-
tion with respect to both temporal resolution and image quality; the reduction
of the T1 relaxation time permits a shortening of the repetition times, enhance-
ment of contrast between blood and surrounding tissues, and a reduction of the
intravoxel dephasing effect in regions of complex flow.

Passive versus active tracking Automatic localization of intravascular de-
vices is inherent to active tracking techniques, but not to passive tracking meth-
ods. The fact that automatic tracking is not performed in most X-ray fluoroscopy-
guided interventions suggests that it is not a prerequisite in intravascular inter-
ventions. In MR-guided interventions, however, device tracking is a necessity for
enabling steering of the acquisition to fully exploit the 3-D imaging capabilities
of the MRI scanner.

The method proposed in chapter 3 is able to recognize devices in MR images,
hitherto a unique ability among passive tracking techniques. The method only
requires information that can be obtained without hampering the intervention:
knowledge of the distances between the device markers and a coarse centerline
segmentation of the vasculature of interest. For instance, no knowledge of the
manipulations by the interventionalist was incorporated, because obtaining this
kind of information would complicate the actual intervention. The validation in
vitro demonstrates that the performance of the presented method improves for
better contrast between the markers and the vessel lumen, which suggests that
the application of a contrast agent may contribute to the robustness of the device
localization.

An important disadvantage of the passive method is the involved subtrac-
tion, causing the method to be sensitive to patient movement. Further improve-
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ments of the method towards clinical practice may therefore be achieved by lo-
calizing the device markers in the original image and skipping the subtraction of
a reference frame, combined with the application of intravascular contrast agents
and background suppression techniques.

Considering the above aspects, the technique of recognizing a device based
on its marker configuration has considerably promise for intravascular interven-
tion, but clinical application requires further advancements regarding acquisition
techniques and intravascular contrast agents in order to make the method suffi-
ciently robust. Although the robustness of the method will probably never reach
100%, occasional failures of the method may eventually be corrected by exploit-
ing temporal information of the former locations of the device. Integration of the
algorithm into the MRI scanner software may eventually also enable steering by
means of scan-plane adaptation based on the position of the located device and
the local orientation of the vasculature. An interesting question that has not been
answered in this thesis yet is whether passive tracking will be able to surpass ac-
tive tracking techniques in future clinical interventions. Let us first consider the
main advantages and disadvantages of both techniques.

An important advantage of active tracking is that it does not require the ac-
quisition of an entire image and hence can be performed much faster than pas-
sive tracking; active tracking allows the localization of the tip of a device in 3-D
by only three or four excitations. The major disadvantage of active tracking is the
safety issue regarding conductive wires that are required to measure the signal
received by the built-in coil. The past few years have revealed the severe dangers
of RF deposition in those wires, which potentially increases the local temperature
far beyond the physiologically acceptable margin [73, 79, 89]. Consequently, ac-
tive tracking is not yet suitable for application in humans. To overcome the safety
problem, current research focuses on the replacement of the electrical leads by
fiberoptics [157]. In general, a disadvantage of active tracking is the complexity
of the devices making them relatively expensive. Another disadvantage is the
required electrical connection to scanner hardware, which complicates the inter-
vention.

The advantage of the passive tracking technique we have proposed is that
devices, once MR-compatible, can be easily prepared by attaching several mark-
ers, thereby making the device less complex and, thus, less expensive. Besides,
techniques using passive tracking visualize an extensive part of the distal end of
the device whereas active tracking methods only display the current position of
the built-in coils. A disadvantage of passive tracking is that the automatic recog-
nition of a device can be confused by various kinds of structures present in the
image. Besides, passive tracking requires the acquisition of a complete volume
data set to localize a device in 3-D, which is generally time-consuming.

Considering the pros and cons of active and passive tracking, it remains un-
clear which will become the method of choice in the future; probably, a combi-
nation of techniques will offer the best results. It is clear, however, that substan-
tial technological improvements still have to be achieved with regard to devices,
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MR acquisition techniques, contrast agents and image processing in order to al-
low safe and successful MR-guided intravascular interventions that fully exploit
the 3-D capabilities of the MRI scanner and that are able to compete with X-ray
fluoroscopy-guided interventions.

Current state and future prospects of blood flow monitoring As yet, flow
monitoring has not received much interest in MR-guided intervention. One of the
reasons for this deficiency is that monitoring of the blood flow is relevant primar-
ily when MR-guided interventions are performed in clinical patients for which
the outcome of the treatment is essential. Experience with clinical procedures ob-
tained in the interventional MRI project of our hospital motivated us to explore
the additional value of MRI as compared to X-ray fluoroscopy to provide flow
information in MR-guided interventions. Moreover, the clinical introduction of
intravascular contrast agents will increase the need of a flow analysis method that
can benefit from contrast enhancement.

Phase-contrast MRI is currently the established technique in MRI to acquire
blood flow data and is implemented on most clinical MRI systems. Flow is quan-
titated usually by employing the conventional phase difference method. The
facility described in chapter 4 utilizes this conventional method for flow moni-
toring and performs flow quantification virtually instantaneously in the acquired
velocity maps. The advantage of the conventional phase difference quantification
method over the model-based methods that we presented in the chapters 5 and 6
is that the method does not make assumptions concerning vessel shape, flow pro-
file or the MR properties of blood and tissue, thereby offering a very wide appli-
cation field including for instance cardiac-triggered flow measurements and mea-
surements in arbitrarily shaped venous vessels. A disadvantage of the method,
however, is its sensitivity to many sources of error, which can only partly be com-
pensated by selecting sufficiently high spatial resolution, generally at the cost
of reduced signal-to-noise and a longer scan duration. Consequently, the update
frequency of the flow monitoring is limited to one evaluation every eight seconds
in chapter 4.

The temporal resolution obtained using the conventional method for flow
quantification can be doubled by applying a model-based method and reducing
the spatial resolution, as we have demonstrated. This method quantitates the
flow rate more accurately than the conventional method does, provided that the
conditions regarding the shape of the vessel and the cross-sectional flow profile
are met. The operator who is to activate the method should be aware of these
extra conditions. In addition to the relatively high temporal resolution, another
important advantage of the method is its ability to adapt the ROI, thereby cor-
recting for patient movements. Although flow monitoring using the model-based
method was shown to be feasible, the integration of flow monitoring into clinical
intervention requires a high degree of flexibility with regard to switching between
different scan modes.

Conventional phase difference flow rate measurements applied after the ad-
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ministration of an intravascular blood pool agent to a patient will be affected by a
severe partial volume effect. In contrast, the method presented in chapter 6 ben-
efits from the presence of the contrast agent since it supports the assumptions of
negligible background signal and a flat signal magnitude profile. Although the
combination of conditions assumed will generally not fully apply to vessels in the
human body, we have shown the method to be rather insensitive to many of these
conditions. An important question remains whether it will be possible to achieve
the required signal magnitude difference between blood and surrounding tissue
in human vessels. Theoretical computations do suggest this, but we have not
been able to verify this by in vivo experiments, because blood pool agents have
not been approved yet for clinical application.

An interesting question in the context of intravascular interventions is
whether the acquisition time can be reduced further while preserving accuracy.
Owing to averaging across shorter time intervals, the effects from pulsatility will
become increasingly manifest when the acquisition is shortened. Moreover, when
temporal resolution is increased but spatial resolution is not lowered proportion-
ally by enlarging the field of view, ghost overlap will increasingly affect the mea-
surements. Consequently, it appears not trivial to further increase temporal res-
olution. A solution may be sought in more sophisticated flow analysis methods
that allow further reduction of the spatial resolution. The method described in
chapter 6 allows this reduction. Some intravascular applications, however, may
not require a further lowering of the update time. In these applications, an in-
terleaved acquisition of fluoroscopic and phase-contrast sequence profile would
improve time averaging of the flow measurement and allow device tracking and
flow monitoring to be performed simultaneously during the intervention.

Conclusions and recommendations Although our project has demon-
strated the feasibility of intravascular intervention under MRI guidance, the cur-
rent state of interventional MRI is still inferior to X-ray fluoroscopy with respect
to temporal resolution, image quality and the availability of safe devices. Con-
sequently, intravascular interventions can still not sufficiently adequately be per-
formed in clinical patients. Image processing can support MR-guided interven-
tions substantially, but is not capable of compensating for the current shortcom-
ings of interventional MRI. Therefore, considerable advancement has to be made
with regard to imaging techniques in order to increase temporal resolution and
image quality.

In the next year, advancements in MR scan technology are likely to result
in more open-configured high-field MRI scanners, dedicated to intravascular
intervention. Attention, however, should particularly be paid to the develop-
ment of scanning software dedicated to MR-guided intervention. This requires
the integration of fast scanning techniques, interactive scan plane modification,
dedicated postprocessing and visualization techniques as well as in-room scan
control. The software of future interventional MRI scanners should provide a
high degree of operational flexibility in rapidly switching between different scan
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modes like fluoroscopy and flow monitoring, and should preferably allow these
acquisitions to be performed virtually simultaneously so as to create the ability
to provide anatomic and physiological information at the same time. Also, an
evident requirement is that devices are made inherently safe in order to increase
the competence of MRI for guiding intravascular interventions and to give active
tracking a chance in clinical procedures.

Intravascular contrast agents, which are expected to become clinically avail-
able shortly, will probably become invaluable to intravascular interventions be-
cause of their potential to increase both temporal resolution and image quality.
These agents are beneficial to passive tracking techniques and potentially obviate
the subtraction in our tracking method [8], thereby making the method more ro-
bust regarding patient movement. Further development of postprocessing tech-
niques should therefore focus on making the automatic localization technique
presented able to skip the subtraction involved and to robustly process contrast-
enhanced MR input images. Besides, the model-based flow analysis presented
in chapter 6 should be tested in the presence of background signal awaiting the
release of intravascular contrast agents approved for clinical application.

Once the suggested advancements have been achieved, intravascular inter-
vention –supported by sophisticated postprocessing techniques– will be able to
take advantage of the wide spectrum of possibilities that MRI already offers.
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Samenvatting

RADIOLOGISCHE INTERVENTIES zoals Dotter-behandelingen, coiling-
procedures en stentplaatsingen zijn in het algemeen minder invasief dan
chirurgische alternatieven. Inmiddels zijn het routine-ingrepen geworden

ter behandeling van vaataandoeningen. Dagelijks worden wereldwijd duizenden
van dergelijke interventies uitgevoerd, de meeste onder Röntgendoorlichting.
Het sturen en bewaken van intravasculaire interventies gebruikmakend van
de op kernspin-resonantie gebaseerde afbeeldingstechniek MRI is een relatief
nieuwe methode welke nog in de experimentele fase verkeert. Onderzoek op
dit gebied is aanlokkelijk gezien de vele potentiële voordelen van MRI boven
conventionele Röntgendoorlichting voor het sturen en evalueren van vasculaire
interventies, waaronder een sterk contrast in zachte weefsels, de mogelijkheid
afbeeldingen in willekeurig gekozen vlakken te maken, de afwezigheid van ioni-
serende straling, de beschikbaarheid van een onschadelijk contrastmiddel en de
mogelijkheid naast anatomische tevens functionele data te genereren. Bij dat laat-
ste valt te denken aan bijvoorbeeld het meten van de flux (flowvolume) in bloed-
vaten.

Tijdens een intravasculaire interventie is het noodzakelijk dat de arts kan zien
waar de katheters en voerdraden zich ten opzichte van de bloedvaten en omrin-
gende weefsels bevinden. Daarom zijn er verschillende technieken ontwikkeld
om instrumenten met MRI zichtbaar te maken, welke worden onderverdeeld in
passieve en aktieve technieken. Passieve technieken maken gebruik van materialen
met specifieke MR-eigenschappen. Deze materialen worden in de instrumenten
verwerkt en verbeteren zodoende de afbeelding ervan in de scanbeelden. Ak-
tieve technieken gebruiken een ingebouwde, radiofrequente ontvangstspoel en
specifieke software voor het lokaliseren van een instrument.

Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek werd uitgevoerd als onderdeel
van het “Utrecht interventie-MRI projekt”. Dit projekt werd in oktober 1996
geı̈nitieerd door het Universitair Medisch Centrum Utrecht. Ten tijde van de aan-
vang van het projekt was het gebruik van MRI tijdens interventies beperkt tot
louter experimentele studies waarbij geen patiënten betrokken waren. De reden
hiervoor was enerzijds het gebrek aan veilige katheters en voerdraden geschikt
voor MRI en anderzijds het feit dat commerciëel verkrijgbare MRI-scanners
niet de voor een vasculaire interventie benodigde functionaliteit boden, zoals
beeldverwerking direkt na beeldreconstructie en full-color visualisatie in de MR-
scanruimte. Het doel van het projekt was methoden te ontwikkelen die intravas-
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culaire interventies onder MRI-geleiding op patiënten mogelijk maken en on-
dersteunen, gebruikmakend van een passieve techniek voor het lokaliseren van
instrumenten. Dit proefschrift beschrijft een beeldgeleidingsomgeving, nieuwe
beeldverwerkingstechnieken voor MR-beeldgeleiding alsmede enkele methoden
voor snelle evaluatie van het flowvolume met MRI om zodoende de arts direkte
feedback te kunnen geven.

Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft een hardware- en software-omgeving gecreëerd
in 1997 met het doel intravasculaire interventies te ondersteunen met MR-
beeldgeleiding. De omgeving bestaat uit twee externe werkstations en een full-
color liquid crystal display (LCD) met hoge beeldresolutie. Eén computer en het
LCD staan in de scanruimte, vlakbij de MRI-scanner. Deze tonen de bewerkte
beelden aan de arts. De tweede computer staat buiten de scanruimte en dient als
een bedieningsstation waarmee de afbeelding op het LCD op afstand kan worden
aangestuurd. De omgeving staat grotendeels los van de MRI-scanner en biedt
hierdoor de mogelijkheid vrijelijk beeldverwerkingsmethodieken en visualisatie-
technieken te implementeren en te testen zonder dat dit ten koste gaat van de
stabiliteit van het MRI-systeem. De grafische hardware van de werkstations is in
staat de verschillende visualisatietaken zeer snel uit te voeren. Een event-driven
softwarepakket, geheel geschreven in het kader van dit promotie-onderzoek en
gericht op de taak van beeldgeleiding, is aktief op beide werkstations en is in staat
beelddata van de scanner te ontvangen, de beelden in een database op te slaan, ze
verder te verwerken en ze zowel op het LCD als op het bedieningsbeeldscherm
zichtbaar te maken. Additionele beeldverwerkingstechnieken buiten de grafische
hardware van de computers uit en verbeteren daarmee de visualisatie van de in
de instrumenten verwerkte markers door middel van window-leveling, subtractie-
en overlaytechnieken. De mogelijkheden van de beeldgeleidingsomgeving wor-
den gedemonstreerd met een in vitro Dotter-experiment.

Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een methode waarmee automatisch instrumenten in
MR-beelden kunnen worden gelokaliseerd. De methode is tweeledig. Ten
eerste worden de paramagnetische markers van de instrumenten gedetecteerd
door toepassing van een reeks van beeldverwerkingsalgoritmen, waaronder de
berekening van het zogenaamde winding number-beeld en van het Laplaciaan-
beeld. Ten tweede lokaliseert de methode het instrument door het gedetecteerde
markerpatroon te matchen met de bekende onderlinge afstanden tussen de mar-
kers. De methode vereist een ruwe segmentatie van de relevante vasculatuur. Het
ontwikkelde softwarepakket biedt faciliteiten waarmee deze segmentatie hand-
matig kan worden uitgevoerd. De methode biedt de mogelijkheid gedeelten van
bloedvaten in het matchingsproces te negeren als deze naar verwachting slecht of
inconsistent worden afgebeeld ten gevolge van bijvoorbeeld een stenose. Wan-
neer een instrument door een stenose heen wordt opgevoerd of slechts gedeel-
telijk aanwezig is in het MR-beeld, is de gepresenteerde methode vaak toch in
staat het instrument correct te lokaliseren. Een validatie in fantoomexperimenten
toont aan dat de methode in 95% van de gevallen het instrument goed kan loka-
liseren. Resultaten worden getoond van de methode toegepast op MR-beelden,
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verkregen in een varkensexperiment en gedurende een klinische, MR-geleide in-
terventie.

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een faciliteit die de arts tijdens een interventie direkt
na beeldreconstructie voorziet van flowvolumedata. Bij de implementatie hier-
van werd de beeldgeleidingsomgeving uitgebreid met software waarmee de ge-
bruiker meerdere bloedvaten kan selecteren waarop faseverschil-flowmetingen
dienen te worden uitgevoerd. De meetwaarden worden in een grafiek gedis-
playd, zowel op het bedieningsbeeldscherm als op het LCD in de scanruimte. De
bruikbaarheid van deze opzet en haar potentie voor klinische en experimentele
doeleinden wordt in vitro en in vivo gedemonstreerd. De benodigde scantijd per
evaluatie bedraagt acht seconden.

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een model-gebaseerde methode voor flowanalyse ge-
bruikt die eerder reeds door Hoogeveen et al. werd gepubliceerd. Hiermee
wordt een toename in de temporele resolutie met een factor van twee bereikt
ten opzichte van de temporele resolutie die in hoofdstuk 4 werd gehaald met
de conventionele faseverschil-methode. Het model gaat uit van een rond vat,
Poiseuilleflow en homogeen weefsel rond het vat. Tevens moeten de MR-
eigenschappen van bloed en weefsel bekend zijn. Onder deze voorwaarden is de
methode in staat fouten ten gevolge van het partial volume-effect, het infloweffect
en Gibbs-ringing te voorkomen. Een erg aantrekkelijke eigenschap van de meth-
ode is de mogelijkheid in het optimalisatieproces het region of interest automa-
tisch aan te laten passen, zodat er gedurende een reeks fase-contrastopnamen
automatisch voor patiëntbewegingen kan worden gecorrigeerd. De methode
is oorspronkelijk voornamelijk ontwikkeld met het doel de nauwkeurigheid
van flowmetingen te verhogen. Echter, in de in hoofdstuk 5 gepresenteerde
toepassing wordt met de methode behoud van nauwkeurigheid bewerkstelligd
bij een verlaagde spatiële resolutie. Hiermee wordt de temporele resolutie ver-
dubbeld tot één evaluatie per vier seconden. De mogelijkheden van de gepre-
senteerde benadering worden geı̈llustreerd met resultaten van verschillende hy-
percapniaexperimenten en carotiscompressietests, uitgevoerd op gezonde vrijwil-
ligers. Het hoofdstuk beschrijft en maakt ook een afschatting van foutenbronnen
die in aanzienlijke mate de nauwkeurigheid van flowmetingen zouden kunnen
aantasten vanwege de korte scanduur van slechts enkele hartslagen. Deze pul-
satiliteitseffecten worden in fantoomexperimenten gedemonstreerd een geringe
rol te spelen.

Het werk beschreven in hoofdstuk 6 is uitgevoerd met het oog op een nieuw
soort MR-contrastmedia, meestal intravasculaire contrastmedia of blood pool agents
genoemd. Het werk is echter ook relevant voor andere toepassingen waar-
bij er een substantieel signaalmagnitudeverschil bestaat tussen bloed en omrin-
gend weefsel, zoals experimenten waarin flowfantomen zonder achtergrondsig-
naal worden gebruikt. De voorgestelde model-gebaseerde methode gaat uit van
een rond vat, Poiseuilleflow, een vlak signaalmagnitudeprofiel over de doorsnede
van het vat en verwaarloosbaar achtergrondsignaal afkomstig van omliggend,
statisch weefsel. De methode maakt gebruik van de complexe data verkregen in
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een gewone 2-D fase-contrastopname. De methode maakt een nauwkeurige en
resolutie-ongevoelige meting van de gemiddelde flowsnelheid in bloedvaten mo-
gelijk, zowel in opnamen gemaakt in het doorsnijdingsvlak van het vat als par-
allel aan het vat. Daarnaast is de methode in staat nauwkeurig de vaatdiameter
te meten, waarmee de flowvolume kan worden berekend. Theorie en fantoomex-
perimenten tonen aan dat het signaalmagnitudeprofiel noch het snelheidsprofiel
noch de keuze van het region of interest erg nauw komen. Experimenten laten de
validiteit en mogelijkheden van de geı̈ntroduceerde techniek zien.
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submissie. De samenwerking met Philips Medical Systems en Cordis verdient
ook aangehaald te worden. Joop van Vaals (Philips) was immer een enthousiaste
supporter van ons werk. Romhild Hoogeveen (Philips), bedankt voor het mij in-
werken in je flowmodel – ik hoop dat de voortzetting van je idee je aanspreekt.
Wilfred Heiner (Cordis) dank ik voor de snelle aanlevering van voerdraden met
speciale markerconfiguraties.

Een speciaal woord van dank richt ik tot de afdeling Fotografie, in het bijzon-
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der tot Jan de Groot. Niet alleen het panorama op de kaft komt bij jou vandaan,
we hebben ook regelmatig samen zitten zweten op de plaatjes voor Henk Smits.
Bovendien heb je indertijd nauwgezet de verlovingskaartjes van Adri en mij in je
vrije tijd gedrukt. Ook de Instrumentele Dienst, in het bijzonder Henk te Biese-
beek, ben ik veel dank verschuldigd. Als ik bij je binnenliep, wist je het wel weer:
de pomp... Kopersulfaat had weer eens desastreus in ons troetelkindje huisge-
houden. Toch wist je ’m vaak in no time weer te repareren. De laboranten van
MR-3 en 4 dank ik voor assistentie bij experimenten, voor de geboden vrijheid bij
het scannen en jullie verdraagzaamheid als ik met karren vol computers, beeld-
schermen, ethernetkabels, slangen en een smerige pomp de omgeving onveilig
kwam maken. Niets was jullie te gek. Met professor Hillen en zijn studenten
Elvira en Willem heb ik ook plezierig samengewerkt. Bovendien wil ik de proef-
personen, in het bijzonder Shirley, bedanken daar ze hun leven in de waagschaal
wilde stellen ten behoeve van “de wetenschap”.

Mijn collega’s uit de vakgroep 3DCV hebben de afgelopen vier jaar bijgedra-
gen aan een plezierige tijd; met sommigen ben ik zelfs structureel bevriend ger-
aakt! Evert-jan en Estia, naast te Catannen leerden jullie mij ook not to be ashamed
to be a nerd. Bij Gerard kon ik altijd mijn hart luchten als we samen terug naar
De Bilt fietsten. Ik hoop dat je je steeds beter in je omgeving thuis gaat voelen.
Kees “met één hand op de vangrail”, ik waardeer je bijzonder als een collega met
een verfrissende kijk op kerk en politiek. Thijs leerde ik kennen als een gezellige
collega met het hart op de tong die mijn bloed wel door zijn fantoom wilde laten
stromen. Theo, bedankt voor je krachtige event-library waarvan ik het exclusieve
gebruiksrecht heb gehad. Erik, je LATEX-stylefiles doen het geweldig! En Sander,
waar blijft Linux Mandrake 8.0?! Josien, dankzij jou bleef mijn proefschrift in
de laatste fase “op schema” en je dollartip was goud waard! Verder wil ik alle
overige collega’s bedanken voor de leuke tijd die ik in het AZU mede dankzij
hen heb beleefd!

Tot slot gaat mijn dank uit naar mijn beide ouders voor alle goede zorgen
die ze als back-ups de jaren door hebben gegeven. Dit geldt eveneens voor mijn
schoonouders. En Adri, lief meiske, dank je voor al je geduld (vooral als je thuis
je mond moest houden) en voor je ondersteuning in woord en daad. Ik hoop dat
er een gelukkige en wat rustiger tijd voor ons ligt. Bovenal wil ik de HERE God
danken voor Zijn zegen over mijn werk en leven. Zijn Woord is Hij getrouw in
Zijn belofte op ons geloof te schenken “...het leven, en overvloed.” (Joh. 10:10b)
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REMKO VAN DER WEIDE werd op 31 oktober 1972 in Woudenberg ge-
boren – een maand te vroeg. Deze achterstand werd tijdens de lagere
schooltijd weer goedgemaakt, zodat hij in 1985 het V.W.O. kon gaan vol-

gen aan het Revius Lyceum te Doorn. Reeds in zijn jonge jaren ontwikkelde
zich een bijzondere belangstelling voor het programmeren van computers. In
1991 slaagde hij voor het V.W.O.-examen en vertrok naar Eindhoven, alwaar hij
de studie Technische Natuurkunde volgde aan de Technische Universiteit Eind-
hoven.

Een interne stage op het gebied van halfgelei-
derfysica werd gedaan in de groep Vaste Stof
van de vakgroep Theoretische Natuurkunde.
Daarbij werd een model van een wisselwer-
kend gatengas in een GaAs/AlGaAs-quantumput
geı̈mplementeerd. Na afronding van deze stage in
maart 1996 beëindigde de auteur zijn universitaire
opleiding met een externe afstudeeropdracht in
de vakgroep Medische Beeldverwerking, geves-
tigd in het Universitair Medisch Centrum Utrecht
en onderdeel van de faculteit Geneeskunde van
de Universiteit Utrecht. De opdracht betrof het
ontwikkelen van een methode waarmee optimale
projektiehoeken voor het angiografisch afbeelden
van cerebrale aneurysmata konden worden berek-
end.
Na in februari 1997 afgestudeerd te zijn bleef de
auteur in de groep Medische Beeldverwerking

werkzaam en werd assistent-in-opleiding (AiO) op het projekt “Beeldverwer-
king ten behoeve van interventionele MR-applicaties”. Hierin kwamen zowel
belangstelling voor medische zaken en computerprogrammeren als de technisch-
fysische achtergrond goed tot hun recht. De resultaten van het onderzoek zijn
beschreven in dit proefschrift.




